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PREFACE

It is popularly believed that comprehensive reorganisation 
of secondary education will remove most of the inequalities of 
opportunity which exist under the tripartite system. Replacement of 
an ’unjust* by a ’just* educational system is also felt to be one of 
the main steps on the route towards the ’Fairer Society*. While the 
desire to produce such a society must always stem from ideological 
commitments, there is no reason why the theoretical links between 
these commitments and the means which are assumed to attain them 
cannot be studied objectively.

In this thesis I have spelt out the assumptions which 
appear to lie behind the arguments for comprehensive reform and 
expressed them as a propositional theory. The major variable which is 
assumed to intervene between comprehensive reorganisation and the 
supposed effects of this reform is early selection. Ry abolishing 
early selection comprehensive education is seen as producing certain 
features of the 'fairer Society'. From the theory the following 
five hypotheses can be derived.

1. Comprehensive schools will produce a greater development of talent 
than tripartite schools.

2. Comprehensive schools will provide greater equality of opportunity 
for those with equal talent.

3. The occupational horizons of children in comprehensive schools 
will be widened relative to those of children in tripartite schools.

4. Comprehensive schoolchildren will show less tendency to mix only 
with children of their own social type than will tripartite 
schoolchildren.

5« Comprehensive schoolchildren will tend to have views of the class 
system as a flexible hierarchy, while tripartite schoolchildren 
will tend to see this as a rigid dichotomy.



An examination of the evidence usually given in support 
of the first hypothesis results in the conclusion that there is at 
present no proof that comprehensive schools will produce a greater 
development of talent than tripartite schools. A definite conclusion 
on this issue must await thorougi research of a longitudinal nature.

The remaining four hypotheses are examined by the analysis 
of data obtained from responses to questionnaires administered to 
a sample of foulrteen to fifteen year old boys and girls in a ‘typical* 
comprehensive school and secondary modem and grammar schools in 
similar areas of London. The results indicate no clear support 
for any of the hypotheses.

There sire three possible interpretations of these results.
In the first place the comprehensive school studied may not have really 
been ‘typical’, however this seems unlikely. Secondly it may be that 
education is always a dependent variable, reflecting rather thsua 
affecting social structures. Yet one can specify educational changes 
which would have a dramatic effect on the social structure. The final, 
and more reasonable, interpretation is that the theory is at fault.
Indeed it seems that the fault lies in the proposition that comprehensive 
education represents an abolition of early selection. For there is 
very little reason to believe that comprehensive reorganisation (as 
it is interpreted in any of the schemes which are at present operated 
or proposed) does lead to abolition of premature selection.

If we are ideologically committed to education reforms intended 
to minimise the influence of social class on educational and 
occupational attainment, on day-to-day social interaction, and on 
individuals* social constructions of reality, then comprehensive reform 
is not enougi - we must design an educational system in which schools 
are freed of their function as selection agencies for occupation.
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CHAPTER ONE

JUSTICE AND THE COMPREHENSIVE IDEAL



Among parents and teachers, as well as Labour Party idealists

and educationalists, discontent with the tripartite organisation 

of secondary education in England and Wales is very evident. But 

criticism of the present system of selection does not stem so much 

from a rejection of the general principle whereby rewards, material 

and symbolic, are unequally distributed in society, as from a 

distaste for the current bases of discrimination. Thus, as Pedley 

puts it, "The Englishman of the 1960s does not believe in equality. 

What he wants is equal opportunity to be unequal."'*' On closer 

examination, however, even the argument for equality of opportunity 

is seen to be a cover for a yet more limited plea. Eor, as Benn 

and Peters have noted, the cry for equality of opportunity refers 

in practice to the desire to accord individuals the same opportuni

ties "only in the sense that they are all entitled to be treated

alike until relevant grounds are established for treating them 
2differently." In the English situation relevant grounds are 

almost invariably considered in the context of ability. Thus we 

can see the main body of current criticism of the tripartite system 

of education, in sociological as well as political and administrative 

circles, as stemming from the view that selection should be based on 

the sole criterion of "ability"^ and that this cannot be adequately
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ascertained by an examination at Eleven-Plus.^

Now it should be made clear immediately that this is always

an ideological position, a bid to remove an injustice, a statement

that discrimination is being made on irrelevant grounds and that

this should be replaned by efficient selection on relevant and
5

reasonable criteria. Sometimes the ideological flavour of such 

a criticism is disguised in a variant of the functionalist view. 

Eor example, Floud and Halsey^ argue that "the efficient division 

of the working population requires both that there should be the 

right numbers of workers in each occupation and that the qualities 

of workers in each occupation should be as appropriate as possible 

in short that •ability' and 'opportunity' should be matched as 

closely as possible."^ They claim that under the present system 

this requirement is not being adequately met, and that a closer 

adherence to this ideal could be attained by comprehensive 

reorganisation. Yet on closer inspection this argument is not 

entirely convincing' Eloud and Halsey may consider the present 

system to be unjust, but they have not demonstrated that it is 

inefficient.

Consider, for example, the situation where the proportion of 

individuals with abilities relevant to high status jobs exceeds
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the number of those jobs. In this case, so long as all those who 

actually attain high status jobs do have the requisite abilities,

"the efficient division of the working population" is effected - 

but some individuals with the 'ability* to become brain surgeons 

have to be content with sweeping roads. Furthermore, the actual 

brain surgeons could have been selected from the universe of 

potential brain surgeons on entirely ascriptive, that is 'unreasonable', 

grounds; but the requirements of efficiency in the division of 

labour would not be threatened so long as they could actually 

function adequately as brain surgeons. There is no reason to 

assume that roadsweepers of brain surgeon capacity would be 

inefficient at sweeping roads. Nor does it salvage the argument 

to introduce the idea of 'wastage of ability' ; for, while the 

supply of skills or potential skills in the population exceeds 

the demand for such skills which is generated by the occupational 

structure, there will always be 'wastage of ability' regardless ofg
the mode of selection through education.

So, rather than wasting intellectual effort in attempts to 

rationalise ideological commitments and to present the conclusions 

from normative assumptions as though they were derived from value-
A*

neutral deductions, it is clearly more economic to state these
9

value assumptions in explicit form. Let us recognise that, in
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our discussions of the processes of educational and occupational 

selection, it is justice which is at issue, not efficiency. There 

is no fear* that by formulating the argument in these terms we are 

relegating it to idealists and politicians; such a discussion does 

not lie outside the province of sociology, for ideas about justice 

in general, and mar mobility ideologies in particular, are important 

aspects of our culture which themselves merit study.

There are two opposed approaches to the study of justice among

sociologists: one empirical, the other moral. The empirical

position is exemplified in the work of H o m a n s . F o r  Homans norms

of justice are determined by the empirical conditions of exchange in

social relationships; "what is_ determines what always ought to be." ^

Thus what a man expects, what he considers just, is determined by his

actual experience: he comes to learn that generally it happens that

rewards are proportional to costs: "if one man is 'better' than

another in his investments, he should also be 'better' than the

other in the value of the contribution he makes and in the reward 
12he gets for it." Thus an empirical expectation, a conception of

probability, gives rise to a normative expectation, a conception of 

what ought to be done.'*''' This can be expressed by the more general 

Aristotelian notion that "if (a man) is better on one count, he ought 

to be better on both: his rankings on the two counts should be in
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line with one another." ^  On the empirical view, then, justice

is a matter of expectations and the sense of injustice is aroused
15when expectations are defeated.

l6The empirical approach has been attacked by Runciman who,

drawing on Benn and Peters^J stresses that just differentials in

rewards are based, not on any differences in status or investment,

but on relevant differences. Runciman's personal sense of justice

is outraged by the denial of reward to an individual in one of 
18

Homans' examples on grounds he does not see to be relevant.

"By normal standards of justice," says Runciman, "(this) is trans-
19

parently unfair." But what are 'normal' standards of justice?

Clearly, if we understand 'normal' in the statistical rather than 

the clinical sense, there is the possibility that what other people 

consider to just, what is normal to a particular culture or sub

culture, is "transparently unfair" to Runciman. Of course the bases 

of discrimination must be relevant in some sense to the discrimination 

in question before a difference in reward is described as just.

But what are the criteria of relevance? Runciman seems to consider 

that there are absolute criteria which must be obvious to all

reasonable men. Yet even if we were to accept this philosophically
20intuition!st position we would still be left with the task of

explaining what actually happens in the world. For these purposes
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Runciman's personal conception of what kinds of differences between 

human beings are relevant bases of differential reward is of no 

interest; we are asking, rather, what criteria of differentiation 

are popularly held to be relevant to differences in reward. Thus 

the moral conception of justice is antipathetic to sociological 

explanation since conceptions of what the standards of justice ought 

to be are irrelevant to an understanding of the views of justice 

which people in fact hold.

21Curiously Runciman's own Relative Deprivation and Social Justice 

provides a most enlightening explanation of the way in which popular 

conceptions of justice actually change/on the very idea of status 

inconsistency which is so central to the Homansian approach to justice. 

Basically his argument is that •objective' inequalities in life- 

chances of all kinds - the sorts of situations which liberal socio

logists might describe as 'transparently unfair' - are not themselves

sufficient to produce a sense of injustice in the deprived individuals.
22The intervening variable is the notion of relative deprivation.

Relative deprivation arises when individuals perceive inequalities
23between their positive reference groups and their membership groups.

p»
For example, when individuals are placed in marginal positions, one 

attribute or status making them eligible for membership in a more 

highly valued group in which they are not wholly accepted while
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other attributes assign them more firmly to a less highly valued 

group, they will feel relatively deprived. The debilities ascribed 

to them because of their membership of the less highly valued group 

will now come to be defined as intolerable and unjust. Thus in
25societies where there is a high degree of status crystallisation, 

where individuals' rankings on the various hierarchies of prestige, 

power, wealth, race and so on tend to be highly correlated, relative 

deprivation, and hence the sense of injustice, will tend to be low.

On the other hand in societies undergoing more rapid social change, 

where mobility between statuses is greater and where consequently 

there is a low degree of status crystallisation, there will tend 

to be groups and individuals who are continually redefining 

traditional conceptions of justice, and rejecting as unfair what 

v/as formerly accepted as right.

We have seen that our ideas about equality of educational 

opportunity are aspects of our more general cultural conceptions 

about justice, and that changing ideas of justice in society can 

be explained with reference to the ideas of status crystallisation 

and relative deprivation. Thus we are now in a position to 

examine our changing conceptions of justice in the sphere of 

education in terms of this explanatory framework.
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Changing attitudes to education can be seen as changing 

ideas of what are just bases for educational discrimination. The 

sense of injustice arises because the sorts of differences between 

individuals which have been determining their educational oppor

tunity are now seen as irrelevant. Thus the charter of the 

Butler Act of 1944 was to neutralize the impact of wealth on 

educational attainment as wealth came to be an unacceptable deters 

minant of educational success. However the Act did not remove, 

nor was it designed to remove, differentials in educational 

opportunity, for educational chances were now to be determined 

by measured intelligence, and since this attribute was considered 

to be relevant to educational success, this new discrimination was 

seen to be just.

Now, while it is true that there has been some disquiet

deriving from the suspicion that the Eleven-Plus test is not an
26accurate measure of innate intelligence, it is generally agreed 

that this test is the best instrument yet devised to measure 

'intelligence' and that alternative attempts at selection for
27secondary school, such as teachers' recommendations are less 'fair'. 

How then is it that people have come to define the present system 

of educational selection as unjust? Their sense of injustice stems 

from a redefinition of 'intelligence-as-measured-by-Eleven-Plus-tests'
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as an irrelevant basis of discrimination. And their argument is

that a new and just differentiation should be on the basis of
28•real ability' rather than measured intelligence.

The explanation of this changing conception of educational

justice must be sought in the conditions which gave rise to a

sense of relative deprivation amongst those not favoured by the

tripartite system. It is the working class which is, and always
29has been, most educationally deprived. But, as we have seen, 

deprivation is not in itself sufficient to produce the sense of 

relative deprivation. Since the majority of secondary modern 

school children have always been from working class homes and their 

low educational status, and consequent low anticipations of occupa

tional status, have been quite in accord with their parents' occu

pational prestige, we would not expect them or their parents to 

define their circumstances as unjust. This consistently deprived 

group then is not a likely source of the pressure for change; our 

search for an explanation of the innovation in educational attitudes 

becomes the search for a marginal group: a group with inconsistent 

status rankings.

When we consider the effects of the post-war 'Bulge' in the 

birth rate a possible answer suggests itself. The first wave of
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the Bulge reached the age of eleven in 1957 hut there was no sub

stantial increase in the number of places available in grammar 

schools. This had a two-fold impact on the intake of the secondary 

modem schools: they began to receive more middle class pupils and 

more pupils of higher than average ability than had formerly been 

the case. For the first time then middle class families, in 

relatively substantial numbers, were experiencing the effects of 

having one or more children receiving an 'inferior' education and 

one which was not generally intended as a preparation for middle 

class occupations. This situation of status inconsistency may 

well have resulted in a feeling of relative deprivation amongst 

these families and eventually this rather vocal section of society 

may have come to define as unjust a system of education, where 

children are almost certainly doomed to low status jobs by the 

failure of an examination at the age of eleven.

At the same time the addition of relatively able pupils to

the secondary modem school may have been working in another way

to introduce discontent with the system. For it has been argued^

that headmasters of secondary modem schools took advantage of this

opportunity to distinguish their schools in public examinations,
5lentering more and more pupils for 'O' Level G-.C.E. In 1954 the 

number of secondary modem schools entering pupils for G-.C.E. was
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only 357; this figure had risen to over 1,350 by 1959 - over 

one-third of all secondary modem schools. The growing demand 

for qualifications is probably reflected in the increasing percentage 

of pupils staying for a fifth year in secondary modem schools.

Dent notes that this rose from 3»5 per cent in 1949 to 7 per cent
32 33

in 1959, by 1964 the proportion had reached about one in ten. ^

Thus a further source of criticism of Eleven-Plus selection is

suggested. Growing awareness that some pupils, though rejected

by the Eleven-Plus were capable of G-.C.E. success may have led to

a suspicion that this examination was somehow an inaccurate measure

of 'ability'. Thus in two ways the effects of the Bulge may have

operated to thwart individuals' expectations in the field of education

and hence to produce a feeling of injustice resulting in rising

criticism of the tripartite organisation of secondary education.

So far we have considered only the negative side of our changing 

attitudes about education: the redefinition of tripartite education 

as unjust. The other aspect of current educational thought is, of 

course, the advocacy of comprehensive education as an alternative, 

which, it is believed, will abolish the unjust features of the present 

system and hence produce the Eadrer Society.

There is fairly general support for the idea of comprehensive
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e&ucation in this country. A recent opinion poll carried out by 

New Society and Research Services produced the following distribution 

of responses to the question "Are you in favour or against compre

hensive education?"

Table 1 

Social class*

AB C1 C2 DE all

%

in favour 46 51 58 51 52

don’t know 17 29 27 38 29

against 37 20 15 11 19

* Standard Market Research categories

There is then substantial acceptance of comprehensive education 

across all social classes. Rejection however is clearly related 

to social class for, while in the AB category only nine per cent 

more accept than reject, in the DE category the difference between 

acceptance and rejection is forty per cent (p=.00l). Thus members 

of the social class categories who can be seen as having most to 

lose by comprehensive reorganisation favour this policy significantly 

less than members of those which have most to gain. Attitudes to
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comprehensive education were also shown by the survey to be related 

to political party allegiance, sixty per cent of Labour Party, 

fifty-five per cent of Liberal Party, but only forty-five per cent 

of Conservative Party supporters expressing acceptance of comprehen

sive education, (p=.00l)

So support for comprehensive reorganisation of secondary 

education, while not homogenous, is fairly general and such reorgani

sation is the expressed policy of the political party which forms

the present government. Yet there has been very little research
37into the effects of comprehensive schools, and even less into 

the question as to the extent to which they can be expected to produce 

the Fairer Society, an expectation which is arguably the basic rationale 

behind this reorganisation.

In order to examine this question empirically it is first 

necessary to clarify the precise theory on which the hypothesis 

"Comprehensive schools will tend to produce the Fairer Society" is 

based. At this point the discussion turns from popular attitudes 

about comprehensive schools to the published literature on the 

subject. For there is, of course, no reason to suppose that 

1the-man-in-the-street1 has explicitly formulated ideas about the 

relationship between education and ’equality*, although aspects of
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the more academic discussion on the matter may filter into his

70
consciousness through the media of opinion leaders.

When we turn to the published work of the advocates of

comprehensive schools, our hope of discovering this theory is,

however, soon disappointed. The connection between comprehensive

education and the Fairer Society is nowhere made clear, in fact it

is often taken to be self-evident, and the connection is considered

to be so obvious that no explanation is required. Thus, for example,
39Armstrong and Young in their Fabian pamphlet assume that compre

hensive schools will produce a better society and merely discuss 

the various alternatives within the broad comprehensive ideal.

Floud and Halsey also advocate comprehensive reorganisation, with 

the proviso that this would produce the desired results "only if 

the spirit as well as the form of English secondary education were 

changed,"^ yet their reasoning is entirely based on criticism of 

the tripartite system.

However, while I have not found a complete theory of the 

effects of comprehensive schooling in any single work, it is 

possible to build up a sort of ideal tyne theory from the suggestions 

in the various sources. Such a theory, of course, will never 

conform completely to the views of any one author, but it should be
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a reasonable representation of the general line of thought which 

is current.

The key to the theoretical link between the tripartite system 

and the Unfair Society seems to lie in the idea of early selection.

Pew critics reject selection per se however, their objections are 

specifically to early and relatively final differentiation on the 

basis of measured intelligence. Taylor, for example, argues that 

"if we no longer possess a criterion that will legitimise early 

selection, allocation and the subsequent differentiation attendant 

upon them, then it becomes morally imperative to shift the basis 

of allocation procedures from performance in intelligence and 

attainment tests and response to primary schooling to a more 

flexible procedure operating within secondary and post-secondary 

education, where the range of choices available is such as to make 

it easier for child, parent and teacher to match interests and 

attainments and a suitable type of course." ^  This rejection of 

early selection is very often accompanied by a rejection of traditional 

forms of streaming as bases for grouping within the new comprehensive 

schools. Many writers advocate, and some schools operate, methods 

of breaking up the school on horizontal lines, not in any way 

related to academic performance, such as house systems. Por it

is clear that a rigid system of streaming in comprehensive schools
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amounts simply to tripartite differentiation with the sole exception 

that grammar, technical and secondary modem schools are housed in 

one building. Nevertheless completely unstreamed comprehensive 

schools are rare and it does not seem to be government policy to 

pursue the comprehensive ideal to its logical conclusion.^ Thus 

Crosland has said, "Both common sense and American experience suggest 

that ( unstreaming ) would lead to a really serious levelling down of 

standards and a quite excessive handicap to the clever child.

Division into streams according to ability, remains essential," 

and in a footnote he adds "some ( enthusiasts ) their heads perhaps 

a little turned by too much sociology, even insist on classes being 

known not by numbers but by the teachers’ names lest any mark at all 

of superior or inferior status be conferred. This is simply 

egalitarianism run mad!" ^  Where unstreaming does not accompany 

comprehensive organisation the principle of abolition of early 

selection is often claimed to be protected by the fact that mobility 

between streams within one school is easier than mobility between 

schools.

Having identified the major variable in the theory which our 

ideal-typical advocate of comprehensives might put forward, it is 

now necessary to spell out the remaining intervening variables and 

the relationships between them. The actual arrangement of propositions
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in a theory is, of course, a creative business, very much a personal 

( even artistic ) endeavour. Two theorists approaching the same 

problem from similar perspectives could never produce the same 

theory, just as two painters from the same school could not, without 

collaboration, paint substantially similar portraits of one woman. 

Thus the deductive scheme suggested below, while inspired by the 

arguments which can be found in the literature, does not spring 

directly from those arguments. It is, like all ideal types, an 

imaginative reconstruction, a product of selective emphasis and 

exaggeration.
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THE THEORY

Proposition One. Early selection of children into groups with

differential educational and occupational prospects

i) prevents the fullest development of talent

ii) inhibits equality of educational opportunity
for those with equal talent

iii) prematurely confines children!s occupational 
horizons.

iv) segregates potential occupational 'successes' 
from 'failures', hence echoing and reinforcing 
the system of stratification in the wider society.

Proposition Two. Where conditions iii) and iv) occur children's

perceptions of the structure and meaning of stratification tend to

take the form of rigid dichotomous models.

Proposition Three. 7/here iii) and iv) do not occur children's 

perceptions of the structure and meaning of stratification tend to 

take the form of flexible hierarchic models.

Proposition Four. Under a tripartite system of secondary education 

early selection of children into groups with differential educational 

and occupational prospects is present.

Proposition Five. Under a comprehensive system of secondary 

education early selection does not occur to such a great extent. 

Proposition Six. Movement from a tripartite to a comprehensive

organisation of secondary education will therefore cause
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a) a greater development of talent

b) a greater equality of opportunity for those with equal 
talent

c) a widening of children's occupational horizons

d) a relative decline in the social interaction in school 
which takes place within the boundaries of anticipated 
occupational strata, and a relative increase in inter
action across such strata.

Proposition Seven. Conditions c) and d) will produce a tendency 

to greater frequency of flexible hierarchic models of stratification 

over rigid dichotomous models.

None of these propositions is inherently untestable; however 

I will be concerned with testing only propositions six and seven, 

as any refutation of these would be sufficient to throw doubt upon 

the whole theory. Naturally the theory would be even more funda

mentally questioned if the fifth proposition were to prove false. 

While this has not been specifically tested there is sufficient 

evidence available to give strong grounds for suspecting it to be

false. Studies of the determinants of educational success in 
44primary schools suggest that academic successes and failures 

are largely selected long before the stage of entry to secondary 

school, and it might be argued that, for this reason, reform of 

secondary education is irrelevant. However for present purposes 

it will be assumed that there is less early selection under
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comprehensive educational schemes. The implications of making this 

assumption for the purposes of testing the theory will he discussed 

more fully in Chapter Seven.

Returning to the sixth and final propositions we see that these 

two statements suggest five hypotheses

1. Comprehensive schools will produce a greater development 
of talent than tripartite schools;

2. Comprehensive schools will provide greater equality of 
opportunity for those with equal talent;

3. The occupational horizons of children in comprehensive 
schools will be widened relative to those of children 
in tripartite schools.

4. Comprehensive school children will show less tendency to 
mix only with children of their own social, type than 
will tripartite school children.

5. Comprehensive school children will tend to have views of 
the class system as a flexible hierarchy, while tripartite 
school children will tend to see this as a rigid dichotomy.

Hypothesis One

The idea that early selection prevents the fullest development

of talent derives from a rejection of the notion that ability is a

fixed genetic quality, a notion that was behind the provisions of

the 1944 Act. Burt, in his report to the Consultative Committee

in 1931 stated, "Before this age (12) is reached children need to

be grouped according to their capacity, not merely in separate classes
45or standards but in separate types of school." The similar
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argument put forward in the Norwood Report, that the three types 

of schools were designed to cater for three types of minds, is by 

now infamous.^ Against this the argument has recently been 

advanced that the attainment of different standards by children 

selected for different types of education is no more than a self- 

fulfilling prophecy: that children do as well as they think they 

can and their perceptions are shaped by the way the educational 

system defines them.^ In fact, as will be explained in 

Chapter Two, there is as yet no definite empirical evidence in 

support of this argument. However, in so far as it is now widely 

believed that talent is produced by school experience rather than 

given exclusively by birth, then norms of equality will be concerned 

with the provision of equal opportunity for each individual to 

develop his talent to the full, rather than the more limited notion 

of equal opportunity for those with equal talent.^

Hypothesis Two

The more limited notion that early selection actually inhibits 

equality of educational opportunity for those with equal talent is 

a common one. This will be discussed in Chapter Three, where 

evidence from a sample of fourteen and fifteen year olds in tripartite 

and comprehensive schools will be brought to bear on the question 

whether or not comprehensive schooling increases the possibility
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that equal opportunities will be available to children of equal 

talent.

Hypothesis Three

Another aspect of the self-fulfilling prophecy notion as it

relates to early selection is contained in the idea that different

types of school 'feed* different occupations, not only because of

the differences in the actual educational content provided - an

effect specifically fashioned by the Butler Act - but also because

of children's definitions of their ability. Research in England

and Scotland has demonstrated the way in which type of school

determines children's occupational horizons relative to their

parents. Working class boys in a London grammar school were found
A9to have 'unrealistically' high expectations of social mobility

while secondary modem school children were found to set their
50sights 'realistically' low. in Chapter Four occupational plans 

and aspirations of children in tripartite and secondary modern 

schools will be examined and compared in an attempt to test the 

hypothesis that comprehensive schooling effects a widening of 

occupational horizons.
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Hypothesis Four

It is a well documented fact that, in schools with early

selection, friendships within school tend to occur amongst

children of similar social class background, and tend also to be

confined to children with similar educational and occupational 
51prospects. However, no study has been published which tests 

the hypothesis that comprehensive schooling will reduce these 

effects, thus undermining the way in which school experience 

reinforces the class structure. This hypothesis will be 

examined in Chapter Five where the attempt to undermine vertical 

stratification by breaking up the school into horizontal house 

groups will also be discussed.

Hypothesis Five

In Chapter Six the way in which perceptions of social 

stratification are related to educational experience will be 

discussed and a typology of stratification maps suggested. The 

specific hypothesis that children who have experienced comprehensive 

schooling will be less likely to hold rigid dichotomous models of 

social class than tripartite school children will then be tested.
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sum mary OF CHAPTER ONE

1. Discussions about equality of educational opportunity, and 

their specific expression in the present pressure towards 

comprehensive reorganisation of secondary education, are 

always arguments about justice.

2. Changing empirical conceptions of justice can be explained 

with reference to Homans * notion of deprivation of expecta

tions and the concepts of status inconsistency and relative 

deprivation.

3. The redefinition of selection by measured intelligence as 

unjust may have occurred as a result of the Bulge in the birth 

rate. Some middle class families may have suffered depriva

tion of their expectation that their child would attain a 

grammar school place.

4. This may have resulted in relative deprivation in a relatively 

vocal section of the population who came to reject tripartite 

education as unfair.

5. Rejection of the tripartite system has been accompanied by 

pressure in favour of comprehensive reorganisation which is 

the present policy of the government.

6. It is believed that comprehensive education will abolish an 

irrelevant criterion of educational differentiation - measured 

ability - and produce a situation in which educational attain

ment is determined by 'real ability'.
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7. A caricature of the theoiy explaining why comprehensive 

education will produce the Fair Society can be set out in 

the form of seven propositions.

8. Five hypotheses derived from this theory are examined in the 

following five chapters.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE DEVELOPMENT OE TALENT



We have seen that discontent with the tripartite organisation of 

secondary education stems not so much from rejection of selection in 

general as from distaste for the present mode of selection. Advocates 

of comprehensive secondary education argue that, under the system 

instigated by the 1944 Act, such selection takes place too early and on 

the basis of inadequate criteria. For it is now accepted that talent 

is not a fixed genetic trait, there is no finite 'pool of ability* to be 

tapped by increasingly sophisticated selection procedures."*" Talent, 

rather than being given by birth is, it is now believed, partly produced 

by school experience. Thus the predictive power of intelligence and
2aptitude tests reflects nothing more than a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Full development of talent is thus prevented by a system under which 

children learn to limit their acheivement to that which is expected of them.

In his "Argument for Comprehensive Schools", for example, Townsend 

attacks the assumption of a constant level of ability on which the 

existing educational structure is said to rest, arguing that "many of our 

ideas about the pattern of individual ability are derived unconsciously 

from the social structure." We believe that only about one child in five 

is capable of benefiting from a grammar school education, he says, 

because at present only one in five does so.^ Replacement of selection
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at Eleven Plus by comprehensive education could thus result in a greatly 

increased number of children benefiting from a more academic education.

The suggestion is, in fact, that "Comprehensive schools will produce a 

greater development of talent than tripartite schools."

Before we can examine this first hypothesis it is necessary to clarify 

the concept of talent itself. For the term is, of course, ambiguous.

"Sometimes it refers to an aptitude or ability in the person, and 

sometimes it refers to talented performance b^ the person - i.e., behaviour 

which goes beyond the ordinary in meeting some criterion of desirability.

We shall try to keep our meaning clear by using terms like ability or 

talent potential for the first meaning, and talented performance for the 

second."^ Usually, in fact, we assume that the two are correlated, for 

when one seeks to identify talent one hopes to isolate individuals with 

talent potential who will some time later produce talented performances. 

Sometimes, as with the selection of children for grammar school, one type 

of talented performance (success in the Eleven-Plus examination) is taken 

as a predictor of another type of talented performance (success in G-.C.E. 

examinations or perhaps entry to university). But here an assumption is 

being made: it is assumed that these discreet behaviours or talented 

performances are linked by a personality characteristic talent potential 

or ability.
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Por when we state that individuals who consistently produce talented

behaviours 'possess' ability we are making the purely pragmatic assumption

that they will go on producing talented performances in those types of

activities. ".Anybody may accidentally hit a nail head at a hundred yards
5

with a rifle; only a marksman can do so consistently and reliably".

It is only the marksman to whom we would attribute the ability to do so. 

But this does not mean that ability (or intelligence or any similar 

concept) actually exists in individuals. It is simply a concept which 

we find useful in describing their conduct, and which enables us to 

predict with some accuracy the way they will behave in the future.

Eysenck makes this point most forcefully in his diicussion of intelligence 

testing.^

It is often thought that scientific concepts refer 
to things which actually exist, and that the scientist's 
cleverness lies in isolating these really existing 
things and measuring them. Thus it might be thought 
that bodies have length, and that the scientist 
discovers this fact and then proceeds to measure that 
length. Similarly it might be thought that people 
have intelligence and that the scientist discovers 
this fact and then proceeds to measure this intelligence. 
Thus we would be dealing with scientific laws and 
concepts which existed in nature independently of man, 
and which could be discovered by diligent research.

Ability and intelligence, then, like length do not exist in the 

'real world', they are man-made aids to understanding and prediction. 

And therefore in considering how to measure them we are not looking for 

those measures which would best reflect some real situation,but those 

which give the greatest reliability in prediction.^ If a test of an
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eleven year old child's 'intelligence' enables us to predict fairly 

accurately how he will perform academically four years later when he takes 

his G.C.E. examination, then it simply does not matter that the test has 

measured his speed and persistence at solving problems as well as whatever 

we meant by 'intelligence'.

Yet if by talent we mean both talented performance and a trait or 

ability consistently to produce talented performances in various spheres, 

what of the hypothesis that comprehensive schools will produce a greater 

development of talent than tripartite schools? Obviously the hypothesis 

implies that the frequency of talented performances and of individuals 

with the ability repeatedly to produce such performances will be increased 

in comprehensive relative to tripartite schools.

Let us look first at the first suggestion, that comprehensive 

education fosters talented performances. This could, of course, refer 

to any number of different spheres of activity. It may be being argued 

that comprehensive school children are more likely to win Olympic medals, 

Academy Awards, Nobel Prizes or Oscars, or merely that they will be more 

likely to do better than others when they turn their energies to sport, 

painting, academic work or, say, film-making. On the other hand, the 

hypothesis may be given an even broader interpretation, it might be being 

argued, for example, that 'talented' social behaviour is more frequent
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amongst the comprehensively educated, they are more dramaturgically aware, 

more sensitive to others, more skilled at manipulating social situations.

It is, however, more likely that those who hypothesise an increase 

in talented performances in such schools are referring to something much 

more specific and limited. They mean that the average standard of 

academic work in the comprehensive school will be raised and, as an index 

of this they point especially to performance in public examinations.

Thus, despite statements by some proponents of comprehensive schools that 

the success of these schools is not to be judged by their examinationg
results, others insist on comparing success rates in the G-.C.E. 'O' and

'A' levels between comprehensive and traditional schools. Pedley, for

example, conducted an inquiry into the G-.C.E. performance of pupils from

twenty comprehensives who had joined these schools in 1954 at the age of

eleven. He noted that, despite the fact that many of these schools were

'creamed' by local grammar schools, fourteen percent of the pupils in his

sample gained five or more *0* level passes. This compared with a

national figure of about ten per cent for tripartite schools. This

Pedley claims "bears out a simple thesis: that selection at eleven is

premature and inaccurate, and cannot be wholly put right by a makeshift

attempt at later transfers; and that if one keeps open the door of full
g

opportunity, many more children will pass through it."
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But, as Robin Davis has pointed out, Pedley’s claims were based on 

the figures up to 1962, before the secondary modern schools had started 

to enter candidates for G-.C.E. on a large scale.^ When the 1965 

results11 are considered, however, a very different picture emerges. For 

when the 'O' level results of children in London comprehensives were 

compared with those of secondary modern school children no important 

differences emerged. The proportion of the '0* level candidates 

succeeding in gaining that qualification was higher in the comprehensive 

schools in some subjects (notably those, like Modem Languages, where 

their more modem equipment gave the advantage) but lower in others. In 

other words, even when one defers to the argument that most of the present 

comprehensives are 'creamed' of their best pupils and can therefore only 

be validly compared with the secondary modems, the comprehensives do not 

appear to be producing better results.

However Davis' analysis can itself be criticised. For the 

comparative success rates of examination candidates are at least partly 

a function of the relative quality of those candidates. A high rate of 

success in one school might reflect a very effective school organisation 

and teaching programme. But the same rate of success in another school 

might merely reflect a very restrictive policy towards examination entrants. 

One way of achieving high success rates is thorough education of all 

potential candidates, another way is to select only the best pupils to
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enter the examinations. If only the very best pupil in the school was 

entered for G-.C.E. that school could be almost certain of getting a one 

hundred per cent success rate]

The supporter of comprehensive schools might therefore reply to

Davis that he has not convincingly shown that the comprehensive schools

are doing no better than the secondary moderns in public examinations.

The comprehensive schools might be entering as many children as possible

for G-.C.E. in order to maximise the absolute number of G-.C.E. results

obtained, but in so doing they would be minimising their chances of gaining
12relatively higher rates of successful candidates. Further it might be 

argued that, since those secondary modern schools who enter most pupils 

for G-.C.E. are likely to be those with the largest proportion of middle 

class pupils, the comprehensive and secondary modern school populations 

are not comparable.

The evidence of examination results is thus inconclusive at present. 

For in order for valid comparisons between comprehensive and tripartite 

schools to be made it would be necessary to hold constant IQ and social 

class as well as the examination policies of the schools. Does the 

working class comprehensive school pupil of average intelligence have a 

better chance of obtaining G-.C.E. qualifications than the similar child 

in a secondary modem school? Does the 'bright* child stand as good a
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chance of success if he attends the comprehensive as if he goes to the 

grammar? In short, does comprehensive education produce more talented 

performances in public examinations? At present we simply do not know. 

There is certainly no basis for the claim that "the academic argument 

is all but settled." 13

Unfortunately, however, the understandable desire of sociologists 

and educationalists to answer this question has tended to obscure the more 

fundamental issues involved in the notion of development of talented_  £ * C  £t-L.performance. For, in their desire to couipt t» in this competition for

examination success, comprehensive schools are employing a system of

selection through streaming almost comparable to that existing under the
14tripartite system. Indeed those schools which allow themselves to be 

judged by the narrow criterion of &.C.E. successes are laying themselves 

open to the same peril which the Beloe Committee diagnosed in secondary 

modern schools, that "if, as on present trends seems likely, (examinations) 

were to grow in their present form to a point at which they largely domi

nated the curriculum and teaching, the schools would be in very real 

danger of finding their freedom restricted and their growth inhibited by 

Bodies in whose policies they had little or no effective voice." This 

would be especially true where some grammar and Public schools remained, 

for the range and scope of G-.C.E. courses would be tailored more for their 

needs than those of the comprehensives. Thus to the extent that
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comprehensive schools are 'developing' in their pupils the somewhat 

esoteric skills required for success in formal examinations they are 

departing from the ideal that "variety and choice are the keynotes of the 

educational provision in a comprehensive school."

Yet there is some hope that a broader sort of development of talented 

performances may be occurring in comprehensives. For in many of these 

schools sheer size and modernity make possible access to equipment which 

is denied to most tripartite schoolchildren. In the large modern 

comprehensives children may learn to turn in good performances in fields 

ranging from chemical analysis to pottery and housewifery. But if this 

development is occurring it results not from comprehensive organisation 

per se but directly from the superior resources of some comprehensive 

schools - resources which could theoretically be provided in tripartite 

schools."^

Adequate criteria for the comparative assessment of frequency of 

talented performances, other than in the limited sphere of formal 

examinations, have not, then, been developed yet. If 'development of 

talent* in this sense is occurring in the comprehensive schools noone has 

demonstrated this. The answer to the more limited question awaits 

further research, but the answer to this wider question must await the 

precise definition and measurement of the notion of 'talented performance*
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as well as methods of differentiating the effects of comprehensive

organisation itself from the confounding influences of material facilities
18and teaching techniques.

If the evidence normally cited to support thenotion that 

comprehensive schooling increases the frequency of talented performances - 

evidence of exam successes - is tangental to proof of the hypothesis, so 

also is that usually cited in support of the idea that such schools foster 

talent potential or ability, for no direct evidence of the effect of 

comprehensive education on some index of ability, such as IQ has ever been 

presented. Instead the argument has centred upon the reverse side of 

the coin, the idea that tripartite schooling stunts the growth of ability 

in the normal child.

The argument proceeds like this. The social class differences in

measured ability (operationally defined as IQ) have been well documented,

a range of up to twenty IQ points exists between children of the highest
19and lowest socio-economic groups. Yet this social class differential 

in measured ability is not believed by sociologists to be constant. The 

claim is that as children gro*'older (in other words as they are increasingly 

exposed to differential educational experiences through successive stages 

of selection) the ability gap between the classes widens. for "the longer 

children are exposed to an environment unfavourable to the development of
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those skills which enable their possessors to score highly on conventional

tests of ability and attainment, the more their tested ability will 
20deteriorate.” Under a system of selective education, then, the

initial social class bias in the distribution of ability is seen to be

magnified, those 'favoured'by the system improving their relative ability

while those who are 'rejected* by it steadily deteriorate intellectually.

In sum, it is widely believed that "students who enter grammar school

tend to increase in their test scores, whereas modern school students
21often decrease in their scores."

Now a number of separate studies have provided evidence which is

generally taken to demonstrate this effect. Vernon, for example, tested

and re-tested a sample of boys at the ages of eleven and fourteen and

found that in the second tests those who had entered grammar schools had

increased their IQ scores relative to those entering secondary modern
22schools by an average of seven points. Douglas* famous longitudinal

study is also often cited asproviding data to show that social class

differences in IQ test performance increase with age andthat selective

schooling is related to the relative improvement or deterioration in test 
23scores. However, in a recent reanalysis of Douglas' data, Horobin et al. 

cast serious doubt on the validity of these conclusions. They point out 

that there are two alternative explanations of the divergence of test

scores over time.
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In the first plane "any given test is designed to he attempted by

children in a certain age-range and is qualitatively different from any
24other test designed for children in another age-range." In other 

words, while, as was argued above, tests of ability are merely pragmatic 

indicators of some trait which individuals are assumed to possess in 

varying degrees, and while we can never apprehend the trait itself but 

only the so-called 'tests’ of it, the tests themselves may vary in kind. 

Thus whatever is being measured in the standard IQ test administered to 

an eleven year old may differ from whatever is measured by the test the 

same child is required to take three years later. The divergence in 

test scores over time might therefore represent differences in the nature 

of the tests rather than real changes in the relative 'ability' of the 

two groups.

However, if too pessimistic an interpretation were given to this 

reservation we would have to admit the impossibility of examining the 

development of ability over time at all. This would entail rejection of 

the very assumption with which we began - that certain individuals 

'possess' a characteristic that renders them capable of repeatedly 

performing well in certain activities. And, further, since the tests 

in question do after all measure the sort of skills that children of the 

appropriate ages are supposed to have acquired as a result of their 

education, skills which are anyway relevant in their day-to-day school
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work, the divergence of test scores is of real importance.

Each 'test at a given age' is thus an assessment 
of the child which helps to determine his future 
structural position in the educational system, and 
ultimately in the larger society. The fact that 
educational tests have become an unavoidable part 
of our culture is of far greater importance than 
their doubtful validity as measuring tools for 
educational psychologists. 25

The second alternative explanation of the findings of Douglas and

others does, however, lead to much more serious doubt about the validity

of their conclusions. For it is well known that, when tests are

repeated over time, the scores tend to regress to the mean, that is to

say, children making low scores tend to improve their scores slightly

while those making high scores tend to deteriorate. Now Douglas

considered that, since the scores of the middle and working class children

in his sample were diverging over time, this effect must run counter to

the statistical tendency of regression to the mean, and that therefore the

results were all the more dramatic. Yet it has been pointed out that,

"Since social classes are not defined or selected by intelligence, any

regression will be to the mean of the social classes separately and not26the overall mean." Thus analysis of Douglas' tables indicates that

what appears to be divergence between the scores of working and middle 

class children over time is in fact no more than statistical regression.
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While there are good a priori grounds for assuming that social

class differentials in measured ability increase with the experience of

selective schooling there is, then, as yet no clear evidence that this is

the case. Moreover the corrolary assumption that comprehensive

reorganisation will remove this effect has never been tested at all.

Indeed there is very little reason to assume that, while comprehensive

schools retain any form of selection through streaming, their effects
27on talent development will differ from those of tripartite schools.

Until adequate longitudinal studies of the test scores and other 

performances of children in comprehensive and tripartite schools are 

undertaken on samples large enough to take into account variations in 

organisation between schools, the hypothesis that, "Comprehensive schools 

will produce a greater development of talent than tripartite schools" 

must remain largely untested. On the other hand the more limited notion 

that "Comprehensive schools will provide greater equality of opportunity 

for those with equal talent" can be tested by synchronic comparisons 

between schools. In the following chapter, therefore, evidence relevant 

to this second hypothesis is examined.
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s u m mary OF CHAPTER TWO

1. A prerequisite for the examination of the hypothesis that 

"Comprehensive schools will produce a greater development 

of talent than tripartite schools" is clarification of the 

concept of talent.

2. Talent can be taken to mean both talented performance and 

the ability consistently to produce such performance, that is 

talent potential.

3. Most of the argument about the development of talented 

performance concerns successes in public examinations. The 

evidence is, however, inconclusive. But this discussion has 

tended to mask the issue of development of talented performances 

in a wider sense. For, to the extent that comprehensive 

schools are trying to compete in the race for G.C.E. passes 

they are doing so at the expense of the more fundamental 

comprehensive ideals.

4. There is no direct evidence pertinent to the notion that ability 

or talent potential is developed by comprehensive education. This 

idea is generally inferred from studies of tripartite schools which 

purport to show that talent development is stunted under a 

selective form of secondary education. However there is some 

doubt that even this limited conclusion can be drawn from the 

evidence at present available.
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5. Adequate test of the first hypothesis must therefore await 

large scale longitudinal analysis of the distribution of 

talented performances andtalent potential (operationally 

defined as IQ) in comprehensive and tripartite schools.
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27. There is a large literature linking the effects of streaming with 
changes in measured ability. See for example Brian Jackson 
Streaming: an educational system in miniature (institute of 
Community Studies, Routledge, 1964). In his Table 19, p. 59 
Jackson purports to show how the gaps between the streams with 
regard to average reading age widen between the ages of 7 and 
10. However, when these figures are reworked from a constant 
base (lOO) it is clear that, if anything the 'C* stream have 
improved more than the 'A' stream.

Erom Table 19, Jackson

Chronological Average Reading Age
Age

'A' stream 'B' stream 'G ' stream

7 8.2 100 6.6 100 5.5 100
8 11.5 140 8.9 135 7.4 133
9 12.7 155 9.8 149 8.1 147

10 13.6 165 11.0 166 9.4 171

Thus, while Jackson's conclusion is widely accepted and it seems, 
a priori, reasonable that streaming affects ability there is, again, 
little evidence that this is the case.
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If we cannot, at present, draw any firm conclusions about the 

extent to which comprehensive schools are productive of talent, we can 

at least examine the extent to which they provide increased equality of 

opportunity for individuals with equal talent potential or 'ability'.

For the most common criticism of the tripartite system is that, while 

purporting to effect selection on the basis of ability (operationally 

defined as I.Q.) it does not in fact do so accurately.

Despite the conclusion of Floud et al in 1956 that, if measured

intelligence was taken as a criterion, then the social class distribution

of grammar school places was equitable,^" Douglas has more recently

shown that a problem of social class bias in selection still does exist.

The working class pupil must typically have a slightly higher I.Q. than

the middle class one in order to stand the same chance of selection for

grammar school, simply because working class areas tend to have smaller

proportions of grammar school places than their I.Q. distributions would 
2justify. It is widely believed that comprehensive reorganisation will 

go some way towards ameliorating this situation, that the extent of 

'wastage of talent' or 'uneducated capacity'^ will be reduced and that, 

in fact, "Comprehensive schools will provide greater equality of 

opportunity for those with equal talent".
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No w in order to test this and the remaining three hypotheses 

a sample of pupils in comprehensive and tripartite schools was 

required. A number of considerations affected the selection of 

this sample. In the first place, in order for any generalisations 

to be valid it was necessary to find a comprehensive school which 

was both typical of the majority of comprehensive schools in England 

today and which had been established long enough for the majority 

of its pupils to have been attending that school for the whole of 

their secondary education. In addition to these basic criteria 

it was considered essential that this school be rels,tively 'uncreamed', 

drawing almost all the secondary age pupils in the catchment area.

For, while the typical comprehensive school today is_ creamed of the 

top levels of ability by neighbouring grammar schools, the theory 

that we are examining concerns the effects of large scale 

comprehensive reorganisation. It is therefore desirable to simulate 

as far as possible the conditions which will obtain when (as seems 

likely) the whole of the public sector of secondary education is 

reorganised in this way. In this respect, then, the criterion of 

typicality was abandoned in order to do justice to the ideals of the 

comprehensivists who rightly claim that where creaming ocours the 

basic principle of comprehensivisation - a common education for all^” -

is lost.
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The problem thus became one of locating a well-established 

relatively uncreamed comprehensive school of more or less average 

size which also embraced three characteristics typical of English 

comprehensives: some system of horizontal organisation on the basis 

of ability groupings (streams), some system of vertical organisation 

unrelated to ability (houses), and coeducation. ’Bogbridge1 

Comprehensive was just such a school.

Bogbridge school stands on a relatively isolated housing estate

somewhere in the inner London area. Built to serve the children
5

from the estate, it is certainly a neighbourhood school, for only

one or two per cent from every year’s production of eleven year olds

'go away' to school. The neighbourhood, like most neighbourhoods in

urban England, does tend to be socially homogeneous - the majority

of the children come from backgrounds which can be described as

working class - however a sufficient proportion of middle class
6children attend the school to allow comparisons to be made.

Bogbridge is in its physical appearance typical of modern 

comprehensives. The buildings are light and colourful, there are 

sports facilities, a swimming pool, a ’flat' where girls practice 

domestic science, andall kinds of facilities for scientific, technical 

and artistic education. But it is also typical in its academic
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organisation. The school isorganised both into academic streams or 

teaching groups on the basis of ability and into the mixed ability 

groupings called houses and house tutor groups. This organisation 

is more fully discussed in Chapter Five, but it is important at this 

stage to note that in Bogbridge, as in most coraprehensives, the 

actual teaching takes place in academic streams. There are, in 

effect, seven of these teaching groups in each year group, the first 

two (iL̂  and A^) being 'grammar streams', the next two (B^ and B^) 

covering the upper middle ability range and the lower streams 

(C^ and C2) being mainly practical in orientation; the final 

stream (D) is a remedial group.^

Having selected a suitable comprehensive school, the problem 

of choosing tripartite schools for purposes of comparison was precisely 

delimited. For, in order to control as many confounding variables 

as possible, it was necessary to find two schools which closely 

'matched' Bogbridge in relevant respects. 'Crownhill' Grammar School 

and 'Doomsvale' Secondary Modem were therefore selected as suitable 

coeducational tripartite schools in similar working class areas of 

inner London.^

The sample comprised the complete fourth years of these three
9

schools: three hundred and twenty fourteen to fifteen year old
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boys and girls. Questionnaires were administered to the 

children in their form groups, (or, in the case of Bogbridge School, 

their academic streams) in an ordinary classroom during lesson time, 

and were completed under supervision. In this way the problem of 

bias from non-response was virtually eliminated, for all the children 

present returned a questionnaire and it was possible to ensure that 

practically all of these were completed fully.

The most obvious way of testing the hypothesis on this sample

is by analysis of the interaction of social class and measured

intelligence as determinants of academic attainment in the three

schools. For we know that, under the traditional system of

secondary education, theimpact of social class on educational

attainment is greater than can be explained by the covariation of 
12class and I.Q. In other words, under the tripartite system 

opportunities for those with equal ability (defined as I.Q.) are not 

equal and the inequalities are related to social class. If the 

hypothesis were correct, then we would expect I.Q. to be a greater 

determinant, and social class a lesser determinant of educational 

attainment in comprehensive than in tripartite schools.

Now a number of writers have suggested that, where comprehensive 

schools employ some system of academic streaming (as most of them do)
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15this may not be the case. Thus, on the basis of a study of about

eight hundred comprehensive schoolchildren, Holly concluded that

"Streaming by ability within the comprehensive school does not seem

- - - to result in producing a new elite based on attainment or

intelligence quotients: it seems merely to preserve the traditional

class basis of educational selection." Yet the comprehensive

enthusiast might well reply that, since no one would maintain that

comprehensive schools eliminate class bias in educational attainment

completely, the more interesting question is whether such schools are
15relatively more effective in this respect.

Some light can be thrown on this question by examination of the 

social class and I.Q. composition of the fourth year streams in the 

three schools considered here.

Social class was determined by responses to the simple question

"What is your father’s job?", accompanied by the verbal instruction

"Imagine that you are explaining to a new friend what your father

does, try to give as much information as you can". The information

given was in almost all cases sufficient to enable responses to be
l6classified according to occupational prestige. Of course father's 

occupation as reported by a child is not the best possible measure 

of social class. A  more precise classification could be produced
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from an index including assessments of income, life styles and the

education of both parents as well as occupational prestige. But

occupational prestige is certainly the best single indicator. For its

use is based on the reasonable sociological assumption that, since the

work role is such a time-consuming one, it is in terms of this that

people evaluate one another.^ Furthermore, owing to the necessity

to control several variables simultaneously in the following analysis,

the social class variable has simply been dichotomised. And several

studies have shown that the most socially significant and meaningful
18social class classification is a simple non-manual/manual division.

19The sample was also dichotomised according to I.Q. scores. y 

Since such scores are artificially created to represent comparable 

deviations from a norm of 100, those children with scores up to and 

including 100 were classified as of 'low I.Q.’, and those with scores 

of 101 or more were classified as of ’high I.Q.’. However, as there 

were no children in the grammar school with scores of 100 or less, in 

order to assess the relationship between I.Q. and streaming in this 

school, the pupils were dichotomised at the median point. Thus for 

this group ’low I.Q.' refers to scores between 101 and 120, while 

'high I.Q.' refers to scores of 121 or more.

Table 3.1 shows the relationship between social class, I.Q. and

stream for the three schools
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Table 5.1

Social Class and I.Q. Composition of Streams in the Three Schools

Middle Class** Working Class N=
High I.Q.'* Low I.Q. High I.Q. Low I.Q. (10Ofo) 

SCHOOL STREAM % fo % %

G-rammar 'A* 84 7 7 3 30
*3' 60 20 20 0 25
*C • a 26 22 11 27
'D* 20 0 47 33 15

C omprehensive *A's 33 8 59 0 39
'3‘s 4 9 56 31 46
* C ' s 8 8 6 29 56 48
‘ D* 0 10 10 79 19

Secondary 'A' 31 7 52 12 29
Modem •B1 11 22 44 22 18

*C* 0 8 25 67 24

s;: Thai is 120+ for grammar school or 100+ for comprehensive 
and secondary modern schools.

** That is non-manual paternal occupation.

It can be seen from the table that in all three schools both 

social class and I.Q. are related to stream. However our interest is 

primarily in the extent to which the relative importance of social 

class and I.Q. as determinants of stream differs between the three 

schools. For this reason Table 5.2 has been derived from the above 

figures.
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Table 3.2 shows the strength of the relationships between 

social class and selection for the 'A' stream when I.Q. is held 

constant. Only children with 'high' I.Q.s are considered and the 

extent to which social class affects the chances of these children 

to he placed in the top streams of their schools is analysed.

Thus, for example, forty six per cent of the middle class children 

in the grammar school with 'high* I.Q.s are placed in the 'A1 stream, 

while only ten per cent of the working class children in the same 

ability range achieve this placement: a difference which is 

statistically significant. In the comprehensive school the 

relationship between social class and placement in the 'A' stream is 

still statistically significant for the 'high' I.Q. group, however 

in the secondary modern school, when I.Q. is controlled in this manner 

the relationship between stream and social class is reduced to 

insignificance.̂

Table 3.2

'High I.Q.'s Only: Social Class and 'A' Stream Placement in the
Three Schools

Middle Class Working Class P=*
% placed in % placed in

SCHOOL 'A* stream ’A' stream

Grammar 46 10 .01
C omprehensive 68 35 .01
Secondary Modem 82 52 n.s,

* ’A* stream compared with all other streams in a 2 x 2 chi-squared
test of significance.
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The results of this comparison, then, give no support to the

hypothesis. Indeed they tend to confirm the suspicions of Holly

and others that selection on the basis of streaming in the

comprehensive school, like selection under the tripartite system, tends

to underline class differentials in educational opportunity. For in

the comprehensive school, as in the grammar school there appears to be

a relationship between social class and *A* stream placement over

and above that which can be explained by the well-known correlation
21between social class and measured I.Q. In other words, at the 

same ability level the middle class child stands a greater chance of 

placement in the 'grammar* streams of a comprehensive school than 

the working class child, a situation in one respect not substantially 

different from that which exists under the tripartite system.

Now it might be objected that to show that a class bias in 

stream placement exists in the comprehensive school is not necessarily 

to demonstrate that there are inequalities in educational attainment 

which relate to social class. For just possibly those children who 

have been placed in the lower streams of the comprehensive school will 

achieve the same eventual educational levels as those in the *A* stream: 

stream might bear little relationship to level of education reached.
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A good index of the extent to which this is the case can he 

derived by examination of the leaving intentions of the children 

experiencing the various forms of education. For, if a substantial 

proportion of those in the lower streams of the comprehensive school 

intend to stay on at school to follow fifth and sixth form courses, 

then one could argue that the class bias in streaming has little 

consequence for actual educational attainment. If, on the other 

hand, children in the lower streams of the comprehensive school 

resemble those in the secondary modem in their leaving intentions 

then clearly streaming has an impact on level of educational 

attainment and the class bias in streaming is certainly important.

In Table 5.5, therefore, the leaving intentions of children in the 

three schools are compared.

Table 5.5

Leaving Intentions by School, Comprehensive Stream and Social Class

% leaving % leaving % leaving N=
SCHOOL SOCIAL CLASS in 4th year in 5th year in 6-8th yrs. (100^)

Grammar Middle Class 0 10 90 68
Working Class 0 28 72 29

Comprehensive Middle Class 
'A‘ streams Working Class

0 50 50 16
0 87 13 23

Comprehensive Middle Class 
'B-D' streams Working Class

20 60 20 15
40 56 4 98

Secondai^ Middle Class 32 47 21 19
Modem Yforking Class 40 52 8 52
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It can be seen from the table that streaming within the 

comprehensive school has a definite impact on leaving intentions, for 

• all of the 'A' stream children intend to stay at least into the fifth 

form, while thirteen per cent of the middle class and forty per cent 

of the working class children in the lower streams intend leaving in 

the fourth year and therefore have no hope of sitting for G-.C.E. 

examinations. This is, of course, hardly surprising. For the *A’ 

streams have been following five year courses specifically designed 

to terminate in G-.C.E., and, while many of those in the *B' and *0* 

streams will sit C.S.E. examinations none of those in the *D* stream 

are expected to gain any formal qualifications at all. Stream 

within a comprehensive school is thus an important determinant of 

educational attainment and for this reason the class inequalities in 

stream placement shown in Tables 5.1 and 3.2 are important.

Another interesting feature of Table 3«3 is the comparison of 

the comprehensive 'A* stream and the grammar school children. For 

the former represent the highest ability group in the comprehensive, 

children who might well have gone to a grammar school under the 

tripartite system, yet only twenty eight per cent of them intend 

staying into the sixth form. This compares with eighty five per cent 

of grammar school children intending to stay at least one year in 

the sixth form - a difference which is highly significant
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(X2=40.2, d.f. =1, p=.00l). This differential holds both for thep
working class children (X =18.0% d.f.=l, p=.00l), and for thep
middle class (X =14.39* d.f.=l, p=.00l).

This raises in an acute form the question of 'wastage of ability'

which was examined in the Early Leaving Report. For the table shows

not only that "home background influences the use which a boy or
21girl will make of a grammar school education" (eighteen per cent 

more middle than working class children staying on into the sixth 

form), but also that this same effect of home background can be 

observed in the comprehensive 'A* streams. For half the middle 

class 'A' stream children in the sample and only thirteen per cent 

of the working class ones intended to stay beyond the fifth.

Indeed it seems from these figures that this 'wastage' is even 

greater in the comprehensive than in the grammar school.

In order to investigate this alarming possibility it is

necessary to compare the leaving intentions of those working class

children who are 'able' enough to profit from sixth form courses

under the two systems. For this purpose 'able' children were

arbitrarily defined as those with an I.Q. score of 111 or more -
22approximately the average level for grammar school pupils. The 

number of such children in the secondary modern school and
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comprehensive *B' to *D' streams was, of course, too small to he 

considered.

Table 5.4

Working Class Children with I.Q. scores of 111 or more: 

Leaving Intentions by Type of Schooling

Leaving in Staying into Ns
5th Year Sixth Form (io($)

Grammar School 31 69 23
Comprehensive 'A* stream 84 16 19

(X2= 10.98, d.f.=1, p=.0l).

The evidence from the three schools, then, far from revealing

a greater equality of opportunity for the comprehensive school pupil,

shows a persistence of class bias in educational attainment under

the comprehensive system. Indeed there is some indication that

'wastage of ability' amongst bright working class pupils may be

occurring on an even larger scale in Bogbridge comprehensive school
Pithan in Crownhill grammar school.
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For where comprehensive schoolchildren are taught in ability 

groups or streams as nearly all of them are, the 'self-fulfilling 

prophecy' characteristic of the tripartite system is still very 

much in evidence. 'Ability' is itself related to social class, but 

middle class children get an even larger share of the cake than 

their ability distribution would justify. The middle class child 

is more likely than the working class child to find himself in the 

'grammar' stream at the comprehensive school, even where the two 

children are similar in ability. And even those working class 

children who do succeed in obtaining 'A' stream placement are four 

times more likely than their middle class counterparts to 'waste' 

that opportunity by leaving school without a sixth form education. 

Thus while, as we have seen in Chapter Two, there is little evidence 

on the question of whether comprehensive reorganisation of secondary 

education will promote a greater development of talent, there is 

some serious doubt whether it will decrease inequalities of 

opportunity for those with equal talent.

In short there is little evidence from this study of three 

schools that comprehensive education as it is practised at the 

present will modify the characteristic association between social 

class and educational attainment. Indeed one could argue that it 

can hardly be expected to do so. For, as C. Arnold Anderson has
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said, "In order for schooling to change a status system schooling26must be a variable." In other words, for the relationship between 

social class and educational success to be destroyed it would not 

be sufficient to give every child the same chance. Working class 

children, disadvantaged by their cultural background and inferior 

physical environs, would need to be given not the same but superior 

educational opportunities. Yet in the typical comprehensive school 

the average working class child starts off with the same handicaps 

that would have lengthened the odds against his success under the 

old system. And the outcome of the race appears to be no less 

predictable.

However, a number of advocates of comprehensive reorganisation

would argue that, even in the absence of any evidence in support

of the first two hypotheses - even if there is no proof of the

Educational1 superiority of the comprehensive system - the 'social1

arguments in favour of such schools are overwhelming and reorganisation
27is therefore desirable on 'social' grounds alone. In the 

following three chapters evidence relevant to these 'social' arguments

is examined.
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sum mary OF CHAPTER THREE

1. The extent to which comprehensive education provides greater 

equality of opportunity for those with equal talent can be 

ascertained by examination of the interaction of social class 

and ability (I.Q.) as determinants of educational attainment 

in comprehensive and tripartite schools.

2. The social class and ability composition of the fourth year 

streams of a typical comprehensive school was therefore 

compared with those of a grammar and a secondary modem school 

in similar areas of London.

3. The analysis revealed that in the comprehensive, as in the 

tripartite schools, social class affects 'A* stream placement

to an extent which appears to be partially independent of ability.

4. This social class bias in stream placement is reflected in 

actual educational attainment as indicated by leaving intentions. 

For the 'wastage of ability' characteristic of the tripartite 

system does not appear to be abolished by comprehensive 

reorganisation.

5. Indeed there is some evidence that this 'wastage' may be even 

more serious in the comprehensive school where less than one 

fifth of the working class children in the highest ability group 

anticipate staying into the sixth form, compared with over two 

thirds of similar children in the grammar school.



6. There is thus no evidence to support the hypothesis that 

"Comprehensive schools will provide greater equality of 

opportunity for those with equal talent".
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER THREE

1. Jean E. Floud, A.H. Halsey and F.M. Martin: Social Class and 
Educational Opportunity (Heinemann, 1936)

2. J.W.B. Douglas: The Home and the School (Mac&ibbon and Kee, 19& k)•
3. The notions of talent wastage and uneducated capacity are employed 

in The Crowther Report (15 to 18, H.M.S.O., London, 1959) and the 
Robbins Report (Higher Education, H.M.S.O., London, 1963).

4. "A Comprehensive school is not merely unselective: it is a school 
which caters for all levels of ability apart from handicapped pupils 
needing special education. The term is hardly justified unless 
there are in fact within it sufficient numbers of pupils in all 
parts of the ability range to call for and justify proper provision 
for them": London Comprehensive School 1966, (I.L.E.A., 1967) 
p.17 para. 2 3.

5. The notion that comprehensive schools are neighbourhood schools 
pervades many of the official publications but is discussed most 
fully in Robin Pedley: The Comprehensive School (Pelican, 1963) 
especially Chapter Five.

6. Approximately a quarter of the pupils in the sample from Bogbridge 
school were middle class and there is no reason to believe that 
this differs from the proportion for the school as a whole. There 
is however some evidence that L.E.A. areas may become more socially 
homogeneous (see below, Chapter Five), so to this extent it is not 
unrealistic to examine a comprehensive school in a relatively 
homogeneous catchment area.

7. Of course the streams were not actually named in such an overtly 
hierarchical way. The picture has also been oversimplified in 
that the D stream did comprise two small separate groups. But, 
as these were equal in status and were often grouped together for 
time-tabling and other purposes (for example they responded to 
the questionnaire as one group) they will be treated throughout 
as a single stream.

8. The tripartite schools were chosen from areas more or less similar 
to that of the comprehensive school with regard to social class 
composition and general neighbourhood environment. In this way
it was hoped to minimise the confounding influence of ’neighbourhood 
context' on educational attainment, aspirations and attitudes. For 
the classic discussion of the importance of this variable see 
Natalie Rogoff "Local Social Structure and Educational Selection" in
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A.H. Halsey et al. (eds): Education Economy and Society (Free 
Press, 196l) pp. 243“4. And, for a study of the importance of 
neighbourhood context in the case of English comprehensive schools, 
see S. John Eggleston, "How Comprehensive is the Leicestershire 
Plan?", Hew Society, 23.3.1965.

9. Excluding, of course, those who were absent from school on the day 
the questionnaire was administered.

10. The fourth year was selected as this was the oldest group which 
could be studied before the sample became biased by leavers.
Any study of the educational and occupational plans and expectations
of such a biased sample would have been highly misleading,
c.f. Ralph Turner's The Social Context of Ambition (Chandler '64).

11. See Appendix Two.
12. For good summaries of this position see Denis Lawton: Social Class 

Language and Education (Routledge, 1968) Chapter One, and
A. Little and J. Westergaard "The Trend of Class Differentials in 
Educational Opportunity", Brit. Joum. of Sociol., 1964, XV, 
pp. 301-315.

13. For example Michael Young and Michael Armstrong "The Flexible School", 
Where, Supplement 5, 1965 especially p.4.

14. D.N. Holly "Profiting from a Comprehensive School: Class, Sex and 
Ability", Brit. Joum. Sociol., 16 (4), 1965 p. 157.

15. This point is also made by A. friddens and S.W.F. Holloway, "Profiting 
from a Comprehensive School: A Critical Comment, Brit. Joum. Sociol.
16 (4), 1965, PP. 351-353.

16. That is the Hall-Jones scale. In those cases where the information 
was insufficient or where the father was dead or had deserted the 
family (about 3% in all) classification was on the basis of mother's 
occupation. The open-ended format was used in preference to a 
pre-coded schedule as it has been shown that the extent of 
misunderstanding of the latter is greater than the likelihood of 
coding bias in the former. See J. David Colfax and Irving L. Allen 
"Pre-coded versus Open-ended Items and Children's Reports of Father's 
Occupation", Sociology of Education, 40 (l), 1967, pp. 96-98.

17. For a fuller discussion of this notion see Chapter Four below.
18. Peter M. Blau developed a measure of occupational prestige according

to the amount of bias in judgements of respondents from different 
social class backgrounds, and found that the break between manual 
and non-manual occupations wasthe most important predictor of such 
bias. "Occupational Bias and Mobility", Amer. Sociol. Rev.. (22 )j 
(1957), PP. 392-399 • ^.M. Martin similarly found that when a matrix
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was constructed between Hall-Jones categories and subjective social 
class categories the most difference between any transition from 
one grade to the next on the Hall-Jones scale which appeared on the 
subjective dimension occurred in the transition from manual to 
non-manual. See D.V.Glass (ed) Social Mobility in Britain 
(Routledge, 1954) pp. f> - If. A  more recent review of the English 
situation also led to the conclusion that "The two-class formulation 
is much more than an analytical simplification of those who have 
studied class. It is a simplification which has a profound hold 
on the perceptions of class found in British society", see Michael 
Kahan et al. "On the Analytical Division of Social Class",
Brit. Joum, Sociol., XVII (2), 1966, p. 124.

19. The scores were obtained from school records.
20. Obviously tables showing class chances of 'A1 stream placement for 

children of relatively low I.Q. or of, say, 'D' stream placement 
for those of relatively high or low I.Q. can also be calculated 
from Table 3.1. However these have not been presented as the 
strong correlations between the three variables render the numbers 
involved in such tabulations too small to be meaningful.

21. I say "appears to be" because in order to make a categorical 
statement to this effect it would be necessary to produce partial 
correlations which would indicate the extent and direction of the 
relationships between the three variables over their whole range.
The analysis here presented is necessarily crude because the numbers 
involved preclude anything but dichotomisation.

The lack of a statistically significant relationship between 
class and stream in the secondary modern school may also be 
explicable by the small numbers involved. For this reason no 
attempt at ex post facto explanation of this has been attempted.

22. Early Leaving: A  Report of the Central Advisory Council for 
Education (h .M .S.0., 1954) p. 19.

23. See Jean Floud and A.H. Halsey "Social Class, Intelligence Tests, 
and Selection for Secondary Schools", in A.H. Halsey et al. (eds): 
Education Economy and Society (Free Press, 1961), pp. 212-213

24. This finding conflicts with that of Miller. He found that, in 
response to the more evaluative question "Do you want to leave 
school as soon as possible?", 83 per cent of grammar, 93 per cent
of 'comprehensive grammar' ('A' stream), 72 per cent of 'comprehensive 
modern' (lower streams) and 57 per cent of modern schoolchildren 
answered in the negative. See T.W.G-. Miller Values in the 
Comprehensive School, (Oliver and Boyd, 1961).
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25. Pedley noted in 1963 that "Out of 102 comprehensive schools recently 
questioned on this subject, "eighty-eight 'stream' the children
on entry, eleven during or at the end of the first year. The 
remaining three do so after two years." Op. cit. p. 88.

26. "A Skeptical Note on Education and Mobility" in Halsey et al., 
op. cit., 1961, p. 252.

27. For example Peter Townsend in his "The Argument for Comprehensive 
Schools", Comprehensive Education, 1, 1965. Townsend himself 
concedes that the distinction between 'social1 and 'educational' 
arguments is somewhat spurious, as the 'social' arguments (about 
occupational placement, social 'mixing* and class ideologies) are 
really extensions of the 'educational* argument.



CHAPTER POUR

THINKING ABOUT WORK



I

"Men's careers occupy a dominant place in their lives today, and

the occupational structure is the foundation of the stratification

system of contemporary industrial society. In the absence of hereditary

castes or feudal estates, class differences come to rest primarily on

occupational positions and the economic advantages and powers associated

with them.""*' Thus, for the child, the transition from school to work is

a crucial stage in life, a process by which he reaffirms or denies the

rank provisionally assigned to him on account of his father's occupational 
2position. In considering the question "What job do you want to do when 

you leave school?", whether put to him by an overbearing aunt or a 

sociologist waving questionnaires, the child is forced to ponder the much 

more fundamental question, "What do you want to be?" For it is largely 

in terms of man's occupational role that society defines him and evaluates 

him: assessments of occupational status "seem to catch and concretize the 

impressions that most people have of the class structure."^ That ubiquitous 

figure the Man in the Street assumes the saliency and consequentiality of 

the occupational role. For, although he may deny the importance of hi3 

job for his own self-definition he is quick to assume that others can be 

summed up in terms of the work they do.̂ "

Choice of work role then represents a bid for a specific social status. 

It is, therefore, hardly surprising that critics of the tripartite system
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have laid considerable stress upon the way in which segregated secondary

5
education produces a narrowing of children's occupational horizons. A 

child assigned to the secondary modern school has learned to define himself 

as society is defining him, he not only performs academically as an average 

or below average student^, but expresses the desire to leave school as 

soon as possible and take up a 'realistically1 low status job. The process 

of selection, evaluation and definition which has pervaded ten or so years 

of school life thus culminates in a depressingly predictable and realistic 

job choice.

So, while American studies of the determinants of children's

occupational choice have tended to focus on the importance of parental
7 8 9social status , neighbourhood and ethnic factors, the vast body of 

English researchers have been concerned to investigate the relationship 

between such choice and type of secondary school.1^ The studies of 

secondary modern school children have shown without exception that the 

majority of these children are 'realistic' in their choice of job: Mary 

Wilson found that fewer than five per cent of the pupils in her sample 

chose jobs 'unsuited' to their educational standing11 and Freeston 

estimated that only nine per cent of his sample gave 'impossible' choices.12 

Studies by Carter, the Eppels, Hood, G. Jahoda and Pallister have also 

shown secondary modern school children to give 'sensible* and 'realistic' 

responses to questions concerning occupational choice.1^ Modern school
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children, according to Wilson, modified their aspirations to this realistic 

level soon after they knew their Eleven-Plus results. The children came 

to learn the range of options available to them, they had "clear ideas 

about employment that was 'not our sort of work' - 'posh jobs, that are 

for people who've been to g r a m m a r ^

Grammar school children, on the other hand, have been found to be

optimistic about their chances of occupational success. Himmelweit et al.

found that, in their sample of lower working class boys in London grammar

schools, no fewer than two thirds expected to rise above the occupational

status of their fathers, this compared with only twelve per cent of
15similar children in secondary modern schools. Liversidge's finding, 

that there are no differences in occupational ambitions by class background 

in the grammar school while ambitions are strongly related to class 

background in the modern school, supports this. The occupational plans 

of working class boys who are selected for grammar school education are

raised well above those of their fellows who are assigned to the secondary
- 16 modern.

It is not, however, differential evaluations of the various 

occupations which explains the differences in occupational ambitions of 

grammar and secondary modern school children. In fact there is evidence 

that children rank occupations in terms of prestige and desirability much 

as do adults ^ and, while there must be some subcultural variations in



prestige rankings there is no reason to believe that children are unaware

of the extremes which lie outside their personal range of options. Rather
18the differences stem from perceived differences in access to occupations.

19
With G-eorge Homans and Steven Box I have suggested that occupational

choice be conceived as a rational process whereby individuals attempt to

weigh the rewards which would be gained by entry into the various

occupations against their perceived chances of actually getting the jobs

in question. Thus differences according to schooling in levels of

occupational aspiration may stem less from differences in children's
20perceptions of occupations than from differences in their assessments of

21their personal chances of entering them. Segregated secondary education, 

then, produces a narrowing of the range of occupations from which children 

feel that they can realistically choose.

Before going on to discuss whether or not comprehensive secondary

education in any sense improves the average child's definition of his

ability, and hence widens the range of jobs from which he fgels he can

choose, it is necessary to examine a number of the objections which might

be made to the approach which I have taken so far. Firstly it might be

said that the transition from school to work does not, for the ordinary

child, represent a 'choice' at all.' He is at the mercy of the forces of

demand and supply in the labour market he has no more choice in the matter
22than any other economic commodity.
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Yet, while clearly the range within which an individual chooses is

determined by circumstances beyond his control - the occupational structure,

his physical constitution, as well as the factors discussed above - there

must always remain some choice within that range. The critic might reply

that, although there is indeed a choice available, the individual need not

necessarily exercise his ability to choose, he may drift into a particular

job without ever deciding to do so. "If it is a matter of complete

indifference - - - which of several occupations he enters, we cannot

analyse the choice he has made between them, but neither could he possibly

have made a choice. To the extent to which complete indifference prevails,

it can only be the selection process (or fortuitous circumstances) which
23accounts for workers being in one occupation rather than another." This 

is, of course, ultimately a ontological debate: is man •really* a rational 

self-determined animal with the power to choose, or a determined element
pi

in a mechanistic world? ^

^he approach to occupational choice employed here does not, however, 

involve an ontological conception of man as a rational animal; it is 

based simply on the pragmatic assumption that he is. In other words, if 

we view man as if he were able to weigh alternatives and choose 

rationally between them then we can make generalisations about, and attempt 

explanations of, his behaviour. For if, on the other hand, we were to 

operate with the alternative assumption - that man is irrational - we would 

be forced to conclude that his behaviour was explicable only in terms of 

particular sets of idiosyncratic circumstances. Yet this would be to deny
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the legitimacy of sociological analysis of occupational choice. For if

sociology is a nomothetic discipline then to state that any phenomenon

defies generalisation is to state that it lies outside the scope of 
26sociology.

A second objection to the approach taken here might be that it assumes

too much knowledge on the part of the child. Children, one might argue,
27do not have clear conceptions of the nature of jobs or their relationship 

to status, thus to represent choice of work role as a deliberate bid for 

specific social status is misleading. But, in the first place, in order 

for job preferences to be meaningfully analysed as choice behaviours it 

would not be necessaiy to assume that children have accurate knowledge of 

the labour market or the conditions at work. For a child with totally 

inaccurate knowledge of the kinds of jobs available together with a false 

idea of his personal ability might well make a choice of jobs which, while 

foolish to an adult observer, is nonetheless completely rational. A 

rational decision is merely one taken in reasonable consideration of the 

available information; such a decision based on inadequate or inaccurate 

information may subsequently prove to be unfortunate but it is not 

irrational.

In fact, however, boys' knowledge of jobs and the kind of qualifica

tions required for attaining them, from the evidence of the studies 
mentioned above and my o?m data, appears to be rather accurate and realistic. 

Moreover a number of studies have shown that children are quite aware of the

25
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relationship between occupation and societal status as it is understood in

28the adult culture. Gunn ' found an emerging awareness of cultural

standards of assessment of occupations as children progressed through

school and the De Fleurs also observed an understanding of the meaning and
29status of occupations which increased with age. Liversidge gave his

sample of fifth and sixth formers from grammar and secondary modern schools

eight occupations to rank and found that their prestige rankings were

virtually identical with the Hall-Jones scale which was compiled from the
30rankings of adults.

Far from being ignorant of the kinds of jobs which exist and their 

importance in the adult world, then, it seems that children are all too 

aware of the nature of the stratified society in which they live. As 

Liversidge puts it "The general picture that emerges - - - is one of 

startlingly accurate appraisal of life chances by the children, and a 

shrewd appreciation of the social and economic implications of their 

placing within the educational system." And, in the words of one of 

the recipients of secondary modern schooling, "You get a second class 

education and you get a second class job with it. A pal of mine left 

school the other week and got a job as a lagger. A lagger. You can't 

get any lower than a lagger.

One other possible criticism of my approach deserves examination.

This is the argument that statements made by fourth year pupils about their
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plans and aspirations for work are poor correlates of their actual job 

attainments. The children may not be able to enter the jobs they have 

chosen, however realistic these choices may appear, and having obtained 

their first jobs, they may soon leave them for quite different ones.

In response to this criticism it would be necessaiy to introduce a

conceptual distinction. The term Occupational choice* which has been

used ambiguously to cover both statements of preference and the actual

process of job entry "should not be used to designate the total all-

inclusive process culminating in the attainment of a particular occupational
33status by the individual" but should be reserved for the subjective 

plans made by the individual regarding his entry into the labour force.

The concept of Occupational attainment1 can then be used to refer to a 

total process of which Occupational choice* is but a part. For, "the job 

that one acquires is conditioned not only by the preferences and desires of 

the person for a particular occupational status (the aspect strongly 

implied by the term 'choice') but also by many factors over which the 

individual essentially has little or no control.

Now, while the effect of school experience on occupational attainment
35may be an important and somewhat neglected area of sociological study, 

it is clear that the relationship between educational experience and 

occupational choice represents an autonomous field for research. Hy 

interest here (and this is usually the interest of the comprehensivists
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whose theory I am examining) is not in predicting the patterns that 

children’s lives can be expected to take in fact, but in the subjective 

expectations they have for the future. I am less concerned with the 

real (empirical) world of the future than with the perceptual world of 

the present, for it is only the latter which is real now for the children 

concerned. Students of the segregated school system have repeatedly 

noted that "in shaping the school child’s expectations of the future, the 

most potent force operating is undoubtedly the experience through which 

the child passes during his involvement in that part of the educational 

system to which he has been a s s i g n e d . T h e y  have described how such 

schooling, by defining for the child his level of ability, defines for 

him his level of occupational expectation. Can comprehensive schooling 

be expected to abolish this situation? Can we expect to find that, if 

the trend towards comprehensive education continues as it almost certainly 

will, "The occupational horizons of children in comprehensive schools will 

be widened relative to those of children in tripartite schools?"

In the first place it is necessary to decide how ’occupational 

horizons' are to be operationalised and measured. For a number of studies 

have shown that the form of the question asked has considerable influence 

upon the kinds of answers obtained. Children respond differentially 

according to whether they perceive the question to be about their 'real 

life' plans or about their wildest hopes. Thus Stephenson noted that, 

when invited into the realm of fantasy most children regardless of class of
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origin 'chose' high status jobs, -while their actual occupational plans

37remained firmly rooted in reality. Other researchers, on the other 

hand, have discerned little difference between aspirations and plans, 

Liversidge noted that his children "having accepted the role they are to
38play in life rarely venture out of it even in fantasy."

Now this disparity could arise from the fact that the simple

dichotomy between realistic expectations on the one hand and autistic 
39aims or fantasy aspirations on the other, is insufficient to capture 

adequately the variation in children's occupational orientations.

Between the extremes of actual expectations and the dreams made possible 

by "waving a magic wand" there is perhaps the intermediate concept of 

desires. Children's expectations, desires and wildest dreams may form 

separate perceptual zones. The closest zone is that of expectations, 

realistic predictions of what will probably happen next month, next year, 

or in ten years; then there are 'wants' or desires, things that "could 

happen to me with just a little luck;" and finally - on the periphary of 

the perceptual world - there are fantasies and day dreams. Maybe many 

children rarely wander voluntarily into the third zone, at least with 

reference to the world of work, others perhaps live almost permanently 

within it.'

In order to capture as much of this variation in job anticipations 

as is feasible with a closed schedule questionnaire, I asked four separate
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questions about occupational choice.̂ "1 The first was designed to capture 

the idea of 'wanting1 ("V/hat job do you want to do when you leave school?'1); 

the second aimed to measure 'expectations1 ("You have .just said what you 

WANT to do. I would like you to say now what you expect WILL be your 

first full-time job"); the third invited speculation into the more 

distant future, but was again firmly rooted in the zone of expectations 

("Try to imagine yourself ten years from now, when you are twenty four or 

twenty five. What .job do you think you will be most likely to be doing 

then?" ^); finally there was the fantasy question ("Suppose for a moment 

that you could have ANY JOB AT ALL IN THE WORLD. What would you choose 

to be then?"

In addition to the problem of operationalisation there is the equally

perplexing problem of measurement. Obviously measurement of the degree

of mobility or potential mobility involved in occupational orientations

(whether desires, expectations or fantasies) must be comparative rather
43than absolute. The occupational level to which the child refers must 

be expressed relative to his starting position as indicated by parental 

occupational prestige. For it is clear that the meaning of "I want to be 

a draughtsman" is very different if this wish is expressed by an unskilled 

manual worker's son than if the speaker is the son of a successful plastic 

surgeon. For the one it represents a desire for very considerable 

upward mobility, while for the other it portends a slide down the social

scale.
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Responses to all four questions on occupational choice were 

therefore coded relative to fathers’ occupations, and six groups were 

created. All responses from children of working class backgrounds 

mentioning occupations of approximately equal prestige to those of their 

parents were designated "working class stable”, and the tiny minority of 

working class responses in terms of occupations of lower than the parental 

prestige level were also included in this category. Responses from 

children of working class origin who gave occupations of higher prestige 

than the parental level but which were nonetheless still working class 

(that is manual) occupations were coded as "mobile within the v/orking class". 

The remainder of the working class responses, those mentioning middle 

class occupations, were coded as "highly mobile working class." For the 

responses of children from middle class backgrounds there were again 

three categories: the "middle class stable" (occupations of equal to 

parental prestige given), the "upwardly mobile middle class", and the 

"downwardly mobile middle class" (including statements of preference for 

jobs below parental level which were still in the middle class as well as 

any mention of working class jobs.) It must be emphasised that this is 

not a categorisation of individual children, but of responses to any of 

the four questions on occupational choice. Any particular child might 

give responses coded into one, two, or all three of the categories possible 

for his class background.^*’
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Initially the hypothesis that "The occupational horizons of children 

in comprehensive schools Trill be widened relative to those of children in 

tripartite schools" can be tested by considering the answers to the 

questions about occupational desires and expectations together. In order 

to do this an index was constructed from responses to the three questions: 

this will be referred to as the Index of Aspiration Increment.

Responses to the question on fantasy aspirations were not included in the 

index for, as we shall see later, practically all the respondents gave 

answers indicating extreme upward mobility.

If we consider only the working class children, for it is with 

respect to these that the hypothesis has typically been advanced, the 

Index of Aspiration Increment can be examined by type of school. Now 

a quick glance at the results of such analysis might lead to the 

conclusion that the comprehensive school produces a much higher level of 

aspiration than the secondary modern - a level more similar to that of 

the grammar school.
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TABLE 4 .1

Working Class Children: Index of Aspiration Increment by Type of School

Index of Aspiration Grammar Comprehensive Secondary Modern n=
Increment $

1-2 (highly mobile, 
aspiring to middle 
class)

69 4ß 19 88

3-4 (mobile within 
the working class)

28 34 53 78

5 (stable and 
downwardly mobile)

3 18 26 36

n=(lOC$) 29 121 52 202

(X2 = 21.72, d . J  = 4,P  = .001)

Table 4*1 might well be taken as strong support for Hypothesis Three. 

Yet there are two important variables which remain uncontrolled in this 

table and, unfortunately for the comprehensives, when these are held 

constant a veiy different picture emerges.

The first of these confounding variables is sex. It has been noted 

by previous writers on the subject of occupational choice that girls 

cannot be assumed to have the same attitudes as boys about matters 

concerning the work role.̂  The majority of girls are preparing them

selves not for a salient world of work, but for the role of wife. For 

the average girl expectations, desires and fantasies about the future
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centre upon marriage and home-making rather than jobs. "In this society 

with few exceptions males must eventually choose an occupation. - - - 

Consequently there is specific cultural socialisation for males which 

stresses the importance of the world of work. Due to this cultural 

emphasis, it can be suggested that young males will be more aware and 

informed in this area than young females."^

It follows from the fact that the work role is less salient for girls 

than for boys that it is less a basis of social evaluation. If, as I 

have argued above, "it is largely in terms of a man's occupational role 

that society defines him and evaluates him", this is not true for women.

A girl's social status is not typically defined by her work role but by 

that of first her father, and later her husband. Thus when a girl 

chooses what job she will do when she leaves school she is not making the 

sort of choice that her brother has to face: she is not choosing what she 

will be, nor making a bid for social status.

Now in Bogbridge comprehensive school nearly a quarter of the girls, 

and practically none of the boys, were taking a course known as "Commercial 

Training." They learned typing, shorthand, filing and sometimes book

keeping. In Doomsvale Secondary Modem, however, lack of facilities 

precluded the provision of such a course. Thus a large proportion of 

Bogbridge girls (forty nine per cent) were able realistically to choose 

secretarial or clerical occupations, and, since such work is non-manual
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they were classified as highly mobile. Yet, as we have seen, there is no

reason to believe that choice of a lower white collar job by a working
48class girl does represent social mobility. This does not, of course, 

mean that the fact that comprehensive schools are able to prepare girls 

for the sorts of jobs which may have been denied to them by a secondary 

modern education is unimportant. If only a few girls are liberated from 

the inevitability of manual work by the courses they are able to take in 

comprehensive schools then, for them at least, comprehensive education 

will have been worthwhile. But the point is that such improvement in 

girls' job prospects does not necessarily represent social mobility, and 

even where it does it stems not from conditions intrinsic to the 

comprehensive ideal, but from material facilities - facilities which could 

be provided under a segregated system of secondary education.

In order, therefore, to obtain a more accurate picture of the 

relative amounts of potential social mobility in the three schools it 

is necessary to repeat the analysis presented in Table 4.1 for boys

alone.
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T a b le  4« 2

Working Class Boys: Index of Aspiration Increment by Type of School

Index of Aspiration 
Increment

G-rammar
%

Comprehensive Secondary Modern n=

1-2 (highly mobile,
aspiring to middle class) 77 35 29 42

3-4 (mobile within
the working class) 18 44 37 40

5 ( stable and
downwardly mobile) 6 21 34 22

n=(l00%) 17 63 24 104

When boys are considered alone, then, the relationship between 

Index of* Aspiration Increment and type of* school is altered considerably. 

By controlling for sex in this manner the difference between the grammar 

and the comprehensive school in the proportion of working class children 

aspiring to middle class jobs is doubled (a difference of twenty one per 

cent for boys and girls is increased to one of forty two per cent for 

boys alone). On the other hand the difference between the comprehensive 

and secondary modern schools is reduced. For, while there are twenty 

nine per cent more working class children in the comprehensive than in the 

secondary modern school who aspire to middle class jobs, when boys only 

are included this difference drops to only six per cent. Table 4.2, in 

sum, gives no support to the argument that, for working class boys
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comp rehens iv a schooling produces an increased level of occupational 

aspiration. The difference between 'comprehensively' educated boys and 

those who have been to a secondary modern school is not statistically 

significant (X =0.1, d.f.=l, p=n.s.) while the difference between boys

educated at grammar schools and those who have been to comprehensive
Q

schools is highly significant (X =9»9> d.f.=l, p=.0l) as is that between

boys in the two kinds of tripartite schools (X =8.86, d.f.=l, p=.0l).

Yet even Table 4.2 does not represent accurately the relationship 

between type of school and Index of Aspiration Increment. For, when a 

second intervening variable is simultaneously controlled the results are 

even less encouraging for the comprehensives. In order to give support to

the hypothesis that comprehensive schooling has the effect of widening 

occupational horizons, it would be necessary to show that the 'ordinary' 

working class child, who would formerly have gone to a secondary modern 

school but is now placed in a comprehensive, has higher aspirations than 

the similar child who did go to a secondary modern. In other words it is 

necessary to control for academic stream. For the majority of the 

children in the top academic streams of comprehensive schools are presumably 

those who would, under the tripartite system, have gone to a grammar 

school. It is only the lower streams of the comprehensive school which 

can be realistically compared with the secondary modern. Therefore in 

Table 4.3 sex and stream are controlled simultaneously.
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T a b le  4 .3

Working Class Boys: Index of Aspiration Increment by Type of School. 
Controlling Comprehensive Streams.

Index of Aspiration Grammar Comprehensive Secondary Modem n=
Increment %

stream
A B-D
% %

1-2 (highly mobile,
aspiring to middle 
class) 77 58 29 29 42

3-4 (mobile within 
the working class) 18 42 47 37 40

5 (stable and
downwardly mobile) 6 0 24 34 22

n=(l00%) 17 12 51 24 104

In view of the firm trend towards comprehensive secondary education 

the results of Table 4*3 are decidedly discouraging. For, not only are 

the lower stream boys in the comprehensive school exactly like the modern 

school boys with regard to the proportion who aspire to middle class 

occupations, but, surprisingly, even the A stream boys are less ambitious 

than the grammar school boys, although this difference is not statistically 

significant. Thus when the seemingly clear cut relationship between type 

of school and Index of Aspiration Increment is elaborated^ by controlling 

for sex and stream, it becomes clear that, contrary to initial impressions, 

there is no support for the hypothesis under consideration.^
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We have so far been considering only a composite indicator of 

occupational choice, the Index of Aspiration Increment. Yet I have 

argued above that one cannot assume that children's desires, expectations 

and fantasies are synonymous. Therefore in Table 4*4 responses of the 

working class boys to the four items on occupational choice are 

separately analysed by educational experience.
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Working Class Boys; Occupational Desires. Immediate Expectations,
Expectations for the Following Ten Years, and Fantasies by Type of 
School‘Experience, Controlling for Comprehensive Streams.

Highly mobile Mobile with- Working Don't N= 
working class in the working class Know (lOOJifa)

T a b le  4 .4

class stable
SCHOOL TYPE 

Grammar

ITEM
Occupational
Desires
Immediate
Expectations
Expectations 
for ten years
Job fantasies

%

47

35

65
94

"'I*

18

40

30
0

%

0

24

5
0

%

35

0

0
6

17

17

17
17

Occupational
Desires 42 8 0 50 12
Immediate

Comprehensive Expectations 50 50 0 0 12
A stream Expectations 

for ten years 50 50 0 0 12
Job fantasies 84 8 0 8 12

Occupational
Desires 26 43 26 6 51
Immediate

Comprehensive Expectations 19 53 25 2 51
B-D streams Expectations 

for ten years 28 42 26 4 51
Job fantasies 72 6 9 13 51

Occupational
Desires 16 28 28 28 24

Secondary
Immediate
Expectations 24 32 36 8 24Modern Expectations 
for ten years 32 36 28 4 24
Job fantasies 84 8 0 8 24

1 0 4
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The trend observed for the Index is also clear for its separate

components. If we consider, for example, responses to the question

"What job do you want to d o -- ", the A stream comprehensive school boys

have similar levels of aspiration to those in the grammar school while

the lower stream comprehensive school boys resemble those in the

secondary modern. This is also largely true for expectations. However

when expectations of initial job level are compared with those for ten

years hence an interesting feature can be observed: the grammar school

boys have slightly lower immediate expectations than the boys in the top

stream of the comprehensive and slightly higher expectations for the more

distant future. While the numbers involved are too small to draw more

than tentative inferences from this trend, it could be argued that the

grammar school boys are more aware of the way in which status is allocated

in the adult world; they do not expect to start at the status level

which they eventually expect to achieve but see the necessity to "work up"
51the career ladder."

Fantasies about occupational choice do not, however, exhibit the 

differentials which vie have observed for the two more realistic perceptual 

zones. While slightly more working class boys in the grammar school 

'dream' of middle class jobs than do so in either of the other schools 

this difference is not statistically significant. For the working class 

boys occupational day dreams tended to centre on jobs of uniformly high
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status and in all groups fantasy aspirations greatly exceeded both 

desires and expectations.

There were a few exceptions. One boy answered the fantasy question 

with "I'm happy just as I am." Another wanted to be a railway porter 

like his Dad, he expected to achieve this ambition and considered that in 

ten years he would still be a railway porter, but, when invited to step 

into the zone of fantasy, he wrote "If only I could be a long distance 

lorry driver." A tiny minority found the world of fantasy too elusive - 

even when coaxed they could not depart from reality: "It's silly Mss.

You can’t be anything at all." But the majority of the working class 

boys would, if they could somehow change the vrorld, place themselves in 

prestigeful occupations. At the same time those who were not selected 

for the educational escalator to middle class jobs knew that this was not 

possible. These children knew what was available to them and, whether 

they were educated in cream-tiled Doomsvale or glass and mosaic Bogbridge, 

they shaped not only their expectations but their desires accordingly.

liThile most children, then, are capable of climbing to the top of a 

tree to see a more distant field, most of the time they stand on the 

ground. According to their point of elevation they see only a part of 

the occupational panorama and it is within these horizons that they make 

their choices of jobs. I have been arguing that these horizons are 

determined by school experience and that for the working class child of
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average ability it makes little difference whether he is placed in a 

secondary modem school or in the lower streams of a comprehensive.

Now one could object that I have not demonstrated this. I have

only shown that, when the working class male population of the secondary

modem school is compared with that in the lower streamsof the

comprehensive^ no significant differences in occupational choice behaviour

appear. To argue from this that any average working class child would

tend to end up making the same occupational choice whichever of the two
52

schools he attended is to entail the ecological fallacy. For it is 

not legitimate to argue from similar distributions of occupational 

aspirations in the two groups to the statement that the individuals in 

the schools would have had similar aspirations even if they had been to 

different schools. In order to make the latter inference it is 

necessary to ascertain that the two populations are indeed comparable,

for the findings presented above could be artefacts of the differential
53intakes of the schools.

In the first place it could be argued that the two populations are 

not comparable in ability. For,since the tripartite and comprehensive 

systems rarely operate in isolation from one another, the majority of 

comprehensive schools are 'creamed': the top layer of ability is skimmed 

off by the grammar schools depriving the comprehensives of the best of
54their potential intake. Therefore the distribution of ability in the
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comp rehensive schools is depressed and, since ability is obviously a 

factor affecting job choice, the low level of occupational aspiration 

among comprehensive school pupils may be attributed to this.

This is a serious consideration. However it was possible to control 

for the factor of ability in two ways. Firstly Bogbridge comprehensive 

school was initially selected partly because it is one of the very few 

virtually uncreamed comprehensive schools in England and Wales. As was 

explained in the previous chapter this school is a neighbourhood school 

in the fullest sense of the expression, it is set on a relatively isolated 

housing estate and is attended by almost all the children from that 

estate for the whole of their school lives. For every year's intake 

(now averaging about two hundred and thirty) only one or two children 

"go away" to school. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that the 

distribution of ability in the school is not distorted by creaming.

However the critic might reply that the pattern of ability in the 

catchment area of the school might itself, by some freak of demography, 

be distorted, that there never was any ability on the Bogbridge estate 

to be creamed off' Since the argument so far has concerned only working 

class boys, it now becomes necessary to demonstrate that the 'ordinary' 

working class boy in the B, C or D stream of Bogbridge is as 'bright' as 

his counterpart at Doomsvale. In fact the mean I.Q. for lower stream 

working class boys at Bogbridge was 98 while at Doomsvale working class
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boys averaged 102, a difference of only four points which is insignificant.

A  second intake factor that must be considered is social class, 

for, although social class is in one sense controlled in the analysis, 

this crude dichotomy according to whether the respondents’ fathers are 

engaged in manual or non-manual occupations may blanket important intra

class differentials. Let us suppose for the sake of argument that most 

of the working class boys at the secondary modern school have fathers in 

skilled manual jobs, while most of those at the comprehensive school have 

fathers in unskilled manual work. In this case one would, ceteris paribus, 

expect that more of the secondary modem school boys would aspire to 

middle class jobs, for the distance to a non-manual prestige level is 

shorter if the starting point is skilled manual than if it is unskilled 

manual. The comparison between the two schools could then be seen to 

be unfair, for what appeared to be the same level of aspiration on the 

part of the comprehensive school children would in fact represent a 

greater degree of occupational ambition than that in the modem school. 

Therefore in Table 4.5 the two groups are analysed by fathers’ 

occupational prestige levels.
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TABLE 4.5

Working Class Bovs : School Experience by Fathers’ Occupations

skilled manual semi-skilled unskilled & n=
unemployed (100$)

Comprehensive 
B-D streams % 50 46 24 51

Secondary
Modem % 42 35 25 24

n =
p

X = 1.46, 2 d.f., p = n.s. There are no significant differences 
between the two populations with regard to parental prestige level.

It is clear then that the results considered above cannot be 

attributed to idiosyncracies in the intake of the schools considered.

The conclusion is inescapable: comprehensive education has little effect 

on the occupational choice of a working class boy of average ability, 

that choice is substantially the same as it would have been if he had 

attended a secondary modem school. The results give no support to the 

hypothesis that the occupational horizons of working class boys in

comprehensive Bchools are widened in comparison with those of children in
55tripartite schools.

Yet perhaps I have been interpreting the hypothesis too narrowly.

It may be that what people mean when they talk about "widening occupational 

horizons" is something more than level of occupational aspiration.
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Perhaps 'widening' should be understood in a qualitative rather than

quantitative sense, to refer to occupational attitudes as well as choice

of jobs. For, as Carter puts it, "Well over a third of all secondary

modem leavers - - - - did not expect much from school and do not expect
56a great deal from work." Such children see work only as a means to an 

end and, even before they actually leave school, they anticipate that 

they will gain no intrinsic enjoyment from the jobs they will do. They 

have learned at least one thing from their second class education, that 

they are second class citizens condemned to second class jobs which offer 

little but boredom.

Critics of the tripartite system commonly stress the role of

early selection in the production of a group of workers who find no

meaning of satisfaction in the work they do, who, in Mils' famous words

"sell little pieces of themselves in order to try to buy them back each
57night with the coin of 'fun'". Usually this 'fun' is something of

which the critics disapprove such as involvement in commercialised
58 59youth culture or behaviour which is classified as delinquent. But

are there any ¿grounds for believing that the abolition of segregated

secondary education will lead to a change in this state of affairs?

In 1959 a Callup Survey of a sample of British youth produced firm 

evidence that orientations towards work are related to school experienced 

In an attempt to replicate this in part and compare tripartite with
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with comprehensive pupils, I asked my respondents to rank six "things 

you might hope to get from a job" in order of importance."" In Table 4.6 

their responses are analysed by s chool type with parental social class 

controlled.

As far as the tripartite school children are concerned the results 

of Table 4.6 are in very close agreement with those of the Gallup Surve3?-. 

If we look at the third job condition, for example, ("A Good Wage") we see 

that while about a fifth to a quarter of all the tripartite school pupils 

pick this feature as most important, sixty two per cent of the middle 

class grammar school children consider it to be relevant (that is, rank 

it first, second or third) compared with eighty four per cent from 

the same social background in the secondary modem school. For working 

class children a similar, though less marked, differential obtains 

(seventy six per cent compared with eighty seven per cent).°^ Just as 

instrumental orientations towards work are more frequent in the 

secondary modem than the grammar school so intrinsic attitudes are more 

characteristic of grammar than secondary modem school children. Half 

as many working class pupils in the modem than in the grammar school 

rank "Chance to use your abilities" as the most important job condition, 

and, while eighty three per cent of working class grammar school 

children rank this as relevant, only half of those in the modem school 

do so. The rankings of this item by middle class children also exhibit

this trend.



Percentage of children who indicate job conditions as most important (ranked first) 
and as relevant (ranked in first three) by school and social class~

TABLE 4 .6

1 2 3 k 5 6
Friendly Long A good Chances of Use of Plenty of
Work Mates Holidays Wage Promotion Abilities Free Time Ns

Grammar WORKING Most Imp- 
School CLASS ortant 21 0 21 17 42 0 29

Relevant 58 10 76 65 83 7
MIDDLE Most Imp- 
CLASS ortant 18 0 19 22 38 1 68

Relevant 54 15 62 81 74 12
Compre- WORKING Most Imp- 
hensive CLASS ortant 9 0 30 31 26 4 23
A Relevant 
Stream MIDDLE Most Imp-

57 0 79 83 70 13

CLASS ortant 12 0 31 25 31 0 16
Relevant 56 12 100 56 75 0

Compre- WORKING Most Imp- 
hensive CLASS ortant 20 0 27 33 20 1 98
B-D Relevant 
Streams MIDDLE Most Imp-

62 2 100 80 52 4

CLASS ortant 7 0 33 53 7 0 15
Relevant 53 0 100 80 53 13

Second- WORKING Most Imp- 
ary CLASS ortant 21 0 27 27 21 2 52
Modern Relevant 67 15 87 77 50 4

MIDDLE Most Imp- 
CLASS ortant 16 0 26 26 26 5 19

Relevant 58 12 84 79 58 12

* A f t e r  t h e  1959 G a l l u p  S u rve y - B a s e  = 320
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For working class comprehensive school pupils the degree of 

instrumentality appears to depend upon stream. Thus while seventy nine 

per cent of the working class 'A' stream children see a good wage as 

'relevant' (virtually the same proportion as in the grammar school), all 

of those in the lower streams do so. for middle class comprehensive 

school pupils, however, there is a consistently high level of instru

mentality regardless of stream, although at this point the numbers 

involved are too small to draw any firm conclusions. Ranking of the 

intrinsic condition, "Chance to use your abilities", is also strongly 

related to stream in the comprehensive school. For both working class 

and middle class pupils in the 'A' stream the proportion ranking this 

factor as 'relevant' resembles that in the grammar school while in the 

loy/er streams the proportion is similar to that in the secondary modem 

school.

Table 1.6, then, reveals no evidence to support the viev/ that, with 

the abolition of segregated secondary education, there will come a change 

in the way school children are anticipatorily socialised for the world 

of work. For job attitudes are at least partly a reflection of jobs. 

Those children who are perfectly aware that all they have to look 

forward to in the occupational world is a monotonous low status job, have 

adjusted to this fact in a most reasonable and realistic way - by psychic 

abdication from that vrorld. They have learned, even before entering 

their first jobs, to define work as unimportant, they therefore "look
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elsewhere for satisfaction and achievement and see work simply as a63source of income." Meaning and identity, lacking in the occupational

role, are sought outside it; yet, tragically as the children become

adults each one begins to define the other precisely in terms of that

role. The paradox of modem stratified society is that at some time

during their education children learn that they have been divided into

groups. Those in the largest group come to expect that they will need

to perform monotonous operations in order to earn a living. Theyknow

that this activity will mean little to them, that their 'central life

interests' will lie outside it.J r̂ But the occupational structure remains

the foundation of the stratification system and sooner or later the

children grow up to realise that they are all evaluating one another in
65terms of the work they do.

At each mile 
each year
old men with closed faces
point out the road to children
with gestures of reinforced concrete.

- Jacques Prevert.

There seems, then, to be little hope that comprehensive reorganisa

tion will in any way result in a widening of children's occupational 

horizons. Whatever kind of schools they go to;children soon learn 

something of the occupational structure and its attendant prestige 

hierarchy. Yet their choices of jobs and anticipatory orientations 

towards those jobs are determined not only by the perceived rewards to 

be gained in the various jobs but by their assessments of their chances
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of attaining them. These assessments were, as much in Bogbridge 

Comprehensive as in Crownhill G-rammar and Doomsvale Secondary schools, 

largely shaped by other people’s definitions of their ability as these 

were mediated to the children through the school organisation.
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER FOUR

1. Since the stratification system of modem industrial society is 

founded upon the occupational structure, the child’s choice of job 

is consequential for his social status.

2. For this reason critics of tripartite education have stressed the 

way in which segregated secondary education shapes children's job 

choices.

3. Differential education does not, however, lead to substantially 

different evaluations of the desirability of various occupations 

but merely to different perceptions of the likelihood of attaining 

them.

4. When the hypothesis that "The occupational horizons of children in 

comprehensive schools will be widened relative to those of children 

in tripartite schools" (Hypothesis Three) was tested by a comparison 

of comprehensive and tripartite school children with regard to their 

occupational desires, expectations and fantasies, it appeared 

initially to be supported. However when two important variables 

(sex and comprehensive 'stream') were controlled the evidence led

to a rejection of the hypothesis.

5. Analysis of the composition of the sub-populations involved in the 

above analysis revealed that it was legitimate to infer from the 

data that any 'ordinary working class boy' would tend to make the 

same choice of occupations whether he attended a comprehensive or a

secondary modern school.
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6. The way in which a large number of children are condemned by the 

segregated system of secondary schools to early realisation that 

work can have only instrumental importance for them is often 

deplored. Yet analysis of children's rankings of various job 

conditions in terms of their importance revealed that this 

phenomenon cannot be expected to be abolished with segregated 

secondary education. For comprehensive 'A' stream children had 

similar job orientations to grammar school children, while those 

in the lower comprehensive streams resembled secondary modern 

school children.
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Concept 'Occupational Choice'", Rural Sociology, 3l(3), 1966, pp. 266-7.

34. Ibid p.266. This contrasts with the inclusive usage of the 
concept as found in, for example, Eli Cinzberg et al.,
Occupational Choice: An Approach to General Theory (Columbia 
University Press, 1931) and P.W. Musgrave "Towards a Sociological 
Theory of Occupational Choice," Sociol. Rev., 15, 1967, pp. 33-46.

35* For a good summary of the literature which is available on the actual 
process of job entry see Carter on. cit.

36. Liversidge, op. cit. p.33*

37. Op. cit. and "Realism of Vocational Choice: A Critique and an 
Example," Personnel andGuidance Journal. 35, 1957, pp. 482-488. 
Substantially the same point is also made by Blau et al. op.cit., 1963.

38. Op. cit., p. 33.

39. The distinction between 'realistic expectations' and 'autistic aims' 
comes from Jahoda, op. cit.

10. For the actual format see Appendix II.

41. This question was based on "In what occupation do you think that you 
will most likely be working ten years from now" in Russell Middleton 
and Charles M. Grigg, "Rural-Urban Differences in Aspirations,"
Rural Sociology, 24, 1959, p. 305-

42. This form was considered to be more comprehensible to the children 
than Schwarzweller*s "If you had your choice and you were completely 
free to choose - - -," and more acceptable to the age group than 
Jahoda's more childish format: "If you could wave a magic wand - - -." 
See Harry K. Schwarzweller, "Values and Occupational Choice," Social 
Forces, 39, i960, p.20, and Jahoda on. cit.

43* L.T. Empey "Social Class and Occupational Aspiration: A Comparison 
of Absolute and Relative Measurement," Amer. Sociol. Rev., 1956,
703-709.
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1+1+. In detail the coding of answers to questions 12, 13, 14 and 15 was as 

follows:

For working class 
background

For middle class 
background

Occupational Choice Relative to Father's Occupation

NON-MOBILE UP-MOBILE IN SAME MOBILE OUT OF
CLASS CLASS

1 2 3
working class mobile within the highly mobile

stable working class working class

4 5 6
middle class upwardly mobile downwardly mobu

stable middle class middle class

This does not, of course, represent a linear scale - no such scale 
could be constructed unless the two classes of origin were 
considered separately. Thds,in the case of the working class, 
degree of mobility increases with code number: 1 2 3 *  But for 
the middle class those coded 5 are more successful or potentially 
successful than those coded 4, but those coded 6 are the least 
subcessful of all. The other two logical possibilities, working 
class downwardly mobile and middle class mobile into the upper class, 
were not included in the coding. There were none of the latter and 
those few of the former (less than 2$) were included in type 1.

For class background classification, in all cases ’working- 
class' refers to Hall-Jones prestige categories 5-7 (that is manual 
workers) and ’middle class’ to categories 1-4 (non-manual workers).

45» The procedure adopted for combining responses to questions 12-14 into 
a single index was as follows:

Class of Origin Scores on questions 12-14 Index score

Working class all 3 1
some 3 and some 2 2
all 2/3, 1 & 2/ 3 and 1 3
some 2 and some 1 4
all 1 5

Middle class all 5 6
some 5 and some 4 7
all 4 8
any 6 recorded at all 9
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46. See for example Pallister, op.cit., and Schwarzweller, op.cit.

47. Lois B. De Fleur "Assessing Occupational Knowledge in Young Children," 
Sociological Inquiry, 36, 1966, p.112. Douvan and Adelson suggest 
in this context that girls' knowledge of the world of jobs is so 
attenuated that most job choice on their part is stereotyped rather 
than realistic. They 'found' that "the bulk of girls' choices (95%) 
fall into the following four categories: Personal Aide: doctor, 
nurse; Social Aide: social worker, teacher, librarian; White 
Collar Traditional: sales, secretary, book-keeper; Clamour: fashion 
designer, model, stewardess." See Elizabeth Douvan and Joseph 
Adelson; The Adolescent Experience (Wiley, 1966), p.39* However
in replicating this study I found that unless coding was extremely 
lax (does one, for example, code 'punch card operator' as 'White 
Collar Traditional'?) there were at least three other categories 
into which girls' job choices tended to fall. Moreover the extent 
of 'stereotyping' was related to school experience, grammar school 
girls tending to make less stereotyped choices:

Stereotyping and Realism in Female Job Choice 
(Responses to questions 13, 14, 15)

Grammar School Comprehensive
stream

A B-D

Secondary Modern n=

Working Class % % % %
I Stereotyped (coded . 

Douvan et al.)
as

37 57 70 87 58
II Realistic 'grim' 

(e.g. factory etc.) 0 21 24 0 25
III Men's professions 

(e.g. photographer) 9 7 2 6 4
IV Other non-stereotyped 

(including housewife) 54 14 4 6 11

n=(lOO%) 12 11 47 28 98

Middle Class

I Stereotyped 35 100 55 67 29
II Realistic 'grim' 0 0 22 17 4

III Men's professions 51 0 11 8 20
rv Other non-stereo 14 0 11 8 7

n=(l00%) 35 4 9 12 60
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48. It can further be suggested that white blouse occupations are not 

in any meaningful sense 'middle class' anyway. See R.F. Hamilton 
"The Marginal Middle Class : a Reconsideration", Amer. Sociol.
Rev., 31> 1966, pp. 192-199.

49. On elaboration of a statistical relationship see Paul F. Lazarsfeld 
"Interpretation of Statistical Relationships as a Research 
Operation", in Lazarsfeld and Morris Rosenberg The Language of 
Social Research (Free Press, 1955) pp. 115-25; Herbert H. Hyman : 
Survey design and Analysis (G-lencoe Free Press, 1955).

50. William Taylor, while expressing the hope that comprehensive 
education would bring about a "more flexible set of arrangements, 
whereby a larger number of choices will be left open for a longer 
time" did foresee the likelihood that the continuation of grouping 
within comprehensive schools would produce a situation differing 
little from that which existed under tripartite. See "Secondary 
Reorganisation and the Transition from School to Work" in Aspects 
of Education, No. 5, 1967, pp. 89-99- A comparison of Grammar 
Secondary Modern and Comprehensive schoolchildren by Paul Abramson 
also revealed far greater differences between 'A* stream 
comprehensive schoolchildren and those in the lower streams than 
between tripartite and comprehensive schools in general:
"Education and Political Socialisation : A Study of English 
Secondary Education (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of 
California, 1966.)

51 An American finding supports this result for the non-selective
schools. See W.L. Warner and J. Abbeglen : Occupational Mobility 
in American Business and Industry (University of Minnesota Press,
1955) P.31 et passim. Their respondents generally expected to 
start in the category to which they aspired rather than work up to it. 
American schools are, of course, comprehensive.

52. On the ecological fallacy see W.S. Robinson "Ecological Correlations 
and the Behaviour of Individuals", Amer. Sociol. Rev., XV, 1950,
PP* 551-7 and Otis D. Duncan and Beverly Davis "An Alternative to 
Ecological Correlation, loc. cit.. XVIII, 1953, pp. 665-666. The 
Duncan-Davis procedure could not be used here because the numbers 
are too small, but the method employed here represents an alternative 
(to replicating with small subpopulations.)

53. My approach to the problem of drawing inferences from the data is 
based upon the procedure outlined in H.M. Blalock : Causal Inference 
in Nonexperimental Research (University of North Carolina Press,
1964.)
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54. For an insightful discussion of the way in which such creaming 
can affect theinternal organisation of the schools see Douglas 
Young "Two Types of Streaming and their Probable Application in 
Comprehensive Schools", Bulletin (University of London Institute 
of Education) N.S. 11, 1967, PP- 13“l6.

55. When the responses to the occupational choice questions were 
analysed by situs and setting rather than status the results 
suggested the same conclusion. Horizontally, as well as 
vertically, the range of occupations cited by grammar school boys 
was greater than that given by boys in either of the 'non-selective' 
schools. Unfortunately the number of middle class boys in 
Doomsvale School was too small to permit the analysis to be 
repeated for the middle class. So it was not possible to throw 
any empirical light upon the common fear of middle class parents 
that their children would be occupationally disadvantaged by 
attendance at a comprehensive school.

56. Op. cit. p. 113

57. C. Wright Mills: White Collar (Oxford University Press, 195l), p. 237.

58. A number of English sociologists specifically attribute youth 
culture involvement to the meaninglessness of work and the education 
which prepares for it. See for examples Mark Abrams: The Teenage 
Consumer (London Press Exchange Ltd., 1959) and J.B. Mays "Teen-Age 
Culture in Contemporary Britain andEurope", The Annals, 338,
November 196l.

59. Downes argues, for example, that "the delinquent solution" to the 
problem of boredom and non-involvement in work is simply a form
of fun-seeking which is defined by society as unacceptable. Op. clt.

60. A representative quota sample of 15"30 year olds. The results of 
this survey are presented in G-len Elder "Life Opportunity etc.", 
op. cit. especially p. 195.

61. The use of rankings made it possible to employ coefficients of con
cordance for subpopulations in order to determine whether the question 
was meaningful to the respondents. Coefficients of the order of .6 
and .7 were obtained and so the operationalisation was considered to 
be valid.

62. Chi-squared tests of significance are inappropriate in this case.

63. Stephen Cotgrove and Stan Parker "Work and Non-Work" New Society.
Vol. 41, 11 July 1963, p. 18.



Dublin's famous study of the 'central life interests' of industrial 
workers rests on the basic axiom that "social experience is 
inevitably segmented". The view expressed here also entails this 
assumption as it appears in the Symbolic Interactionist notion of 
hierarchies of identities. Each individual is seen as arranging 
the identities or 'virtual selves' offered by the several roles he 
plays in order of their importance to him. For many manual 
workers the identities offered by familial and other non-work roles 
take precedence over occupational identity. See Robert Dubin 
"Industrial Workers' Worlds : A Study of the 'Central Life Interests' 
of Industrial Workers", in Arnold M. Rose : Human Behaviour and 
Social Processes (Routledge, 1962) p. 249; George J. McCall and 
J.L. Simmons : Identities and Interactions (Free Press, 1966) 
particularly pp. 83-89; Manford H. Kuhn and Thomas S. HcPartland 
"An Empirical Investigation of Self-Attitudes", Amer. Sociol. Rev., 
19, 1954, pp. 68-76; Erving Goffman "Role Distance" in his 
Encounters (Bobbs-Merrill, 196l) pp. 132-143.

This sort of cultural phenomenon, where all members of a group 
apply a rule to which they think they are the only exception is 
discussed in Thomas J. Scheff's brilliant article, "Towards a 
Sociological Model of Consensus", Amer. Sociol. Rev., 32, 1967, 
pp. 32-46.



CHAPTER FIVE

MAKING FRIENDS AT SCHOOL

y



It has often been said that the school can be viewed as a society

in miniature, both reflecting and affecting the wider society of which it

is a part.'*' Thus one might hypothesise that the peer social organisation

of the school would tend to incorporate the class stratification of the

larger community. And, indeed, studies of American schoolchildren by

Hollingshead, Neugarten and others lend support to this view by

demonstrating that mutual friendships and popularity scores are related to
2social class background. It has therefore come to be widely believed 

that the friendship choices of secondary school children are a reflection 

of their class backgrounds. However the results of two more recent 

studies suggest that, while class stratification does have an important 

impact on school peer group formation, this effect operates in a slightly 

more complex way than had formerly been assumed.

In his study of a number of London grammar schools, Oppenheim 

observed no clique formation along social class lines; the boys in his 

sample showed no preference for those from a similar background in their 

choice of friends.^ Now, when this finding is taken together with 

Turner’s conclusion that there is more cleavage in friendship preference 

according to ambition than class background,^ an interpretation of the 

disparity between Oppenheim's results and those of the earlier American
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researchers suggests itself. It seems that the class structure of the

world outside the school shapes the structure of informal relations within

the school not only through the children's social class of origin but also

through their class of aspiration. For the majority of children, of

course, these will be the same for, as we have seen in the preceding

chapter, only a minority of children aspire to occupations in a different

social class from those of their parents. Yet where children are

anticipating social mobility it is probable that the social status they

expect to achieve in adult life is a more important determinant of their

interpersonal preferences than their class background. In their patterns

of friendship these children trace the imprint of yesterday's class

structure more faintly than that of tomorrow. Thus, as Turner says

"this future oriented cleavage may well contain the seeds of class

consciousness which will emerge when the students leave school and
5

establish their stable positions as adults." Most of Oppenheim's 

grammar schoolboys could look forward to a middle class future. For many, 

of course, this would merely represent a continuation of the style of life 

and pattern of acquaintances they had always known. But amongst those 

who had come from a different world we would expect fo find few who were 

looking over their shoulders.

Now liberal critics of the tripartite system of secondary education,

unperturbed by reports of class-linked friendship patterns in American
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comprehensive schools, assume that comprehensive reorganisation will go 

some way towards dissolving class cleavages in this country. They claim 

that tripartite selection leads to patterns of informal association 

among schoolchildren which not only reflect the separatism of class 

society but also perpetuate it. for children are literally segregated 

at an early age so that they are placed in schools and streams where 

most of their fellows resemble them fairly closely in class of origin and 

very closely in class of aspiration. Opportunities for interaction with 

children from different backgrounds or those who are destined for 

different occupational statuses are thus severely limited and the hostility 

(or at least distance) between social classes is thus perpetuated.

£
For such critics the idea of the comprehensive neighbourhood school 

"with its cosy classless ring""*7 is attractive. In these schools it is 

hoped that class barriers will be broken down, children will mix freely 

with the 'all sorts' that are supposed to make a world and thus learn
8the tolerance so essential in their education "in and for democracy".

Or, as it is expressed in our fourth hypothesis, "Comprehensive school- 

children will show less tendency to mix only with children of their own 

social type than will tripartite shoolchildren."

Now behind this hypothesis are really two separate ideas. Firstly 

there is the notion that the organisation of a comprehensive school does
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not, like that of the tripartite schools, encourage children to mix 

mainly with those of similar class origin and class destination because 

the basic units of the school are more heterogeneous than the class- 

linked streams of the tripartite school. Then there is the additional 

suggestion that within their administrative groupings comprehensive 

school children will show less tendency to prefer those from similar 

backgrounds and those bound for similar future statuses than do tripartite 

schoolchildren. In other words it is being hypothesised both that a 

greater option for heterogenous interaction or 'social mixing' is created 

by comprehensive organisation and that children subject to this form of 

school organisation will tend to take up this option.

Let us look first at the former idea, that comprehensive schools

provide greater opportunities for interaction across class barriers. In

the first place it is necessary to draw attention to the fact that the

neighbourhood school is not necessarily a heterogenous school, at least

as far as class background is concerned. For it has frequently been

noted that "a neighbourhood is itself often a reflection of class, so that

neighbourhood schools merely emphasise class divisions rather than break
g

them down". And there is some evidence of a long-term trend towards 

increasing homogenisation of neighbourhoods rather than social class 

dispersal. Thus it is by no means certain that a representative sample 

of all 'social types' would be available in the typical comprehensive school,
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even if we were to assume the eventual abolition of all private schools.

In the second place the question arises as to whether within these 

neighbournood schools the grouping of children for administrative, 

teaching and other purposes maximises the opportunities for mixing amongst 

the array of 'social types' which _is present in the school. We have 

already seen, in Chapter Three, how the academic streaming at Bogbridge 

comprehensive school correlates with class background just as does the 

system of forms or classes common in the typical tripartite school.

Within their teaching groups, then, Bogbridge children are likely to find 

that a majority of their fellows are similar in class of origin. The 

extent to which these groupings are also homogeneous in class of aspiration 

can be ascertained by examination of Table 5«1« In this table working 

class boys are analysed by academic stream and the Index of Aspiration 

Increment as enployed in the preceding chapter.
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Table 5*1
Working Class Boys Only* Index of Aspiration Increment by Stream

SCHOOL STREM INDEX OF ASPIRATION INCREMENT

1-2 3-4 5 N=
Highly mobile Mobile in 

manual class
Stable and 
downward

(100$)

Grammar A 100 0 0 1
B 100 0 0 2
C 88 12 0 8
D 50 33 17 6

Comprehen
sive

Al
A2 e W

o

k s>=° ¿J»1*

Bl
B2 ¡P-6 45>-38 > 14)=a
Cl
C2 io’“12 m * 6 10)=12 I O ™
D 0 23 77 13

Secondary A 63 37 0 8
Modem B 50 50 0 4

C 0 33 67 12
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Yet, in order to examine the hypothesis that the internal 

organisation of the comprehensive school creates more opportunities for 

social mixing than the tripartite school, it is not sufficient to 

demonstrate homogeneity of teaching groups. For in Bogbridge school, as 

in many other comprehensives, there is a deliberate attempt to undermine 

the influence of academic stratification by the introduction of a system 

of 'vertical* subdivisions or houses.^

On entering the school each child is assigned to one of the four 

houses and throughout his school life various activities are organised 

through the house system in order to increase the salience of house 

membership for the individual children. Thus sports competitions take 

place between houses and members of the same house can, for example, dine 

together in their house room. This vertical organisation is elaborated 

by a system of horizontal divisions based on year groups, so that within 

each year group children are assigned to tutor groups on the basis of 

their houses not their ability. In the fourth year there are eight 

house tutor groups (two for each house) each with a tutor who goes 'up' 

each year with his tutees and is therefore expected to come to know them 

all intimately.

Officially the house tutor groups rather than the academic streams 

are regarded as the basic administrative units and it is in these groups
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that children meet for registration each morning and afternoon. The aim 

is to replace the form or class of the traditional school by a mixed 

ability group which moves up the school together and is expected to 

become a cohesive unit. Thus, while children spend the majority of 

their time at school in their socially homogeneous academic streams, one 

might argue that some opportunity for social mixing is presented by the 

organisation of houses and house tutor groups.

However it is one thing to claim that children have some opportunity 

for heterogenous social interaction in Bogbridge school and quite another 

to suggest that they will take up this option. In order to find out 

whether traditional lines of stratification are indeed undermined by the 

house system, we need to know whether academic streams or house tutor 

groups have the greatest impact on friendship formation in the school.

In an attempt to determine this, all the children were asked to imagine 

that they must choose one friend from all the people they knew, one 

'real friend* in whom they felt they could confide and with whom, for 

example, they could envisage undertaking a long journey. Keeping this 

person in mind they were then asked to indicate whether he or she was in 

the same school, and, if so, in which academic stream. Bogbridge 

children were then additionally required to indicate whether friends chosen 

from within the school were in the same house or a different house from 

themselves. The results are presented in Tables 5.2 and 3.3 .
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Table 5.2

All Children; Choice of *0ne Seal Friend1 by Stream of Choosers and Chosen

Characteristics of 
Choosers Characteristics of Chosen

School

Same or equiv
alent stream 

Stream %

- Higher 
stream* 

%

Lower Different 
stream** school 

% %

Left N= 
school (lOÔ j) 

%

Grammar A w> 17 3 33 1 30
B 32 12 12 28 16 25
C 37 11 7 22 22 27
D 33 7 13 7 40 15

Comprehen-- Al & A2 57 15 5 8 15 39
sive Bl & B2 39 4 13 26 17 46

Cl & C2 i*4 10 2 15 29 48
D 53 26 5 5 10 19

Secondary
Modern

A 62 7 7 14 10 29
B 33 11 . 11 28 17 18
C 46 4 17 12 21 24

Total sample 4L 11 8 18 18 320

This includes those in a higher academic stream in the same 
year group and those higher up the school in the fifth and 
sixth forms.

This includes those in a lower academic stream in the same 
year group plus children in the lower school (that is first 
to third forms).
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Table 5«3

nogDraage oomprent 
Stream of Chooser

iiisive ru p iis  uiix.y; 
and Relative House

uiiu-Lut; uj. wile
of Chosen

Stream of chooser House of chosen relative to chooser

same
%

different
%

N=( 10005)

A 23 77 30

B 27 73 26

C 30 70 27

D 25 75 16

All 26 74 99

It is clear from Table 5»2 that children in all streams of all the 

schools are more likely to choose their 'one real friend' from their own 

form or stream or its equivalent than any other in the same school.

In fact, when we consider only those children choosing an individual in 

their own school (sixty four per cent of the total), we find that in all 

schools more than two thirds choose someone from their own (or an 

equivalent) stream; in the grammar school sixty seven per cent do so, in 

the comprehensive seventy two per cent and in the secondary modern 

seventy three per cent, and these proportions are similar in all streams. 

This means that, of the children choosing their friends from their own 

school, the proportion choosing them from their own or equivalent streams 

is always more than twice as large as one would have expected by chance.
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Table 5»3» on the other hand, indicates that amongst the Bogbridge 

children confining their choices to other Bogbridge children (sixty five 

per cent) there is no preference for friends in the same house. Since 

the numerical strength of the four houses in the fourth year is almost 

exactly equal then, purely by chance, we would expect one choice in four 

to be for an individual in the chooser's own house. And the percentages 

in the table never deviate by more than five per cent from this chance 

pattern, indicating that the relationship of friendship choice to house is 

no more than random.

Tables 3«2 and 5»3, then, offer little comfort for those who have 

put their faith in comprehensive reorganisation as a means of destroying 

class barriers in interpersonal relations. For while one might argue 

that 'vertical* organisation of the school into houses provides some 

opportunity for inter-class interaction, there is no evidence to show that 

this makes any difference to the actual processes of friendship choice 

within the comprehensive school. For, in contrast to Pape's finding for 

a sample of comprehensive schoolgirls that "they are just as likely to be 

found mixing with other members of their house who are in different forms", 

Bogbridge children are more likely to choose their 'real friends' from 

their own class-homogeneous academic streams than their socially mixed

houses.
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Indeed I found little evidence that the houses meant much at all to 

the children and it was difficult to avoid the conclusion that house 

tutor groups were no more than nominal administrative aggregates rather 

than real social groups. For the children were frequently heard to 

refer to 'our form' (meaning academic stream not house tutor group) and, 

although I asked them to write their house tutor groups at the top of 

their completed questionnaires, most of them either added their academic 

stream number or gave only the latter. In fact a number of boys and 

girls claimed that they found it difficult to answer the question in which 

they were required to indicate the relative grouse of their chosen friend,
15

as they did not know which houses their best friends were in;

We have seen that the 'real' social units of the schools, whether 

comprehensive or tripartite are the academic streams or forms, for not 

only do these groups spend a considerable arnouht of time together as 

groups, but also their members show a preference for each other in their 

informal associations.^^ We have also seen that these groups tend 

towards social homogeneity in terms of both class background and the 

future aspirations of their members. Yet this is obviously only a 

tendency, for while a majority of the children within one stream are 

usually socially similar the correlation is not perfect. In Bogbridge 

school for example there are more middle class children in the 'A* stream 

than in all the other streams put together, class background and stream
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are very strongly related. But, despite this fact middle class children 

make up less than one half of the total 'A* streamers, while in the ’B* 

and *C* streams about one child in every seven is middle class.^ In 

other words, in spite of the streng class bias in streaming, the 

opportunity for children to mix with others from different class backgrounds 

within their streams, while greatly restricted is not negligible. A 

similar case can be argued with regard to class of aspiration, although 

here (as can be ascertained from the number of empty cells in Table 5.1) 

homogeneity is much more closely approximated.

There are therefore two more ways in which the fourth hypothesis 

can be examined. For the extent to which friendship preference within 

academic streams shows ingroup preference in respect of firstly social 

class of origin, and secondly social class of aspiration remains 

empirically problematic. It is just possible that some difference 

between the comprehensive and tripartite schools might show itself here, 

that comprehensive pupils might turn out to be less ’class conscious* on 

these criteria than tripartite school children.

In order to examine this possibility the children were asked:

Suppose you wanted to pick some people to be your close friends - 
people you would enjoy doing things with and like to have as close 
friends for a long time. Which three people who are in this classroom 
right now would you pick? 18 ~

This, unlike the question reported above, is directed towards friendship
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preference rather than friendship choice. For the children, who were
19responding in the company only of the rest of their academic streams,

would not necessarily normally choose their friends from within that

universe, in fact we know from Table 3»2 that probably only about forty

per cent would do so. Thus "there is an important possibility that

the individual may be forced to choose people he would not spontaneously

select, with the result that the choices are arbitrary if not erroneous

in character. - - - If, however, friendship is a relative matter,

there is no reason why a subject should not be able to make choices as

far down a continuum as desired. When we ask for hypothetical choices

rather than existing friendships the problem is less severe. We need

only assume that the students know others in the class well enough to be

able to make some guesses as to who are most nearly the kind of persons
on

they would like to have as friends."

Responses to this question can be analysed by the use of the
o*i

traditional sociometric methods as developed by Moreno.^ The pattern 

of friendship preferences within each academic stream is described by 

a sociogram, a chart in which interpersonal preferences are represented 

by lines between individuals. Broken lines are used to represent 

unreciprocated choices, with arrows to denote the direction of choice, 

while solid lines represent mutual choices. The individuals themselves 

are graphically presented so that their sex and social class of origin
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are immediately identifiable, and in addition each is numbered to 

facilitate identification of particular individuals. Thus the 

sociometric structure of each stream is described in the following 

charts.
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The most cursoiy inspection of apy of the fourteen charts is

sufficient to reveal immediately that responses to the request to name
22hypothetical friends are not random but do fall into patterns. In 

fact in most streams a number of separate groups or cliques of 

hypothetical friends are identifiable, the most tightly knit cliques 

being those linked by the greatest proportion of unbroken lines.

If we look first at the Crownhill children we can see that, in 

the *A* stream depicted in Chart I, there are four small cliques of 

four or five individuals who offer each other reciprocated choices, plus 

a number of couples and isolated individuals. These smaller units are 

connected together by a number of broken lines representing unreciprocated 

choices, but the pattern of the latter tends to define not one group but 

two constellations between which there are relatively few connections.

This differentiation is clearly along lines of sex, for, with the 

exception of the three boys numbered Ik, 18 and 28, all the boys offer 

the majority of their choices to other boys, and none of the girls makes 

a single choice of a boy. This differentiation between boys and girls 

is again observable in the 'B* stream as shown in Chart II, for boys and 

girls are here connected only by the mutual choice of girl number 22 and 

boy number 2 (the isolated girl numbered 21 also choosing 2). In the 

'C* stream the sociometric structure is less clearly defined, for

Chart III shows a large proportion of unreciprocated choices, but, despite
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the apparent integration of boys numbered A and 22 into the female 

constellation, a split between boys and girls can still be observed.

And this pattern is again repeated in Chart IV from which it is clear 

that, while girl number 5 represents an important link between the two 

sexes, boys and girls are more likely to choose friends of the same sex.

Yet, if it is clear simply from inspection of the charts that sex 

is a relevant variable in the grammar school pupils' choices of 

hypothetical friends amongst their form-mates, the same can hardly be 

said for class background. In the ’A ’ stream there are only three 

working class children and they all appear to be completely integrated 

into the class, for each receives at least as many choices as he or she 

gives and has at least one reciprocated preference for a middle class 

child. In the *B' and 'C* streams^where the proportion of working 

class children is greater they still seem to be perfectly accepted by 

their middle class fellows. However in the *D' stream, where the 

numerical strength of the two social classes is reversed, the three 

middle class boys do appear to be isolated in that, while they offer 

choices to working class children, they are not chosen by them. To sum 

up these initial impressions of the sociometric structure of the four 

grammar school streams, then, it appears that, while sex is always a 

relevant criterion of friendship choice, class background assumes 

importance only in the 'D* stream. Before analysing the significance 

of these facts let us look briefly at the patterns of choice in the
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comprehensive and secondary modern schools.

In the two 'A* streams at Bogbridge school, depicted in Charts V 

and VIs the sex pattern apparent at Crownhill is still evident, but 

there appears to be an important difference with regard to social class 

background, for the middle class children seem to be forming clusters.

In stream A1 the three middle class boys (6, 13 and 5) form a clear 

clique and the three middle class girls (8, 9 and 10) are also closely 

linked together although one of these (number 10) also reciprocates 

choice with two working class girls. Similarly in Chart VI we see a 

tendency for the middle class boys to confine their choices to each other, 

only one of them (number 3) being integrated into a group of working 

class boys. The one middle class girl in stream A2 reciprocates a 

choice with a middle class boy (girl 22 and boy 10). Charts VTI and 

VIII reveal a similar tendency for the two ’B' streams, for the few 

middle class children in these streams, although making some choices of 

working class children, always have one reciprocated choice of a middle 

class friend of the same sex. This tendency is also observable in the 

three remaining streams as shown in Charts IX, X and XI. Indeed in 

Chart X we see that in stream C2 the only two middle class girls 

(numbers 8 and 9) are completely isolated from the rest of the group, 

they neither choose, nor are they chosen by, any working class boys or

girls. Preliminary inspection of hypothetical friendship choices in the
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comprehensive school streams then suggests that, in contrast to the 

grammar school, social class background plays an important part.

The final three charts depict the situation in Doomsvale School. 

Here, however, the analysis is somewhat complicated by another factor. 

There were, at Doomsvale School a number of first generation immigrants, 

mainly from the West Indies and Pakistan. These were not included in 

the main sample as most of them had not been educated solely in English 

secondary schools and it was also felt that educational progress, job 

choice and views of social class would all be affected both by their 

untypical socialisation and by the racial discrimination which they may 

have both anticipated and experienced. Naturally, however, these 

immigrants were included in the classes at the time of the administration 

of the questionnaire and therefore they formed part of the universe from 

which the other children could choose their hypothetical friends. It 

was therefore considered desirable that, if a picture of the structure 

of a ’real* group such as the school class were to be drawn, all the 

available ’real' members should be included in the sociometric analysis. 

The immigrants are distinguishable by the prefix 'I* before their code 

numbers. Thus, parenthetically, some information about race relations 

in a secondary modern school can be gained from Charts XII-XIV.“^
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In these three charts it is again clear on inspection that both 

sex and social class of origin are important criteria of friend 

selection. In the ’A* stream, for example, as Chart XII shows, there 

is a clique of predominantly middle class girls, although number 26, 

a working class girl is accepted into this group. Similarly the 

working class girls form one clique which nonetheless includes one 

middle class girl, number 24* No working class children choose the 

middle class boys although one of the latter offers an unreciprocated 

choice to a working class boy (16 choosing 10). Chart XIII again 

reveals this pattern, although a middle class girl (number 7), one of the 

most popular children in the form, links both social classes and both 

sexes. In the ’C 1 stream, Chart XIV, there are only two middle class 

pupils. The boy is completely isolated, offering choices to working 

class boys and receiving none in return, the girl, however is linked by 

mutual choice to a working class girl although this pair (5 and 10) is 

not really integrated into the main clique of girls.

Cursory inspection of sociograms for each stream of each school, 

then, leads to the tentative conclusion that, apart from the unstartling 

relationship between friendship choices and sex, a striking feature of 

these sociometric structures is the way in which they relate to class 

background. Children, in all streams except the first three in the 

grammar school, seem to be biased in favour of their own social class
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background in their choice of hypothetical friends from amongst their 

form-mates. Yet clearly some more 'objective' index of this tendency 

is required in order to determine the extent of this bias. For what may 

appear, from a brief glance at a sociogram, to be a clear trend may turn 

out to be a pattern which could well have occurred by chance.

In order to obtain this objective comparison the Index of Ingroup 

Preference as developed by Proctor and Loomis was employed. This gives 

a way of calculating, for any ingroup,the ratio of choices for members 

of that ingroup to choices for the outgroup, taking into account the
pi

total number of choices given and the relative size of the two groups. "f 

Thus for example, if we consider the working class children in one stream 

as an ingroup, we can compare the proportion of their choices for that 

group and for the outgroup (that is the middle class children in the 

same stream) with the proportions which would have been expected purely 

by chance on the basis of the relative numerical strength of the two 

groups. The analysis can then be repeated with the middle class 

considered as the ingroup. The Index of Ingroup Preference (or I.P.) is 

so calculated that where preference fo* the two groups is equal - that is 

where the factor concerned (social class in this case) bears only a 

chance relationship to choices - then I.P. is equal to unity. On the 

other hand an I.P. of greater than one indicates ingroup preference 

(the actual extent of that preference obviously relating to the value of
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I.P.), while an I.P. of less than one indicates preference for the 

outgroup. At the extremes total preference for the ingroup would 

give an I.P. value of infinity while total preference for the outgroup 

would give an I.P. value of zero. In Table 5.4 I.P.s for both working 

class and middle class children in each stream are given.

Table 5.4

All Children: Index of Ingroup Preference for Social Class of Origin

SCHOOL STREAM

by School and Stream 

Index of Ingroup Preference Numbers in stream

For Middle 
Class

For Working 
Class

Middle
Class

Working
Class

G-rammar A 0.29 0 27 3
B 0.68 0.45 20 5
C 1.38 0.56 18 9
D 1.71 00 3 12

Comprehen- Al 5.12 1.42 6 8
sive A2 2.6 8.1 10 15

Bl 4.3 4.9 4 16
B2 24.0 2.3 2 24
Cl 13.3 7.9 5 20
C2 00 00 2 21
D 34.0 1.6 2 17

Secondary A 3.06 3.02 11 18
Modern* B 5.4 2.72 6 12

C 0 5.1 2 22

& The immigrants are excluded from the calculation
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Table 5.4, then, gives support to the initial interpretations 

of the sociograms, for (apart from the two middle class children in 

the ’C ’ stream at Doomsvale who do not choose one another) the only

I.P.s with a value of less than unity are to be found in the top three 

streams of the grammar school, although the middle class in the *C * 

stream do show a slight tendency to ingroup preference. In all other 

cases children show a tendency to choose their hypothetical friends 

from those of similar class background. Indeed some of the I.P. values 

are really quite high (reaching infinity in three cases where, however 

the numbers of the minority are too small to give any importance to this 

value), thus indicating quite a strong degree of ’consciousness of kind' 

in friendship choice.

The evidence from this sample then suggests that if any type of 

schooling diminishes the likelihood of class bias in informal social 

relations within the classroom this is not the comprehensive but the 

grammar school. Earlier, it was suggested that this lack of class 

bias amongst grammar school pupils might be due to the fact that, where 

class of origin and class of aspiration differ, it is the latter which 

is of greater importance in the determination of friendship choices.

Ex post facto one might also suggest that working class children in the 

’D ’ stream of the grammar school differ from those in the higher streams 

both in that they are here in a majority rather than a minority and in
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that they, unlike their more successful fellows, are not unequivocally 

destined for the middle class. Thus, whereas in the other grammar 

streams the fact of positive selection is sufficient to dull the 

effects of class of origin on interpersonal behaviour, amongst 'D *
25stream grammar schoolchildren class background again assumes importance.

It would be desirable to test this suggestion, and simultaneously 

exhaust the possible interpretations of the fourth hypothesis, by 

repeating the analysis of ingroup preference using class of aspiration 

instead of class of origin as a criterion. However, as class of 

aspiration (as measured by the Index of Aspiration Increment) can, for 

reasons explained in the preceding chapter, only be satisfactorily 

determined for boys, such analysis would involve cutting the number in 

each stream by half, a reduction which would make the numbers too small 

for the necessary calculations. For example in the top three streams 

of the grammar school, those for which this analysis would be most 

crucial, there is only one working class boy who does not aspire to a 

middle class job. He is number 21 in the 'C* stream, who is, as 

Chart III shows, a social isolate. Yet one can hardly make any 

generalisations from the case of this one unfortunate boy.' We can 

only conclude, therefore, that the results of this study, as those of 

Oppenheim and Turner, give rise to the suggestion that, where positive 

educational selection has taken place, class of aspiration is a more
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important determinant of friendship preference than class of origin.

But there is as yet no firm evidence to confina or deny this hypothesis, 

and, given the size and homogeneity of the typical stream in the 

typical school, it is difficult to see how such evidence might he 

obtained.

Returning to the major hypothesis that "Comprehensive school 

children will show less tendency to mix with children of their own 

social type than will tripartite school children", there is no evidence 

whatever from this study of three schools that this is the case. In 

Bogbridge, as in most comprehensive schools, children are taught in 

doubly homogeneous social groups. They, like tripartite school 

children, mix during lesson time mainly with those from similar social 

background and those who are bound for similar eventual social status. 

The option for social mixing which is supposedly created in the 

comprehensive school by the house system is simply not taken up: 

children are more likely to choose their 'real friends' from their own 

academic streams than any others in the same school, and houses and 

house tutor groups have no impact on friendship formation. Within 

these homogeneous academic streams children apparently prefer to mix 

with those from similar social background. Indeed even in the 'A*

stream there is, amongst the middle class, considerable ingroup 

preference by class of origin (i.P. = 5.12). Since this is not so in
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the grammar school one is tempted to consider the possibility that,

for this academically successful group "the social effect of such
27schools is to reinforce rather than combat class consciousness".

Had they gone to a grammar school would these children have been less

'class conscious' at least as far as class background is concerned?

Is it possible that in this group "children tend to underline and

emphasise class differences from the very fear that they will become 28blurred?"
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER FIVE

1. Informal social interaction within the school is affected

both by the pupils' class of origin and their class of aspiration. 

’»There these two conflict, as in the case of most working class 

grammar school pupils, the latter is probably more important.

2. Proponents of comprehensive schools claim that within these 

schools children have the opportunity to mix with a variety 

of 'social types' and thus 'class consciousness is undermined. 

(Hypothesis Four).

3. Yet children in Bogbridge school spend most of their time together 

in academic streams which, like forms in tripartite schools are 

homogeneous in terras of class of origin and class of aspiration.

A. The system of houses and house tutor groups "typical of many

comprehensives does not appear to be salient to the children who 

choose their 'real' friends from their streams rather than their 

house groups.

5. When friendship preferences within academic streams are examined 

there is again no support for the hypothesis. Except in the 

grammar school,children show preference for others of similar 

class background in their stated choices of hypothetical friends.
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24. (contd.)

Where: a
b

Ca-a

Ca-b

I.P. = Ca-a (b)
Ca-b (a-l)

number of persons in ingroup
number of persons in outgroup
total number of choices directed by members
of an ingroup to members of the same ingroup
total number of choices directed by members of
an ingroup to members of an outgroup.
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CHAPTER S IX

CONSCIOUSNESS OF CLASS



We have seen how the various forms of secondary education function 

to limit children's occupational horizons and to effect a relative social 

segregation of the potential occupational 'successes' from the 'failures' - 

a segregation which mirrors that in the world outside school. Yet these 

phenomena are merely aspects of a broader process of selective 

socialisation: they reveal two of the ways in which differential class 

consciousness, or more precisely 'consciousness of class', is transmitted 

through the educational system. For one part of this consciousness 

consists in awareness of the existence of a class system based upon 

differences in occupational evaluations and the subsequent awareness of 

one's own place within it. We have seen in Chapter Four how the 

structural 'noise' of the school system shapes children's self-definitions 

and their consequent anticipations of adult status. In Chapter Five 

the development of a second element in this consciousness of class was 

examined, the way in which the organisation of the school encourages the 

growth of informal social relationships along social class lines, thus 

perpetuating the social cleavages of class society. There is, however, 

a third component involved in the notion of consciousness of class. This 

is the idea usually covered by the more traditional expression 'class 

consciousness' and it refers to ideologies about social class.^ It is

with these class ideologies that the present chapter is concerned.



Precise definition of the term 'class ideology' naturally raises

the problems involved in the definition of the term ideology itself.

The present usage of the term does not entail any of the evaluative

connotations given to it, for example, by Napoleon who used it as a

pejorative for remote or impractical ideas, or Marx and Peurbach who

used it to refer specifically to false bodies of thought, nor am I,
2.like Mannheim limiting it to justifications of the status quo. The 

notion of ideology employed here refers to a particular kind of
5

'definition of the situation', a special mode of ordering reality, which 

both involves an emotional evaluation on the part of the believers and is 

consequential for their actions. This is close to the usage of Daniel 

Bell who uses terms such as "a way of translating ideas into action", 

and "the commitment to the consequences of ideas (whose) latent function 

is to tap emotion".^ Class ideologies then include ideas about the 

structure or shape of the class system together with evaluations of its 

legitimacy and values and norms relating to class behaviour, particularly 

those defining the possibility and/or desirability of social mobility.

The way in which the organisation of the educational system affects 

differential socialisation into class ideologies is a crucial feature of 

a stratified society. For the distribution of ideologies about the 

class system is an 'objective' characteristic of that system^ as important 

in its consequences as the distribution of physical resources and life

V" \
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chances and the rates of social mobility. Class ideology is no mere 

epiphenomenon of social class but "reacts upon the objective conditions 

to which it refers and has ramifying effects upon directly and indirectlyg
related features of the society".

9In a well-known paper Ralph Turner has suggested a major way in 

which the organisation of formal education is related to class ideologies. 

He distinguishes two ideal-typical organising folk norms which may define 

the accepted mode of upward mobility in a class society.

On the one hand, mobility may be viewed as most 
appropriately a contest in which many contestants strive 
by whatever combinations of strategy, enterprise, 
perserverance and ability they can marshal, restricted 
only by a minimum set of rules defining fair play and 
minimising special advantage of those who get ahead 
early in the game, to take possession of a limited 
number of prizes. On the other hand it may be thought 
best that the upwardly mobile person be sponsored, like 
one who joins a private club upon the invitation of the 
membership, selected because the club members feel that 
he has the qualities desirable in a club member, and then 
subjected to careful training and initiation into the 
guiding ethic and lore of the club before being accorded 
full membership. 10

The 'contest' ideology is seen as prevailing where the educational 

system operates to delay selection as long as possible and to minimise 

social differentiation in the schools. Thus the comprehensive system 

of secondary education in the United States is accompanied by a popular 

tendency to view the acceptable mode of mobility as one in keeping with 

the idea of a competition, for "the logic of preparation for a contest
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prevails in United States schools, with emphasis on keeping everyone in 

the running until the final stages."^-

The early selection characteristic of English tripartite education

can, on the other hand, be seen as producing a prevalence of 'sponsored'
12mobility ideologies. In our ideal-typical comprehensivists' theoiy it

is proposed that where premature educational segregation produces

narrowed occupational horizons and class-based social relationships,

children's perceptions of the structure and meaning of stratification will

take the form of rigid dichotomous models: they will see the class

structure as relatively closed, consisting of those who have been 'chosen'

or 'ordained' and those who have not. On the other hand replacement of

tripartite by comprehensive secondary schools is viewed as reversing the

situation and it is hypothesised that "Comprehensive school children

will tend to have views of the class system as a flexible hierarchy,

while tripartite school children will tend to see this as a rigid 
13dichotomy".

The popular classification of class ideologies as 'power' or
]E

'prestige' models is also one which, while referring explicitly to 

evaluations of the class system and notions of the possibility of social 

mobility within it, simultaneously includes a dimension of perception of 

the shape of that system. Thus the concept of a power model covers the
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view of the class structure as a 'non-avertable dichotomy'”̂  (or at least 

one which is avertable only by radical collective action), while that 

of a prestige model describes a view of the class structure as a 

hierarchy containing at least three ranks between which individuals may 

move fairly freely according to their ability and motivation. The 

suggestion that comprehensive schooling will effect a shift away from 

rigid dichotomous class ideologies towards flexible hierarchic ones, 

then implies a change in both perceptions of the shape of the class 

system and notions about its legitimacy, particularly as these are 

expressed in ideas about possible modes of social mobility.

For the purposes of the present analysis, then, class ideologies

can be classified on two dimensions. In the first place perceptions

of the shape of the class order may be distinguished according to the

number of strata which the subjects conceptualise. Obviously the

number of gradations employed may range from the simple dichotomy of 'us'

and 'them* reported by Hoggart to the fine distinctions between classes
Xiand subclasses employed in some of the early American community studies. 

However in the present case it is necessary only to distinguish 

dichotomous views from those making use of three or more categories, for 

it can be argued that as soon as individuals begin to conceive of society 

as containing more than two great sections, 'those up there' and 'the 

rest of us', they have some, albeit primitive, notion of hierarchy.1^
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A second dimension on which class ideologies may he classified

concerns evaluations of the legitimacy of the status quo as these are

expressed in ideas about possible and desirable modes of social mobility.

Individuals may on the one hand consider social class divisions as

illegitimate and therefore rule out the possibility of individual

social mobility within the system, seeing the only possibility for social

change in collective action. On the other hand they may consider the

distribution of status and its correlates in society to be quite fair

since advantages are gained by those who, as a result of their own

efforts, deserve them. On this view of course individual social
20mobility is seen as both possible and highly desirable.

Cross-classification of these two dimensions yields four types of 

class ideology.

Typology of Class Ideologies

Evaluation of the legitimacy of the class structure

Perception 
of the shape 
of the class 
structure

DICHOTOMY

HIERARCHY

ILLEGITIMATE LEGITIMATE

1 2
"Power" "Deference"
Models Models

3 A
"Instrumental- "Prestige"
Collectivist" Models

Models
..... ... . ----------- .
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The first type is the traditional working class ideology as 

described by the orthodox Marxist notion of class consciousness. Such 

models rest on the notion of a basic cleavage in society which cannot be 

ameliorated without revolutionary social change. Bott notes that in 

her sample of 'ordinary urban families' these models "were used by people 

who identified themselves strongly with the working class and felt no 

desire or compulsion to be socially mobile. They conceived classes as 

interdependent or conclicting groups; their idea of bettering their 

position was by organizing the working class to get more out of the 

bosses".^

Models of the second type resemble power models in that they too

involve notions of the class system as a dichotomous structure, however

in this case the dichotomy is seen as legitimate. Still society is

seen in terms of 'them' and 'us', but in this case 'they' are not targets

for hostility but models for emulation. Our knowledge of this form of
22social imagery derives mainly from studies of the 'deference voter*.

It seems that the deferential syndrome may involve elements of seemingly 

contradictory beliefs. For individuals using this form of stratification 

map usually recognise the importance of ascriptive criteria in the 

maintenance of a hereditary elite, yet they somehow manage to maintain 

the view that this elite deserves its favoured position. This is

accompanied by the belief that anyone can, through personal effort,
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attain recognition by the elite and thus acheive social mobility, 

while those who are not motivated to 'do their best' are looked down 

upon along with other 'lumpen' proletarians such as 'spongers' and the 

unemployed.^

Conceptualisation of the third type of class ideology, the

instrumental-collectivist orientation, entails a significant departure

from the more traditional classifications of social class imagery. Bott,

for example, argues that ''the use of two basic classes is a logical

consequence of using the ideas of power, conflict and opposition, since
25two units represent the smallest number required for conflict". But 

a view of the class structure as an illegitimate hierarchy is not only 

logically possible but empirically common. Mallet in France and 

Goldthorpe and Lockwood in England have described the class views of a 

rising group of workers, the relatively highly skilled and highly paid 

proletariat. These workers have a somewhat sophisticated view of the 

shape of the class structure, because they clearly differentiate them

selves from the very poor, the unskilled and the unemployed but do not 

necessarily see themselves as middle class. Yet their relative good 

fortune does not result in a view of this hierarchy as a legitimate 

order, but rather in a sensation of relative deprivation which in turn 

produces a radical and negative stance towards class society. This 

radicalism is not, however, based upon rejection of the class order in

23
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prlnciple so much as a pragmatic and instrumental rejection of the 

present order. They see collective action as an efficient means of 

status equilibration, aiming to raise their general prestige to a level 

more congruent with their financial position, through union and political 

activities.

The final type of class ideology is that which has been frequently

labelled the 'prestige' model. On this view differential status and

reward are legitimately ranked in a hierarchy, the most deserving

individuals receiving the largest material and symbolic rewards. This

is the most basic expression of the Western democratic ideal, an

elaboration of the notion of an open contest which Turner has described.

The child who, when asked "How does a boss become a boss?", replied

"Because he's been good at work, and when they're good at working they 
28

got to be a boss", was expressing this view.

The comprehensive ideal is, of course, itself an expression of this 

fourth type of class ideology. Liberal optimists whose own ideological 

perspectives lead them to see their societies as fluid hierarchies 

generally attribute a crucial role to comprehensive education in the 

maintenance of this democracy. For, as Corwin has pointed out, probably 

the majority of educators and citizens in America "believe that the 

comprehensive school is THE most appropriate in a democratic society".^
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Using a similar logic liberal critics of the British system of education 

see segregated secondary schools as stemming from and perpetuating the 

rigid dichotomous class system. They believe that, in so far as the 

daily facts of social class are those of face-to-face acceptance and 

rejection, solidarity and hostility, and situational superiority and 

inferiority, then educational reform may result in social reform as 

future citizens are produced who hold flexible 'democratic* rather than 

rigid 'antagonistic' class ideologies.

It has been said that "reliance on education as a means of 

improving the world may be so popular because it seems to be a safe 

way to institute change: when stressing the potential of education 

eventually to change individuals, reformers need not concern themselves 

with the dreadful prospect of altering entrenched social structures.

Yet ideological 'exposure' of liberal reformers can be no substitute 

for actual examination of their hypotheses. Let us therefore examine 

the evidence for the view that amongst comprehensive school children 

class ideologies of the fourth type ("Prestige" Models) will predominate, 

while amongst tripartite schoolchildren dominant ideologies will be of 

the first type ("Power" Models).

In order to operationalise and measure the dimensions of the typology 

of class ideologies a number of attitude scales were employed. The
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children were required to indicate the truth or falsity of eight

statements about social class on five-point scales, and their responses

were combined to produce indices of perceptions and evaluations of the 
32class structure. On the basis of these two indices each child's 

class imagery could then be classified as one of the four types. 

Nineteen per cent of the respondents held "Power" models, twenty three 

per cent "Deference" models, thirty per cent "Instrumental Collective" 

models and twenty nine per cent "Prestige" models.

When the distribution of these four types of class imagery by 

school experience was examined, controlling for social class origin 

and sex, the patterns presented in Table 6.1 were revealed.
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TABLE 6.1

Class Ideologies by School Type, Sex and Social Class Background

CLASS IDEOLOGY

N=
( 100$ )

1 2 3 4
"Power" "Deference" "Instrumental

Collective"
"Prestige

% % % %

WORKING CLASS 
BOYS

Grammar 24 18 24 35 17
Comp. A stream 25 17 33 25 12
Comp.B-D streams 24 27 31 18 51
Sec. Modern 25 33 33 8 24
Total 24 26 31 19 104
WORKING- CLASS

GIRLS
Grammar 8 17 33 a 12
Comp. A stream 9 9 36 45 11
Comp.B-D streams 13 17 42 27 47
Sec. Modern 25 32 18 25 28
Total 15 20 34 31 98
MIDDLE CLASS

BOYS
Grammar 9 24 18 48' 33
Comp. A stream 17 8 25 50 12
Comp.B-D streams 17 17 33 33 6
Sec. Modern 14 28 43 14 7
Total 12 21 24 43 58
MIDDLE CLASS

GIRLS
Grammar 17 23 31 28 35
Comp. A stream 25 0 25 50 4
Comp.B-D streams 22 22 22 33 9
Sec. Modern 25 25 17 33 12
Total 20 22 _____?!.....

CM 60
320
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In the first place it is apparent that class ideologies are related 

to 'objective* social class in the way which is implied in the definition 

of the four ideal types of class ideology. Thus nearly one quarter of 

the working class boys have "Power" models, while only twelve per cent 

of middle class boys do so, yet nearly one half of the middle class boys 

and only nineteen per cent of the working class boys have "Prestige" 

models. Similarly the third type of class ideology, the "Instrumental 

Collective" model, is slightly more frequent amongst the working class 

than the middle class boys. This relationship between 'objective' 

social class and class imagery as it is here defined is not, of course, 

perfect although it is statistically significant (X = 11.7, d.f.= 3>P=*0l). 

However as Sugarman has said "'social class' is just a shorthand way of 

referring to a complex of factors which correlate with occupation", 

what we really mean by social class is not father's occupation but a 

complex of values and norms of which parental occupational prestige is 

merely a crude indicator. Thus the lack of a perfect correlation 

between class background and class ideology as these are used here may 

result as much from error in the measurement of the former as imprecise 

operationalisation of the latter.

A second observation which can be made about Table 6.1 is the 

difference between boys and girls. For example, whereas only nineteen 

per cent of working class boys hold "Prestige" models nearly one third
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of the girls from the same class background do so, and the girls are 

less inclined than the boys to hold "Power" models. This is probably 

a result of the frequently observed tendency for females to hold more 

conservative social and political attitudes, ^  and for this reason as 

well as those expounded in Chapter Four it seems reasonable to treat 

girls separately from boys with regard to investigating the relationship 

between school experience and class ideologies.

Considering boys only then, it is only in the grammar school that 

a majority see the class structure as legitimate (second and fourth models) 

for in the comprehensive and secondary modem schools conceptions of 

social class as illegitimate are more dominant. In Table 6.2 the 

vertical dimension of the typology is collapsed to show this trend.

TABLE 6.2

Boys Only: Evaluations of the Legitimacy of the Class Stricture

By School Experience

Class Structure seen as:-

Grammar

Legitimate 
(Models 2&4)

%
67

Illegitimate 
(Models 1 & 3 )

%
33

N=
(100%) 

50
Comprehensive 
A stream 50 50 24
Comprehensive 
B-D streams 46 54 57
Secondary Modern 42 58 31

N= 84 78 162
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Thus, while when grammar school boys are compared with the rest 

the differences in evaluations of the class structure are statistically 

significant (X =5.7, d.f.=l, p=.05), comprehensive schoolboys do not 

differ significantly from secondary modern schoolboys 

(X =0.21, d.f.=l, p=n.s.), and, when all the tripartite schoolboys 

are compared with all the comprehensive schoolboys there are again no 

significant differences (X =1.14, d.f.=l, p=n.s.). Thus there is no 

evidence to support the view that "eliminating the Eleven-Plus and the 

move toward comprehensive education will increase the role of the
35education system as a legitimiser of the stratification system", at 

least for the present sample. Indeed, one might tentatively suggest 

the opposite, for Table 6.2 shows that those comprehensively educated 

boys who might, under tripartite, have attended grammar schools (that is 

the 'A' stream) have evaluations of the class structure more similar to 

the lower stream boys in their own school and the secondary modern 

schoolboys than to those boys who actually attend a grammar school.

The hypothesised movement along the other dimension of the typology, 

from dichotomous to hierarchic models of social class, can also be 

investigated by analysis of Table 6.1. By collapsing together the 

first and second versus the third and fourth models we can examine the 

relative frequency of dichotomous and hierarchic conceptions for the four 

types of schooling. The results of this comparison are shown in Table 6.3.
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TABLE 6.3

Boys Only: Perceptions of the Shape of the Class Structure by School
Experience.

Class structure seen as:-

Dichotomy 
(Models 1 & 2) 

%

Hierarchy 
(Models 3 & 4)

%

N=
(100^)

Grammar 36 64 50
Comprehensive 
A stream 33 66 24
Comprehensive 
B-D streams 49 51 57
Secondary Modern 55 45 31

71 91 162

Table 6.3 shows that while comprehensive schoolboys do not differ 

from tripartite schoolboys on this dimension (X =.04, d.f.=l, p=n.s.) 

there are some interesting differences when the whole range of 

educational experience is considered. For comprehensive schoolchildren 

are polarised in a way reflecting the pattern for tripartite school- 

children: those who are positively 'selected’ under either system being 

more likely to see the class system as a hierarchy than the less 

fortunate (X =4.67, d.f.=l, p=.05). This same trend, for the 

comprehensive 'A* stream boys to resemble grammar schoolboys and the 

comprehensive lower stream boys to resemble secondary modern schoolboys, 

can also be observed in Table 6.4 where the distribution of "Prestige"
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models is considered alone.

TABLE 6.4-

Boys Only; Distribution of Prestige Models by Type of Schooling

Grammar

Prestige Models 
(model 4)

%
44

N=
(10C$)

50
Comprehensive A stream 37 24
Comprehensive B-D streams 19 57
Secondary Modern 10 31

N= 45 162

When
with

'selective' (Grammar and Comprehensive A stream) is compared 
'non-selective' schooling (X =12.49, d.f.=l, p=.00l).

In sum, there is no evidence from Table 6.1 or Table 6,2, 6.3 

and 6.4 , which are derived from it, to indicate that comprehensive 

schooling produces a movement in children's class ideologies in either 

of the directions predicted by the theory. Conceptions of the class 

structure as a legitimate hierarchy are no more frequent amongst 

comprehensive schoolchildren than tripartite schoolchildren. Indeed, 

although the numbers involved in the present analysis are too small to 

permit partial correlations, it does appear that the most important
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influence on children’s class ideologies is not education hut objective 

class background. In so far as education does play a part in 

determining children’s notions about social class, however, it appears 

to do so through overt selection whether this takes place under a 

tripartite or a so-called comprehensive system. Those who have been, 

as it were, vindicated by the system through positive selection for 

grammar school or comprehensive school 'A' stream tend, naturally to 

view the class system as a flexible hierarchy (Prestige Models) more 

often than those who have not. Similarly Model Three, the other 

hierarchical model, is more frequent amongst the ’selected'. However, 

curiously, evaluations do not exhibit a clear trend in this direction 

(all comprehensive school children tending to behave similarly to the 

secondary modern schoolchildren) but this may simply reflect the small 

numbers of comprehensive 'A' stream boys.

Now the reader might reasonably object that it is all too easy to 

demonstrate that two factors are not related together, especially when 

one of them is synthetic. Clearly individual cases can be classified 

on any two dichotomised variables to produce four types. That one can 

fill all four cells of a two-by-two typology is therefore in no way a 

validation of that typology. And that one can show that these four 

types are not related to some third factor could be interpreted as
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demonstrating no more than that the classification is completely random 

and the so-called indices measure nothing at all.' It is therefore 

necessary to introduce independent evidence to show that the typology 

of class ideologies is a meaningful classification representing real 

differences between respondents' perceptions and evaluations of their 

social worlds.

One way in which this can be done is to introduce subsidiary 

hypotheses, relationships which could be expected to obtain if the 

classification of class ideologies were genuine. The following two 

hypotheses were considered.

6. Children who are potentially mobile are more likely 
to hold a "Prestige" model than those who are not.

7. Children holding "Power" and "Instrumental-Collective" 
models are less likely to accept the bases of status 
allocation in society than those with "Deference" and 
"Prestige" models.

The first of these subsidiary hypotheses is based upon the 

assumption that individuals who are likely to be socially mobile and 

who anticipate such mobility cannot reasonably hold a view of society 

as either rigid or dichotomous. In order to entertain the notion of 

personal mobility one must typically perceive the class structure as a 

legitimate hierarchy in which positions are allocated on the basis of 

relevant attributes. In order to test this hypothesis the Index of

Aspiration Increment was employed. As in Chapter Pour the working class
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boys were divided into three groups according to their Index score, and 

those who were potentially highly mobile were compared with those with 

more modest mobility aspirations and with the stable and downwardly 

mobile. The results are shown in Table 6.5-

TABLE 6.5
Working Class Boys Only: Index of Aspiration Increment by Glass 
Ideologies

Class Ideology

1
"Power"

Index of
Aspiration %

2
"Deference"

%

3
"Instrumental
Collective"

%

4
"Prestige"

%

Ns
(100$)

Increment

1-2 (highly mobile, 
aspiring to middle 
class) 19 19 26 36 42
3-4 (mobile within 
the working class) 20 28 45 8 40
5 (stable and 
downwardly mobile) 41 36 14 9 22

TOTAL 24 26 31 19 104

(x2=23.03, d.f.s6, p=. 00/ )

It is clear from the table that class ideology is related to 

mobility aspirations. Children aspiring to move out of the working 

class do tend to see class society in open competitive terms (well over
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a third hold "Prestige" models compared with only twenty eight per cent 

holding both the dichotomous models put together). Amongst the non- 

mobile, on the other hand "Power" and "Deference" models are most 

frequent and only nine per cent hold "Prestige" Models. The importance 

of the third type of class ideology for those who aspire to mobility 

within the working class is interesting and tends to support the notion 

that this "Instrumental Collective" type of class ideology is predominant 

among the rising skilled worker group.

Hypothesis Seven follows from the definition of the horizontal

dimension of the typology. For those who accept the class structure

as legitimate are likely to see the bases of allocation of positions as

reasonable and acceptable. In order to obtain an independent measure

of acceptance of the basic criteria of status allocation, then, children

were asked "Imagine that one of your friends is applying for a job as a

junior manager in a store. What do you think will be the most important

things which will be taken into consideration in deciding whether or not

he should get the job?". They were then required to rank six items

covering personal acheivement ("How many 'O' Levels he has"), ascriptive

attributes, ("The sort of accent he has"), and irrelevances ("What his

hobbies are"). They were then asked to rank the same items, considering

this time which characteristics they considered should be employed as 
36criteria. The 'fit' between the two sets of rankings thus provided a
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measure of the extent to which the children accepted the criteria of job

allocation which they perceived to be operative in society. Respondents
37were divided into "Acceptors" and "Rejectors" on this basis and the 

class ideologies of the two groups were compared.

TABLE 6.6

Boys Only; Acceptance of Perceived Bases of Job Allocation by Class
Ideologies

1 2

Class Ideology 

3 4 N=
"Power"

%

"Deference" "Instrumental 
Collective"

% %

"Prestige"

% (100#)

"Acceptors" 16 30 22 33 95

"Rejectors" 25 16 38 21 67

20 24 29 28 162

It can be seen from Table 6.6 that, although in the sample of boys 

there is a general tendency to accept rather than reject the perceived 

bases of job allocation, this is related to class ideology in the 

expected directions. More of the "Acceptors" have "Prestige" or 

"Deference" models, while more of the "Rejectors" have "Power" and 

"Instrumental-Collective" models. (X^=9.45, d.f.=l, p=.Ol).
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Tables 6.5 and 6.6 then give some indication that the typology of 

class ideologies and its operationalisation are empirically justified.

When this evidence is taken together with the observation (from Table 6.1) 

that class ideologies are related to 'objective' social class in the 

manner one would expect, it seems reasonable to conclude that this 

classification of class imagery is indeed a reflection of real differences 

in world views amongst the respondents.

Yet, while there appears to have been some success in the 

operationalisation and measurement of class imagery, there is certainly 

no evidence from the present study that reorganisation of secondary 

education along comprehensive lines will affect this imagery in the 

manner envisaged in Hypothesis Five. Of course this is hardly 

surprising, for it is proposed in the theory that comprehensive schooling 

will produce a widening of children's occupational horizons and a 

relative decline in within-class informal social interaction, and that 

as a result their class ideologies will tend to change from "Power" to 

"Prestige" models. Since, as we have seen, there is no evidence that 

either aspirations or informal social relations are affected by 

comprehensive schooling, the findings presented in the present Chapter 

serve merely to underline those of the preceding two. For consciousness

of class, as this is manifest in aspirations, interactions and subjective
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models of stratified society, persists in the comprehensive as in the 

grammar and secondary modern schools.

In this light such colourful optimism as Cro3land was expressing 

only a decade ago turns a whiter shade of pale.

The system will increasingly, if the Labour Party does 
its job, be built around the comprehensive school.
- - - all schools will more and more be socially mixed; 
all will provide routes to the Universities and to every 
type of occupation, from the highest to the lowest - - -. 
Then, very slowly, Britain may cease to be the most 
class-ridden country in the world. 38
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER SIX

1. Occupational aspirations and informal interactions are only two 

components of consciousness of class. The third is class ideology 

which is defined as perceptions of the structure of the class 

system plus evaluations of its legitimacy.

2. These two components of class ideology are two dimensions of 

variation implicit in many of the previous classifications of 

'class imagery*.

3. iiihen these dimensions are each dichotomised a four-fold typology 

of class ideologies is produced, the four types being "Power”, 

"Deference", "Instrumental-Collective" and "Prestige" models.

4. Hypothesis Five can be restated as: Comprehensive schoolchildren 

will tend to hold "Prestige" models while Tripartite schoolchildren 

will tend to hold "Power" models.

5. There is no evidence in support of this hypothesis. The only 

differences in class ideologies are related not to organisation

of education but to selectivity of education (Grammar and *A' stream 

Comprehensive, versus Secondary Modern and lower stream 

Comprehensive) and to 'objective' class background.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER SIX

1. I use this rather in the way in which Touraine uses 'conscience
de classe' although this is often translated as class consciousness. 
That he is using it in a sense broader than the traditional 
"class consciousness" is clear when he says " - - - parce que 
les elements qui constituent cette conscience de class p9.uvent 
ne pas se trouver tous reunis; il pent se faire qu'un groupe 
ouvrier ait une vive conscience de lui-meme, sans avoir ni une 
conscience hostile au groupe patronal, ni une vision de la 
societe eomme commandee par la lutte des classes - - 
Alain Touraine: La Conscience Ouvriere (Editions du Seuil,
Paris, 1966) p.16.

2. William Taylor has pointed out that school operates to shape 
children's expectations less through explicit messages than 
through what in communications theory is called 'noise'. See 
his "Secondary Reorganisation and the Transition from School to 
Work" in Aspects of Education, No.5, p.91-

3. Lionel S. Lewis has suggested that in contemporary writing there 
are five different meanings of the term 'class consciousness' to 
be found. The three senses employed here represent a re-grouping 
of his types. See "Class Consciousness and Inter-Class Sentiments", 
Sociological Quarterly, 6, 1965, pp. 325-338.

4. Bottomore provides a useful summary of the various definitions of 
the term in his article, "S©me Reflections on the Sociology of 
Knowledge", Brit. Journ. Sociol, , 1956, pp.5"2-Sg . See also 
Karl Mannheim: Ideology and Utopia (Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1936); 
and George Lichtheim "The Concepts of Ideology" in George H. Nadel 
Studies in the Philosophy of History (Harper, 1965) pp. li+8-179 
where another useful history of the usage of the concept is provided.

5. Berger and Luckman also take the position that ideology is a 
special kind of definition of the situation, but for them only "when 
a particular definition of reality comes to be attached to a 
concrete power interest it may be called an ideology" (my italics). 
See Peter Berger and Thomas Luckman The Social Construction of 
Reality (Allen Lane, Penguin, 1967). A problem with this is that 
elements of the same 'concrete power interest' may entertain 
different ideologies, thus deferential workers share the same 
concrete power interests as traditional radical ones yet would their 
definition of the class structure be termed an ideology?
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6. Daniel Bell The End of Ideology (Collier, 1961) pp. 393-5-

7- I am using 'objective' here in the sense in which it is employed 
by Berger and Luckman. Of course distributions of ideologies are 
not physically things but they are objective in the sense that 
they compose the symbolic universe which is, for any individual 
'out there', or as Durkheim has put it "external and constraining". 
See Berger and Luekman op. cit. pp. 110-146, and Talcott Parsons 
The Structure of Social Action (Glencoe Free Press, 1964)
PP- 378-390.

8. Ralph Turner "Modes of Social Ascent Through Education: Sponsored 
and Contest Mobili-ty", Amer. Sociol. Rev., i960, reprinted in 
A.H. Halsey et al. : Education, Economy and Society (Free Press 
Glencoe, 1961) p. 122.

9. Op. cit., pp. 121-139

10. Ibid, pp. 135 - 6

n .  ibid p. 131

12. It should be noted that Turner does not explicitly suggest that 
the organisation of schooling causes the development of the 
particular type of mobility ideology. Indeed he states that he 
is not concerned with how the systems became what they are but 
merely with their continued functioning. However the implication 
of causality is contained in the theory under examination here.

13« Turner himself suggests the possibility of this development when
he argues that the introduction of comprehensive secondary schools 
in England may "dull the distinctive edge of the sponsorship system" 
(p. 137). Yet he adds: "It remains to be determined whether the 
comprehensive school in England will take a distinctive form and 
serve a distinctive function that preserves the pattern of sponsor
ship or whether it will approximate to the present American system."

14. The Social Context of Ambition (Chandler, 1964) especially pp.46-49.

15- A useful summary-description of these ideal types can be found in 
John H. Goldthorpe and David Lockwood "Affluence and the British 
Class Structure", Sociological Review, 2 (1963) pp. 133-163 where 
most of the literature on social class imagery is also cited.

16. See H. Popitz et al. Das Gesellschaftsbild des Arbeiters (2nd edn. 
Teubingen, 1961).
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17. Richard Hoggart: The Uses of Literacy (Pelican, 1958), especially 

Chapter 4.

18. See for examples W.L. Warner and P.S. Lunt The Social Life of a 
Modern Community (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1941) and 
A. Davis, B.B. Gardner and M.R. Gardner, Deep South (Chicago 
University Press, 1941).

19. Dahrendorf notes how, where dichotomous perceptions prevail, there 
are popular expressions to denote the two classes: 11 them and us 
in Britain, ceux qui sont en haut and en has in Switzerland (and 
probably in France), die da oben and wir heir unten in Germany - 
these are expressions which belong to the stock-in-trade of 
working-class language". Ralph Dahrendorf: Class and Class 
Conflict in Industrial Society (Routledge, 1965) P* 285. Touraine 
also treats hierarchic perceptions homogeneously as including all 
those using three or more strata. Op. cit. p.158

20. Of course reduction of the variation in class ideologies to these 
two simple dimensions represents an enormous oversimplification. It 
may be argued, for example, that evaluations of the class system
are not unidimensional. For while I have referred to notions of 
legitimacy "as they are expressed in" ideas about the possibility 
and desirability of social mobility, one might well argue that these 
are two separate dimensions. Certainly if we were considering the 
ideologies of caste and estate systems as well as those of class we 
would have to include the conception of the system as legitimate 
but which entertains no personal notion of social mobility. By the 
same token the cynical attitude whereby the class system is rejected 
as illegitimate but personal mobility within it is seen as desirable, 
is both logically possible and probably does occur empirically. 
However, as we shall see, in this case ideas about legitimacy and 
personal mobility were empirically coincident in the manner suggested 
by the typology so, in the context of the present problem the 
classification employed was considered justified.

21. Elizabeth Bott: Family and Social Network (Tavistock, 1964) pp. I7 5. 
Dahrendorf also notes the importance of this kind of model he states 
that "Even at a time when revolutionary ideologies of the Marxist 
type have lost their grip on workers everywhere, there remains an 
image of society which, in its political consequences, is incompatible 
with the more harmonious image of those 'above', whether they be 
called 'capitalists', 'ruling class' or even 'middle class'".
Op. cit. p. 284.
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22. For good accounts of the social imagery of deference voters see 
R. Samuel "The Deference Voter", Mew Left Review, January, i960 
and Margaret Stacey Tradition and Change (Oxford, i960)

23. On this belief "individual mobility does not directly lead to 
social mobility. But it can lead to recognition by those with 
higher status that this achievement should be rewarded. (it) - - 
thus leads indirectly to social mobility" John F. Crutchley:
Work Situations and Social Imagery (Mimeo. Enfield College,
London, 1967)

24. My location of traditional deferential working class images as
notions of legitimate dichotomy differs from that of Lockwood who 
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CHAPTER SEVEN

TOWARDS UTOPIA?



What, then, are the chances of comprehensive reorganisation of 

secondary education bringing closer the Utopia we seem to be seeking?

How far will such educational reform produce the 'Fairer Society'?

What hope is there that comprehensive education will reduce the salience 

of social class in this society?

This study of three London schools has failed to produce support 

for any of the five hypotheses derived from the theory suggested in 

Chapter One. The so-called educational arguments still rage on; it 

will take large scale longitudinal research to produce definite answers 

to the questions of whether comprehensive education will produce a 

greater development of talent, or even improve the chances of equality 

of opportunity for those with equal talent. But many people believe 

that, even in the absence of conclusive proof of the educational case 

for comprehensive reorganisation, the social arguments are indisputable. 

Yet we have seen that there is no evidence from this study to suggest 

that we can expect any of the three hypothesised 'social* effects of 

comprehensivisation. In the comprehensive school, as in the tripartite 

schools, children learn early what level they can expect to achieve in 

the occupational structure, they are in this respect conscious of the 

class nature of the society in which they live. Their consciousness 

of class is also expressed in their informal associations at school, for
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the comprehensive school fails to neutralise the impact of class 

background and anticipated social class on children's friendship 

patterns. Their perceptions and evaluations of the class system also 

remain unaffected by comprehensive education. There is no evidence 

that children come to think of the stratification system as a fluid 

legitimate hierarchy, rather than an inevitable and illegitimate 

dichotomy, as a result of comprehensive schooling. There is, in 

short, no evidence that comprehensive education contributes to the 

breaking down of the barriers of social class which still divide adults 

and children alike.

But does this mean that comprehensive reorganisation is not worth 

pursuing, that the system of segregated secondary schools which has 

existed for over twenty years should be maintained? There are, in 

fact, three possible interpretations of the results of this study, and 

they suggest three quite different imperatives for educational policy.

In the first place it might be suggested that Bogbridge School is 

not a typical comprehensive school and therefore that the only policy 

conclusion that can be drawn from the data presented in the preceding 

chapters is that more research needsto be done on comprehensive schools» 

On one level, of course, this might be a trivial statement, like the 

assertion by a headmaster that "There is no typical comprehensive school",
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because they are all different.^ For scientists have never denied 

the uniqueness of each individual instance of a phenomenon. They 

merely maintain that, in order to understand, predict, and perhaps 

eventually control, what happens in the world, we have to make 

generalisations. Thus to assert that each school is different is 

tantamount to arguing that we might as well give up doing scientific 

research in the sphere of education and merely collect vast libraries 

of information about all these different schools.

But it is certainly valid to ask whether Bogbridge is really 

typical in another sense. For if this school were unlike the majority 

of comprehensive schools in relevant aspects of its organisation or 

intake then the extent to which generalisation could be made from the 

present study would be severely limited. We have already seen that 

Bogbridge school was deliberately chosen for its untypicality in one 

respects it is virtually uncreamed. Yet this is a condition which 

favours support of the theory rather than the opposite. For if no 

support can be found for the hypotheses in this virtually uncreamed 

school, it is extremely doubtful that such support would be found in 

creamed schools!

However, even though, as we have seen in Chapter Four, the social 

class and ability composition of the Bogbridge intake was comparable to 

that of the tripartite schools, there might still be some respect in
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which the Bogbridge neighbourhood differs from that of most other 

comprehensives. By considering only one comprehensive school, one 

might argue, the importance of 'neighbourhood context* has been 

ignored.^

It is certainly true that Bogbridge School, unlike some other 

schools, stands on a housing estate, and that the area is dominantly 

working class. We have seen how a comprehensive school in a working 

class area compares with tripartite schools in simi3.ar areas, yet 

perhaps in middle class areas comprehensive schools compare more 

favourably with tripartite schools. But then the majority of areas, 

like the majority of children, are working class. And it is, after all, 

with the plight of the working class children that educational 

reformers have been primarily concerned.

But this does not mean that further research is unnecessary!

For small studies like this one can never be more than pointers to the 

need for research on a grander scale. It has already been suggested 

that the 'educational' questions cannot be answered until national 

longitudinal studies have been carried out,but it is also true that 

more conclusive answers to the 'social' questions can only be obtained 

from studies of a number of schools in different neighbourhoods with 

varying intake resources. Indeed if one firm policy recommendation can
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be made on the basis of this study it is that the first step towards 

improvement of secondary education is not a blind pursuance of 

comprehensive reorganisation but adequate research into the likely 

effects of such reorganisation. What is certain is that we have no 

grounds for certainty that the continuation of the present policy of 

comprehensivisation will produce any of the supposed results.

A  second conclusion one might draw from the failure to support the 

hypotheses is that education is not an independent variable. One 

might argue, as did Warner,"^ that the notion that social structures 

can be changed through educational reform is a liberal myth. For schools 

reflect the structure and culture of the society as a whole. As long 

as we live in a class society then the influence of social class will be 

felt in the schools, determining the kinds of education children receive 

and the results they obtain from them. Thus in order to minimise the 

effects of social class in the schools we would somehow have to diminish 

the salience of social class in the world outside school rather than 

the other way around. It is thus not surprising that comprehensivisa

tion does not seem to be bringing the classless society any nearer.

There is a great deal of truth in this argument. And there is 

certainly something in Corwin’s assertion that pressure for educational

reform comes from those who are afraid of more radical social structural
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change.^ For it is easier to urge more equality of opportunity in 

the winning of prizes than to increase the number of prizes or abolish 

that system of rewards altogether.

Yet to say that our educational system reflects the class nature of

our society, and that none of the educational reforms so far undertaken5
have made much impact on class inequalities, is not to say that the 

educational system could not be used as a mechanism for social change. 

Anderson has pointed out that, over the generations, a substantial 

redistribution of personnel in the occupational structure could be 

effected through education but only if extra educational opportunity

were made available to those social groups who had formerly been deprived
c

of it. In other words if, for example, we wished to increase the

rates of social mobility in this society, this could not be successfully

accomplished merely by moving some of the barriers to success for

working class children. It would be necessary in addition to give

those children more educational opportunity than their middle class

counterparts in order to overcome the remaining handicaps such as low

educational motivation, linguistic deprivation and so on.^ Thus while

education is usually a dependent variable, reflecting rather than

affecting class society, this does not mean that some social change
8could not be effected through educational xnnovation.
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Now if it is possible to conceive of ways in which educational 

changes could bring about other social changes, and if one can 

generalise from the case of Bogbridge School, there remains only one 

interpretation of the results of this study. There must be something 

wrong with the theory presented in Chapter One. For this caricature 

of the arguments that comprehensive schools will somehow produce the 

Fairer Society has simply not been substantiated enqpirically.

I suggest that the flaw lies in the fifth proposition, a statement 

which we have so far left unquestioned. Is it true, as so many 

educationalists assume, that "Under a comprehensive system of secondary 

education early selection does not occur to such a great extent?"

Many people would argue that it is, in fact, true by definition, for 

a comprehensive school is not a selective school. It is a defining 

criterion of comprehensive schools that "all children from a given area,9
regardless of ability, will go to them."

areas does not itself represent some form of selection - both, of course, 

conditions which are uncommon at present - then comprehensive schools 

are in this respect not selective schools. But if comprehensive schools 

do not select their intake this does not mean that they have abolished 

or even diminished early selection. Selection and the consequent

Now provided that they are not creame nd that the division into
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differentiation of courses still occurs under the comprehensive system, 

children are not sent to different schools but the sheep are still 

sorted from the goats.

For, as we have seen, the majority of comprehensive schools are 

streamed. And, as Young and Armstrong point out, "When children are 

placed in streams at the age of eleven or thirteen or fourteen, whether 

this is done on the basis of an informal Eleven-Plus, making use of 

intelligence as well as tests of acheivement, or by any other criterion, 

the act of streaming is an act of selection. It may operate in very 

much the same way as selection at eleven for grammar and modern schools, 

except that the selection, all within the comprehensive school, is much 

more concealed from the public, being in the hands of the teachers."'1'̂  

Nor is there any evidence that transfer between streams is facilitated 

by the organisation of the typical comprehensive school^ for often 

widely different courses begin at the age of eleven or twelve and it 

is difficult to see how children can transfer after two or more years 

without suffering.

But an even more dramatic manifestation of early selection is still 

apparent in areas which have 'gone comprehensive'. For, of course, 

many children have been sorted before they even enter the comprehensive 

secondary schools. Jackson concluded from a recent survey of urban
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junior schools that one child in every two is already streamed before

he leaves the infant department, three in four are streamed by the age
12of seven, and by eleven streaming is almost universal. Thus children 

enter their secondary schools already knowing how they have been
13defined by the educational system and probably behaving accordingly.

The self-fulfilling prophecy of educational selection has been working 

itself out for years in the primary schools (also more or less 

'comprehensive' with regard to intake) and the streamed secondary 

schools merely carry on the same process.

So it is a naive optimist who would hope that comprehensivisation

means abolition of early selection. For in order to produce any of the

effects supposed to result from abolition of selection it would be

quite insufficient merely to proceed with a programme for 'comprehensive'

reorganisation. In the first place selection in the primary schools

would have to be abolished, for, as the advisors to the Plowden

Committee realised,^ the rot sets in long before the age of eleven,

significant educatlonal reform must start at the bottom of the

educational scale. In the second place, if we wish to overcome the

effects of early selection then we must abolish streaming in the
15comprehensive schools. For this form of selection has all the 

implications and all the consequences of segregation into separate

schools.
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But this raises again the question of the functions of the 

educational system and its relationship with the whole society. For 

clearly the schools serve not only to provide children with a 

relatively uniform socialisation - to teach them aspects of a common 

culture - but also to provide them with differential socialisation.

It is through the educational system that selection and differential 

training for major adult roles are effected. And while the burden 

of distribution of personnel in the occupational structure lies in the 

schools they will be unable to avoid selection and segregation.

It has often been noted that while the separate schools of the 

tripartite system continue to 'feed' different occupational levels 

one cannot hope for 'parity of esteem’ and, given the political 

priorities of most administrations, parity of material conditions is 

very unlikely.1^ Yet it is perhaps not generally realised that this 

remains true under a 'comprehensive' system. For, while the 

different academic streams are 'feeding* different occupational rivers, 

prestige and resources will be diverted accordingly. And in order 

to accomplish this selection most precisely the processes of evaluation 

and differential training will begin early in secondary school life. 

For, even in those few schools where formal streaming does not begin 

in the first year, evaluation grading and sorting are going on all the
17

time. To this extent early selection is not being avoided and the
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hop ed for consequences of comprehensivisation cannot possibly be 

achieved.

Now William Taylor has pointed out that the most basic case to be

made out for reform of the tripartite system is not on 'educational'

or 'social* but moral and political grounds. It is, as we have seen

in Chapter One, a question of .justice. For "we no longer possess a

criterion which will legitimise early selection, allocation and the
l8subsequent differentiation", no criterion is accepted as just. Yet

the so-called 'comprehensive' education which is currently replacing

tripartite does not represent an abolition of this unjust selection.

Selection, as we have seen, still occurs within the comprehensive

schools yet it is partly concealed from the public. Under these

circumstances discrimination and injustice may well continue unnoticed,

for, as Young and Brandis have pointed out, "It will become more

difficult to determine how much is spent on whom. At least we know

that more is spent on the grammar school pupil - the accounts will be
19obscured in the comprehensive school". In the comprehensive school

selection, allocation and differentiation still occur but are given 

"a prima facie rationality which will make it more difficult for the

denied to complain. We must accept the point that the educational 

system can produce only minimal changes in the world of work and that 

while it accepts the task of being a seleotion agency for occupation,
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it is crippled in its wider social functions.”

But, if early selection is an inevitable feature of any educational 

system which functions to allocate individuals to positions in the 

occupational structure, and if educational systems have always served 

as selection agencies for occupation, does not this bring us back to 

the second interpretation suggested above? Does it not imply that 

social change cannot be effected through educational reform, for the 

schools must always remain handmaidens of the occupational structure?

I would like to suggest that this is not necessarily the case.

For it is_ possible to conceive of a school system which is freed of 

the distortions imposed by the selective function. Surely if we are 

to dream about Utopias (something which the proponents of 

'comprehensive' reform have certainly been doing) then we must be much 

more imaginative. There is no point in tinkering with the type of 

selection which occurs in the schools, no point in replacing tripartite 

schools by schools which are no more than 'multilateral'. If we are 

to produce any change at all we must completely free the schools of 

their function as selection agencies for occupation.

But ooulh a non-selective school system be devised?

20
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1. This study has failed to produce support for any of the 

five hypotheses derived from the theory suggested in 

Chapter One.

2. There are three possible interpretations of these results:

(a) Bogbridge may not be a typical comprehensive 

school

(b) The educational system cannot be a source of 

social structural change as it merely reflects 

the structure and culture of society as a whole.

(c) There is a flaw in the theory linking comprehensive 

education and the Fairer Society.

3. In fact it seems that, while these interpretations are not 

mutually exclusive, the third one is the most convincing.

4. The flaw lies in the fifth proposition, which has so far 

been left unquestioned. For it is empirically untrue 

that comprehensive reorganisation represents an abolition 

of early selection.

3. Until early selection is abolished in the schools there 

can be no hope of producing the Utopia of which the 

comprehensivists dream.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

EPILOGUE



"According to ray lights, a last chapter should resemble 
a primitive orgy after harvest. The work may have come 
to an end but the worker cannot let go all at once.
He is still full of energy that will fester if it cannot 
find an outlet. Accordingly he is allowed a time of 
license, when he may say all sorts of things he would 
think twice before saying in more sober moments, when he 
is no longer bound by logic and evidence but free to 
speculate - - 1

If I have had any success in what I set out to do in this book, 

the reader now feels frustrated. Like the writer he wants to find 

an outlet for his remaining energy by producing a solution. If he 

has been convinced by my arguments (or had been thinking along the 

same lines himself) he agrees that the so-called comprehensive 

secondary school system is not after all an abolition of selection.

He wishes he could devise something better.

So I would like to take my orgy out - and at the same time allow 

the reader a vicarious release of his energy - in suggesting a way in 

which non-selective schools might be developed. I cannot emphasise 

too strongly that this is only a suggestion. I do not pretend that the 

evidence presented in the preceding chapters leads inevitably to this 

conclusion, or that no better method could be devised. Nor do I intend 

to produce a detailed map of some new route to the old Utopia. I want 

merely to show that it is possible to imagine a situation in which schools 

could be freed of their function as selection agencies for occupation.
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One way in which this could he done would he to introduce an extra 

tier in the educational system. 'Schools* could be redefined as 

educational institutions coping for children up to the age of, say, 

fourteen. After that age children could attend 'colleges* in which 

a variety of different courses were available. Some children might 

terminate their education in these colleges, but others might go on to 

attend other higher educational institutions. In this way some kind 

of optimum between the ultimately incompatible aims of equality and 

occupational allocation could be attained.

For the 'schools', however they y/ere organised, could be concerned 

only with education, not selection. No segregation by ability need 

occur at all, for children would follow a common basic course. In 

addition optional interests such as music, art, sport and so on, could be 

pursued according to the children's individual tastes and interests.

So long as there were absolutely no mechanisms for selection and evaluation 

such schools could be completely free to produce courses designed to give 

children an understanding of the social world and equip them for full 

participation in the political system. The whole internal organisation 

of the school would no longer need to be dominated by the demands of the 

narrow, and (for the majority) diminishingly important, world of work.

Thus the "forging of a communal culture by the pursuit of quality with 

equality" and the education of pupils "in and for democracy" of which
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Pedley speaks could really be possible.

Of course none of this is new! Proponents of comprehensive and

tripartite schools alike have long stressed the need for a child-
3

centred rather than a narrowly vocational curriculum. The Newsom

Report specifically stressed the importance of education for leisure in

a world in which more and more people are finding their major life-
2,interests outside work. Yet none of these fine ideals can possibly 

be expected to be achieved in any kind of school system which is 

simultaneously serving a selective function. For even in the secondary 

modem schools, where a major part of the selection has already been 

taken care of, the occupational structure and its demands impinge on the 

curriculum: the schools are for the large part concerned with preparing 

children for public examinations, the results of which will determine 

their points of entry into the occupational structure. In these new 

'schools’, on the other hand, examinations would have no place because 

all children would leave school on an equal basis with no formal 

qualifications to differentiate between them.

Compulsory education would not, however, end in the schools. For 

all children regardless of ability or aptitude would automatically pass 

on to the post-school 'colleges'. .And it would not be until this stage 

that selection and differential education would begin. Some method of

2
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allocating children to different courses would have to he devised which,

while placing a major emphasis on personal choice and inclination, did
5

entail some means of 'cooling out’ those who aspired to courses which 

counsellors and teachers felt to be beyond them.^ Some groups could 

then take three or four year academic courses up to university entrance 

level, others might take courses designed to prepare them for entrance 

to other higher educational courses, others could take shorter 

specifically vocational courses and still others even shorter general 

or remedial courses. The provision of grants for those staying over 

the minimum leaving age would be essential in order further to minimise 

class bias in educational success.

Now it might be objected that this would not be a radically new 

system but merely a replacement of an Eleven-Plus by a Fourteen-Plus. 

However there is a crucial difference between the sort of system which 

has been very tentatively outlined above and all other systems which have 

been operated so far. This is that all present forms of educational 

selection - at whatever age and by whatever criteria - reverberate down 

as well as up the educational system. The Eleven-Plus affects the 

junior school curriculum, encouraging rigorous streaming and special 

education for the potential successes. The &.C.E. and C.S.E. examinations 

similarly affect the organisation and content of secondary education.

For headmasters and teachers naturally want their schools to excel in
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these formal ’tests', just as parents want the best possible opportunities 

for their children to succeed. But under the hypothetical system I 

have just described there is an administrative gap between the 'schools' 

and the selection procedures. Children are not evaluated on leaving 

the 'schools', thus this artificial criterion of comparison between 

schools does not exist. Selection is wholly the responsibility of the 

post-school 'colleges' and, however and whenever it is operated, it need 

have no reverberation back on to the 'school* system.

Such a system might also better facilitate the 'second chances' so 

often denied by our present schools. For the post-school 'colleges' 

would be institutions for young adults and, while the majority of students 

would be between the ages of, say, fourteen and eighteen, there is no 

reason why older individuals might not enter them to take up either 

full-time or part-time education at a level intermediate between 'school' 

and higher education. Indeed a legal right to leave from work for such 

part-time education (as recommended by the Henniker-Heaton Committee) 

would certainly prove cheaper than the raising of the compulsory school 

leaving age.

I must repeat that this is merely a suggestion. A great deal of 

research ought to be undertaken before any major educational reforms are 

implemented. There is some indication that in experimental schools,
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where courses are designed to interest the students rather than meet

the requirements of an examination syllabus, children show an interest

and become normatively involved in school life. But we do not know

whether the removal of segregation and division and of formal
8examinations would produce problems of discipline or not.

However it seems very unlikely that any of the effects for which the 

reformers hope will be produced merely by continuing a programme of 

'comprehensive' reform. While schools continue to serve a class 

society, selecting and training personnel for different occupations 

bearing different rewards and different prestige, education will be 

unequal and hence 'unjust'. We can choose to accept this fact. If we 

do this then it is immoral to suggest that comprehensive schools will 

alter the situation for, if this becomes generally believed, then 

individuals may begin to internalise their failure rather than attributing 

it to the injustice of the system.

On the other hand we can choose to reject this function of the

schools. In that case we must think about building a school system

which is more than an elaborate grading machine. We must think about

creating schools in which children, freed of the immediate inevitability

of evaluation and selection, are free to pursue ideas merely because
9they are interesting. Perhaps there can be schools with a place for



P r e v e r t ’ s  d u n c e ?

He stands
he is questioned
and all the problems are posed
sudden laughter seizes him
and he erases all
the words and figures
names and dates
sentences and snares
and despite the teacher's threats
to the jeers of infant prodigies
with chalk of every colour
on the blackboard of misfortune
he draws the face of happiness.

From The Dunce by Jacques Prevert.
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NOTES ON CHAPTER EIGHT

1. George C. Homans: Social Behaviour (Routledge, 1961) p. 378

2. The Comprehensive School (Pelican, 1963) pp. 199“200.

3 . Taylor, op. cit. pp. 82-102, Pedley, op. cit. and the Beloe Report 
(Secondary School Examinations Other than the G.C.E., H.M.S.O., i960) 
all discuss the distortions imposed by public examinations and the 
possibilities of a child-centred syllabus for the 'average* child.

4. Half our Future, H.M.S.O., 1963 especially Chapter 9.

5. This concept was introduced by Erving Goffman who drew from the 
case of con men who generally take steps to 'cool out' the 'mark' 
in order to prevent him from reacting violently and damagingly to 
the swindle. See "Coaling the Mark Out: Some Aspects of 
Adaptation to Failure", Psychiatry. XV, 1952, pp. 451-63.
Burton Clark applied this notion to educational institutions in 
discussing the case of the American college where certain courses 
are used to side-track students who would be unsuccessful on the 
more demanding courses. See "The 'Cooling-Out' Function in Higher 
Education", American Journal of Sociology, LXV, i960, pp. 569“76.

6. This is no place to put forward a blue-print for the selectors.
But obviously the system would have to operate in a way similar to 
the present practice of vocational guidance counselling where 
trained individuals assess pupils' abilities in various spheres by 
means of intelligence and aptitude tests. Perhaps some form of 
examinations might be employed but the important point is that the 
selection should not include evaluations from teachers in the 
'schools', nor any grades or assessments from the 'schools'.

7. See Day Release (The Henniker-Heaton Report), H.M.S.O., 1964.

8. It would seem likely that under the system being suggested compliance 
on the part of the children would be normative and calculative 
ratherthan - as at present - calculative and alienative. They 
would comply with the demands of the school system because they 
accepted the goals of the school and because they wished to maximise 
their enjoyment of the courses offered. At present a minority 
comply calculatively wishing to obtain formal qualifications while 
for the majority compliance is alienative, stemming from threat of 
punishment. For amplification of these concepts see Amitai Etzioni, 
Complex Organisations (Free Press, 1961)
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9. This notion, of schools, freed from the selection function was 
partly outlined by Jean Floud and A.H. Halsey when they said 
"The task of occupational selection - - - would need to be 
shifted to post-school educational institutions". See "English 
Secondary Schools and the Supply of Labour" in A.H. Halsey et al., 
op. cit., p.89.



APPENDIX ONE

NOTES ON THE OPERATIONALISATION OP THE TYPOLOG-Y OP CLASS IDEOLOGIES

The creation and operationalisation of a -typology involves four 

distinct processes: initial imagery of the concepts, specification of 

the dimensions along which they vary, selection of observable indicators, 

and combination of these indicators into indices."'" In Chapter Six certain 

conceptions of class ideology which are to be found in the literature 

have been refined and their dimensions of variance suggested. The 

professional reader may, however, wish to know the details of selection 

of indicators and formation of indices for the operationalisation and 

measurement of this typology.

The problem of translating theoretical conceptions into operational 

ones is always difficult, and this is especially true where the 'facts1 

to be apprehended are subjective definitions of the situation. But in 

this case this common problem was compounded by the difficulty of 

communicating with children. Por pilot surveys soon showed that it was 

impossible to use relatively 'direct' open-ended questions to measure 

class ideology. Questions such as "What is meant by class?", "How many

1. See Paul P. Lazarsfeld: "Evidence and Inference in Social Research" 
in D. Lerner (ed) Evidence and Inference. (Free Press, New York, 1959) 
p.109.
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classes are there?", and "How do you think people move between classes?"

were met by a large proportion of "don't know's", blank looks and confusion.

The problem of formulating the concepts involved in a way comprehensible
2to the children was therefore raised in an acute form.

It was decided that closed schedule questions of the agree/disagree 

type should be used, not merely for ease of quantification but also 

because responses in this form were easier for the children, almost a 

third of whom found writing a single sentence in answer to an 'open' 

question a slow and agonising process. Several separate closed instruments 

could therefore be administered with less stress on the children than would 

be produced by a single open one. This reliance on closed schedules 

entailed the obvious disadvantage that there is no immediate guarantee 

that the questions meant anything at all to the children who may have 

merely ticked randomly. On the other hand, the sheer duplication of 

indicators for the same dimension which could be achieved by this method 

should offset that disadvantage. For simple correlation of one supposed

2. For, as Lazarsfeld and Barton have pointed out, operationalisation 
relies upon the existence of a shared culture, a shared body of 
meanings between the researchers and the respondents. See Paul F. 
Lazarsfeld and Allen H. Barton "Qualitative Measurement in the 
Social Sciences" in D. Lemer and H. Lasswell: The Policy Sciences 
(Stanford University Press, 1951) pp. 166-7; or, as Cicourel puts it
"----- measurement in sociology is rooted in the ----- 'common
understanding of the language* in everyday life", Aaron V. Cicourel: 
Method and Measurement in Sociology (Glencoe Free Press, 1964) p.23-
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indicator of a phenomenon against another gives some empirical criterion 

of the validity of the indicator. And it cannot be emphasised too 

strongly that the only objective criteria of success of indicators are 

empirical, for there is no logical relationship between theoretical and 

research language, the link between the two being merely a matter of 

convention or arbitrary whim.^

Eight statements about social class prefaced by "In England - - 

were administered and the children were required to respond to them on a 

five point scale from true to false. The statements intended as indicators 

of the horizontal dimension (evaluations of the legitimacy of the class 

structure) were as follows:

a) If you have the brains and the determination you can 
always get on in life

b) Life is like a competition and the best man usually gets 
the prize

c) The only way working men can improve their lot is by 
sticking together against the employers

The first two are 'negative' indicators (the response 'true' locates

the respondent's imagery on the right hand side of the continuum), while

the last is 'positive' (agreement registers on the left hand side of the

continuum).

3. See Lazarsfeld and Barton,op cit.; and H.M. Blalock Causal 
Inferences in Non-Experimental Research (University of North 
Carolina Press, 1964) especially Chapter I.
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Statements designed to measure the vertical dimension (perception of 

the shape of the class structure) were as follows.

d) You can tell with most people whether they are working 
class or middle class

e) We are all middle class really

f) People who work with their hands are quite different 
from those who sit behind a desk

g) There are no such things as classes nowadays

Agreement with statements d) and f) indicates dichotomous perceptions 

and agreement with e) and g) indiciates hierarchic perceptions.^

Statements a), b) and c) were correlated each against each other and, 

since the strongest (negative) correlation was between b) and c) these two 

items were selected for the index of evaluations of the class structure. 

Similarly statements d), e) and g) were selected for the index of 

perceptions of the shape of the class structure.

The procedure adopted for combining these indicators into indices 

by means of ’scores* is summarised below.

4. One item (\'The class into which you are born is usually the class
in which you stay')was discarded as it was apparently a simultaneous 
indicator of both dimensions,

5. This scoring procedure follows that suggested by James A. Davis 
"Locals and Cosmopolitans in American Graduate Schools",
International Journal of Comparative Sociology, 2, 19&L, pp. 212-223.
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Construction of Index of Evaluations of the Class Structure

STATEMENT RESPONSE 
(True=l etc.)

’SCORE'

b) 1 0
2 1
3 2
4,5 3

c) 1 3
2 2
3 1
4,5 0

Scores for the two statements were added and total scores of 3-6 were 
considered ’High' while scores of 0-2 were designated ’Low’.^

Construction of Index of Perceptions of the Shape of the Class Structure

STATEMENT RESPONSE
(Trued)

’SCORE

a) 1,2 2
3 1

4,5 0
e) 1,2 0

3 1
4,5 2

g) 1,2 0
3 1

4,5 2
When scores for the three statements were added, total scores of 4-6 
were considered 'High' while those of 0-3 were •Low*.

6. The decision where to make the break on each dimension was made in 
consideration of the empirical distribution in order to ensure 
approximately half each side of the line. This dichotomisation at 
the median point is standard procedure in index construction. See 
for one example Barney G-laser Organisational Scientists (Bobbs
Merrill, 1964) p.ll.
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When the respondents were classified according to their score on 

both indices the final distribution of class ideologies in the sample 

as a whole was as follows.

Index of Evaluations of the Class Structure

Index of Perceptions 
of the shape of the 
class structure

'HIGH'
(dichotomy)

'LOW
(hierarchy)

'HIGH* (illegitimate) 'L0¥‘ (legitimate)

1 Sfo Power models 2jfo Deference 
models

3Cyfo Instrumental- 
Collective models

29% Prestige 
models



APPENDIX TWO

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

FIRST, SOME GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOURSELF

1. Surname .................................

2. First name ............................ .

3. Address .................................

4. How old are you in years and months? ... years and .... months.

5. Are you male or female? (Underline the correct one)

6. Please fill in the following sentence

"I h a v e .... older brothers a n d ......older sisters, .... younger

brothers and .... younger sisters." (Write "0" or the right number)

7. Have you been at this school ever since you left junior school?

... Yes ... No (Tick one) If you ticked "No", write below the names 

of any other secondary schools to which you have been:-

8. In which COUNTRY were you bom? ......................................

If you were NOT b o m  in England, how old were you when you came here? 

(Fill in the blank) "I was years old."



What is your father's job? (This was accompanied by the verbal 
instruction "Imagine that you are explaining to a new friend what 
your father does, try to give as much information as you can) ...

Does your mother go out to work? ... Yes .... No (Tick one) 

If you ticked "Yes" say what work she does: ...................

Is this full-time or part-time? (Underline the correct one)
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SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE

11. When do you expect to leave school? (Fill in the following sentence)

"I will probably leave school in t h e ........... term of the

year 196..

12. Have you made up your mind about what job you want to do when you

leave school? .... Yes .... No. (Tick one).

If you ticked "Yes", please say what job this is:~

13. You have just said what you want to do. I would like you to say 

now what you expect will be your first full-time job:

14. Try to imagine yourself ten years from now, when you are 24 or 25. 

What job do you think you will be most likely to be doing then?

15. Suppose for a moment that you could have ANY JOB AT ALL IN THE WORLD. 

What would you choose to be then:-
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16. (i) Do you expect to:- (Tick one)

Have a life-time career? ....  (a)

fret married and be a homemaker? ....  (b)

Both get married and have a
life-time career? ....  (c)

(ii) If you plan a life-time career, what occupation do you 

think you will make your life work? ..................

(iii) Would you feel a little disappointed if your future husband 
spent his whole life in any of the following occupations?

(Tick either "Yes" or "Ho” for EVERY occupation)

Would you feel a little disappointed if your future husband 
spent his life as a --- - -

Yes No

(iv)

(a)

0 >)
(c)(¿0
(e)

( f )  

(s)

(h)

(i)

( j )

What kind of 
to have?

Ordinary labourer 

Machine operator

Skilled craftsman (like carpenter or electrician) 

Clerk, or salesman in a store 

Building Contractor

Salesman (like car or television salesman)

Owner or manager of a small business (like a shop) 

Sales representative (like insurance, estate agent) 

Large business executive 

Professional (like doctor, lawyer) 

occupation would you LIKB your future husband
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17. Some people think it isn’t very nice to be very ambitious and to go 

all out for what you want. Others think it is a very good thing.

On the whole do you think that to be very ambitious is a good or 

bad thing?

... Always ... Usually .... Difficult .... Usually .... Always
good good to say bad bad

(Tick one)

18. Would you say that you are more ambitious or less ambitious than 

most of your friends?

.... Much .... More .... About the .... Less ..... Much 
more same less

19. Do you think any of the boys or girls in this class at the moment 

are ambitious?

Please give the names of the three most ambitious pupils in this 

classroom right now.

1...............................................................................................................................................

2......................................................................................................................................................................................
3.................................................................

NOW SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR IDEAS ABOUT WORK

20. There are a lot of different things you might hope to get from a job. 

Below is a list of some of these. I would like you to read them 

through and think about them. Then I would like you to write a ”1" 

beside the one which you think is the most important thing you can
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get from a joh. When you have done that, write a "2" beside the 

thing which you think is the second most important and so on

until you come to the number "6".

FRIENDLY WORK MATES   (a)
LONG HOLIDAYS   (b)
A G-OOD WAGE   (c)
CHANCES OF PROMOTION   (d)
CHANCE TO USE YOUR ABILITIES ....  (e)
PLENTY OF FREE TIME   (f)

Now if - AND ONLY IF - the thing which you think is most important of 
all about a job was NOT in the list above, write this now:-

21. Whatever answer you gave to the last question I would like you now to 
think about what you really expect to get from your first job. Put 
a ”1" beside the thing which you think you will like most about your 
first job, a "2" beside the thing which you think you will like next
most and so on:-

FRIENDLY WORK MATES   (a )
LONG HOLIDAYS   (B)
A GOOD WAGE*   (C)
CHANCES OF PROMOTION   (D)
CHANCE TO USE YOUR ABILITIES ....  (E)
PLENTY OF FREE TIME   (F)
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22. If the thing which you think you will like best about your first job 
is not in that list, please write this now:-

23. Now I would like you to imagine that you have to choose between two 
jobs, "Job A" and "Job B". Both jobs are a 3 day week with an 
8 hour day, but the conditions are different in each case. I would 
like you to say which job you would choose when the two jobs offer 
different wages.

JOB A JOB B

Little chance to use your skills Plenty of chance to use your skills
Boring work Interesting work
Difficult to make friends at work Lots of friendly work mates

WHICH JOB WOULD YOU CHOOSE

If the pay at A was £18 a week and at B £6 a week .... .
tt £17 tt £7 tt
tt £16 tt £8 tt
tl £15 tt £9 tt
If £14 tt £10 t!
tt £13 tt £11 tt
tt £12 tt £12 tt

(Write "A" or "B" beside each one)

24. I would like you now to imagine that one of your friends is applying 
for a job as a junior manager in a store. What do you think will 
be the most important things which will be taken into consideration 
in deciding whether or not he should get the job?
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Here are a list of some of the things which might be considered. 
Please think about them all and then write a "1" beside the one 
which you think will be most important in deciding whether or not 
he gets the job. Then write a "2" beside the one you think 
next most important and so on until you come to the number "6".

HOW MANY 'O' LEVELS HE HAS   (a)
THE KIND OF WORK HIS FATHER DOES ___  (b)
THE SORT OF ACCENT HE HAS   (c)
HOW CLEVER HE IS   (d)
HIS PERSONAL APPEARANCE   (e)
WHAT HIS HOBBIES ARE ....  (f)

You have just said what you think will be most important in 
determining whether or not your friend gets the job. NOW I would
like you to say what you think SHOULD be the most important 
consideration.

Put "1" beside the one you think should be most important, and so on

HOW MANY *0' LEVELS HE HAS   (a)
THE KIND OF WORK HIS FATHER D O E S ___  (b)
THE SORT OF ACCENT HE HAS   (c)
HOW CLEVER HE IS   (d)
HIS PERSONAL APPEARANCE   (e)
WHAT HIS HOBBIES ARE ....  (f)



HOW SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR IDEAS ABOUT THINGS

Here is a list of ways in which grown-up people could be different 
from one another. Read these through and think about them. Now 
I want you to write a "1" beside the one which you think makes the 
most important difference between people, a "2" beside the next 
most important and so on.

HOW THEY FEEL AND THINK ABOUT THINGS   (a)
THE AMOUNT OF MONEY THEY HAVE   (b)
THE KIND OF PLACE THEY LIVE IN   (c)
WHAT THEY DO IN THEIR SPARE TIME ....  (d)
THE KIND OF JOBS THEY DO   (e)
THE KIND OF EDUCATION THEY HAVE   (f)

Those were differences which some people have thought are 
important. You may think that there are other more important 
differences between people.

If - AND ONLY IF - the thing which you think is the most important 
way in which people are different from one another is not in the 
list over this question please write this nows-
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26. Now I would like you to think about school for a minute. There may 
be a number of reasons why pupils of the same age are in different 
forms or classes.* I would like you to think about each of the 
following possible reasons and say whether you think it is true or 
false.

(Tick one each time)

Teachers put pupils into 
different forms - - - -

True Probably Part true Probably False
true part false false

Because some pupils 
work harder than others

Because some pupils 
are the teachers' pets

Because some pupils 
are cleverer than 
others

Because some pupils 
have parents who take 
more interest in their 
school work than other 
parents do

Because some pupils are 
more interested in school 
work than others

Because the teachers 
like some pupils more 
than others

♦ For Bogbridge School "Academic Streams" replaced "Forms or Classes".
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27. Below are some ideas about life in England. I would like you to 
think about each one and then say whether you think it is true or 
false.

(Tick one each time)

In England------- True Probably Partly true Probably False
true partly false false

You can tell with 
most people whether 
they are working 
class or middle class ....
If you have the brains 
and the determination 
you can always get on 
in life ....

We are all middle 
class really ...
The class into which 
you were b o m  is usually 
the class in which you 
stay ...,
People who work with 
their hands are quite 
different from those 
who sit behind a 
desk ...
There are no such 
things as classes 
nowadays ...
Life is like a 
competition and the 
best man usually 
gets theprize ...,
The only way that 
working men can 
improve their lot 
is by sticking 
together against 
their employers ...
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28. Which kind of person would YOU rather be? (Tick one)

Someone who spends most of his extra money on his friends ....
eft

Someone who saves all his extra money for the future ....

How strongly do you feel about the choice you .just made?

I feel strongly about it - I am quite sure of my choice ....
OR

I don’t feel strongly about it - I am not very sure of my choice ....

29. Which kind of person would YOU rather be?

A "smooth operator" who comes out top of every deal ....
OR

Someone who often loses out because he is too kind to take 
advantage of anybody who isn't as smart as he is ....

How strongly do you feel about the choice you .just made?

I feel strongly about it - I am quite sure of my choice ....
OR

I don't feel strongly about it - I am not very sure of my
choice ....

30. Which kind of person would YOU rather be?

Someone who does better than his close friends at most
things?

OR
Someone who does most things just about as well as his 
close friends - no better and no worse

How strongly do you feel about the choice you just made?

I feel strongly about it - I am quite sure of my choice
OR

I don't feel strongly about it - I am not very sure of my
choice
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31. Which kind of person would YOU rather be?

Someone who would rather stick with a few tried and true 
friends than be always meeting new people

OR
Someone who always wants to be meeting new people and 
making new friends rather than be especially close to 
a few old friends

How strongly do you feel about the choice that you .just made?

I feel strongly about it - I am quite sure of my choice
OR

I don’t feel strongly about it - I am not very sure of
my choice

32. Which kind of person would YOU rather be?

Someone who believes in "If at first you don’t succeed then 
try and try again".

OR
Someone who admits when he is beaten and tries something 
else instead

How strongly do you feel about the choice you ¡just made?

I feel strongly about it - I am quite sure of my choice .
OR

I don’t feel strongly about it - I am not very sure of
my choice
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33* ^hich kind of person would YOU rather be?

Someone who takes advantage of any good opportunity to get 
ahead even when there is the risk of losing what he has

OR
Someone who would rather have a small but secure position 
than take a chance on losing what he has to get ahead

How strongly do you feel about the choice you .just made?

I feel strongly about it - I am quite sure of my choice
OR

I don't feel strongly about it - I am not very sure of my
choice

34. Which kind of person would you rather be?

Someone who doesn't let his plans for the future keep him 
from enjoying the present

OR
Someone who doesn't mind giving up most of his pleasure now 
so that he can be sure of the future

How strongly do you feel about the choice you just made?

I feel strongly about it - I am quite sure of my choice
OR

I don't feel strongly about it - I am not very sure of my
choice

35. Which kind of person would YOU rather be?

Someone who tries to be satisfied with what he has and 
never to want more

OR
Someone who is always looking for something better than 
he has

How strongly do you feel about the choice you just made?

I feel strongly about it - I am quite sure of my choice
OR

I don't feel strongly about it - I am not very sure of my
choice



MOW SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR FRIENDS AND CLASS-MATES 

Suppose you wanted to pick some people to be your close friends

people you would enjoy doing things with and like to have as close 

friends for a long time. Which three people who are in this

classroom right now would you pick.

(Write 3 names)

If you could pick only one close friend from all the people you 

know would it be:-

(Tick one)

One of the three people you wrote above ....  (a)

Someone in this class who is away today ....  (b)

Someone in another class at this school ....  (c)

Someone in another school ....  (d)

Someone who has already left school ....  (e)

If you ticked (c) SAY WHICH CLASS

If you ticked (d) OIVE THE NAME OF THE SCHOOL
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38. In this class there must he some people who learn their school 

work better than others. Please pick out the two people who 

are in this classroom right now who you think are best at 

learning their schoolwork

(Write 2 names)

(1) .......................................................

(2) ................................

|
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